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Preface
Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to
be understood. Now is the time to
understand more, so that we may fear less.
(Marie Skłodowska-Curie)
Computer algebra came up in the 1960s, in particular due to the increasing need of
theoretical physicists to automate the process of simplifying algebraic expressions by
symbolic manipulations. The Computer Algebra Handbook [GKW03, Section 1.2] gives
the following definition.
“Computer Algebra is a subject of science devoted to methods for solving
mathematically formulated problems by symbolic algorithms, and to imple-
mentation of these algorithms in software and hardware. [. . . ]
Structural mathematical knowledge is used during the design as well as for
verification [. . . ] of the respective algorithms.”
One problem of such kind as mentioned in this definition, namely the computation of
a vector space basis of the quotient Krx1, . . . , xns{I for an ideal I of the multivariate
polynomial ring over a fieldK was solved by Bruno Buchberger in his PhD thesis [Buc65]
by introducing Gröbner bases as well as an algorithm to compute them, provided that
Krx1, . . . , xns{I is finite dimensional as a vector space or in other words, that I is zero-
dimensional.
As it turned out, Gröbner bases are a useful tool to solve a variety of problems both
in theory and practice. Thus, Buchberger’s algorithm and its enhanced and generalized
versions have been implemented in many computer algebra systems.
Gröbner bases in the noncommutative world were first systematically introduced by
Francisco Jesús Castro-Jiménez [Cas84] for rings of differential operators and in partic-
ular for the Weyl algebra Dn for a positive integer n, which can be defined as the free
associative algebra in 2n indeterminates x1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bn over a field of characteristic
zero, modulo the relations
xixj  xjxi, BiBj  BjBi, Bjxi  xiBj   δij for all 1 ¤ i, j ¤ n.
As quoted in Melvin A. Benarde, Our Precarious Habitat, 1973.
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Algebraic Analysis goes back to Mikio Sato, who studied linear differential equations
by means of local cohomology and the theory of sheaves. In 1959–1960, he published
a series of papers [Sat59, Sat60], in which he studied hyperfunctions, which can be
seen as a generalization of distributions. His research ultimately led to the notion of
microlocal analysis as discussed in [SKK73], a work which “had a considerable impact
[on mathematical analysis], although most analysts did not understand a single word”
as phrased by Pierre Schapira [Sch07].
Another notion due to Sato is the concept of a D-module. Here, a D-module is a mod-
ule over a ring D of differential operators and, roughly speaking, a module corresponds
to a system of D-linear equations.
At the same time, Joseph Bernstein answered in [Ber72, Theorem 1] a question pro-
posed by Israel M. Gel’fand at the 1954 International Congress of Mathematicians in
Amsterdam [Gel57], whether the distribution f s  defined by
f s pxq :
#
fpxqs if fpxq ¡ 0,
0 if fpxq ¤ 0
for a multivariate polynomial f with real coefficients and a complex number s with
positive real part admits a meromorphic continuation.
The result itself was not new when it was published as Bernstein already gave a
proof for a special case [Ber68, Theorem 1] and together with Sergei I. Gel’fand for the
general situation [BG69]. A similar argument as in the latter reference was also used by
Michael F. Atiyah [Ati70].
Both of these general solutions utilized Heisuke Hironaka’s theorem on the resolution
of singularities [Hir64a, Hir64b]. Notably, Hironaka introduced in these papers also the
notion of standard bases, a concept closely related to (but more general than) Buch-
berger’s Gröbner bases.
However, Bernstein’s second general solution to Gel’fand’s problem did not rely on
Hironaka’s work. Instead, it used a purely algebraic, D-module theoretic approach. More
concretely, Bernstein proved in [Ber72, Theorem 1’] that for any nonzero polynomial f
with real coefficients and complex s with positive real part there exists a linear partial
differential operator P with polynomial coefficients, depending also polynomially on s,
and a nonzero polynomial b in s such that
P  f s 1  b  f s.
Here, “” denotes the natural action of a differential operator. He also showed how
to derive the answer to Gelf’and’s question from this theorem and how the poles of
the meromorphic continuation of f s  are related to the roots of the polynomial b. This
polynomial b first appeared in Mikio Sato’s study of so-called prehomogeneous vector
vspaces [Sat90] under the name b-function. The greatest common divisor bf of all such
b-functions is also called the Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f . It is a fundamental object
in the study of D-modules both in theory and algorithms.
Remarkably, it took about 25 years until the first general algorithm to compute
Bernstein-Sato polynomials was published. Before that, there have been numerous re-
sults for specific (families of) polynomials, e.g. by Tamaki Yano [Yan78]. The general
algorithm is due to Toshinori Oaku [Oak97c] and it uses Gröbner bases in the Weyl
algebra.
Since then, the computer algebraic side of D-module theory has been drastically de-
veloped with many algorithms as well as their implementations for plenty of different
problems. The following open source computer algebra systems offer D-module func-
tionality.
• kan/sm1 by N. Takayama, whose development has been discontinued since 2003
[Tak03],
• Macaulay2 by D. Grayson and M. Stillman [GS13] and its package forD-modules
by A. Leykin and H. Tsai [LT13],
• Risa/Asir by M. Noro, T. Shimoyama and T. Takeshima [NST12],
• Singular, which is developed under the direction of W. Decker, G.-M. Greuel,
G. Pfister, and H. Schönemann and its subsystem Plural [DGPS12, GLS12] with
various libraries forD-modules written by V. Levandovskyy, J. Martín-Morales and
the author of this thesis [LM12, LA12, AL12, ALM12, And12a].
In this work, we investigate some aspects of D-module theory by making use of (non-
commutative) computer algebraic methods. It is structured as follows.
In the first chapter, general notations and an important class of not necessarily com-
mutative algebras, so-called G-algebras, are introduced. One can view a G-algebra as
a generalization of the multivariate commutative polynomial ring Krx1, . . . , xns over a
field K. Moreover, the notions of (Ore) localization as well Gröbner and standard bases
are recalled. In addition, the concept of Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension for algebras and
(left) modules is explained. This notion plays the role, the Krull dimension plays in
the commutative case. In fact, the Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension over K and the Krull
dimension coincide for Krx1, . . . , xns.
In Chapter 2, we present an algorithm to intersect (left) ideals of G-algebras with cer-
tain subalgebras generated by a subset of the variables using Gröbner bases. This is also
known as elimination of variables. Depending on the considered G-algebra, a number of
obstacles might occur, which do not appear in the commutative case. Our algorithm is
able to automatically detect and overcome these obstacles if possible. As an application,
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we utilize this approach to compute preimages of (left) ideals under homomorphisms of
G-algebras, thus enhancing a method proposed by V. Levandovskyy [Lev06]. We also
review a technique to compute preimages of finitely presented (left) modules over G-
algebras under module homomorphisms. Moreover, we give an algorithm to intersect
ideals of Ore localizations of G-algebras with subalgebras generated by a single element.
This is a generalization of the method of Principal Intersection as discussed in [ALM09].
In the next chapter, we examine the zeroth graded component V w0 of the V -filtration
on the Weyl algebra. This filtration was independently introduced by M. Kashiwara
[Kas83] and B. Malgrange [Mal83] in a more general context. As it turns out, V w0
is a factor algebra of a G-algebra. More precisely, we find an explicit representation
of V w0 as a finitely presented factor algebra of the universal enveloping algebra of the
general linear Lie algebra gln. We also compute its Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension by two
distinct methods: a purely computer algebraic one using a theorem by J. F. Lobillo
[Lob98], which reduces the computation of the Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension of a finitely
presented module over a G-algebra to the computation of the Krull dimension of an
induced module over the underlying commutative polynomial ring. The other method
is based on an idea proposed to us by V. Bavula and uses intrinsic properties of the
Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension.
In Chapter 4, we recall Bernstein’s Functional Equation and investigate so-called Bern-
stein operators. Among other, we state and prove a formula suggested by L. Narváez
for the action of an arbitrary linear differential operator with polynomial coefficients on
symbolic powers of polynomials. Using this formula, we present a new algorithm for
the computation of Bernstein data, which solely uses computations over commutative
polynomial rings. Moreover, this algorithm is able to treat the global and local cases
almost analogously. To the best of our knowledge, it is the only algorithm available
with these two distinct properties. Moreover, we also discuss several enhancements of
it. A slightly modified version of this approach provides a way to compute the so-called
tower of annihilators. Next we recall the D-module setting required for Bernstein-Sato
ideals following C. Sabbah [Sab87a, Sab87b] and state an unpublished conjecture by
J. M. Ucha-Enríquez for which we prove a special case. Then we generalize the formula
mentioned above and take a step towards a general algebraic proof of the conjecture. Fi-
nally, we apply the results from Chapter 3 to find a D-module setting for affine algebraic
varieties, which seems to be better suited than the existing one [ALM09].
In the last chapter, we recall H. Tsai’s algorithm [Tsa00] to compute the Weyl closure
and give two applications for it, namely the computation of s-parametric annihilators
as well as annihilators of certain exponential functions.
Eventually, in the appendix we include the documentation (with examples) of the two
libraries dmodloc.lib [And12a] and ncpreim.lib [And12b] of the computer algebra
system Singular, which have been written in the course of this work.
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1. Introduction to
(noncommutative)
computer algebra
In those days spirits were brave, the stakes
were high, men were real men, women were
real women and small furry creatures from
Alpha Centauri were real small furry
creatures from Alpha Centauri. And all
dared to brave unknown terrors, to do
mighty deeds, to boldly split infinitives that
no man had split before.
(Douglas Adams§)
1.1. General notations
Let us briefly introduce some general notations that will be used throughout this work.
n a positive integer
N respectively N0 the set of the positive respectively non-negative integers
Z,Q,R,C the integers, rational, real, complex numbers
K a (computable) field of characteristic zero
K a (computable) field of arbitrary characteristic
AZB the disjoint union of the sets A and B
ei the i-th standard basis vector of a free module of finite rank
|w| :
°n
i1wi the length of the vector w  pw1, . . . , wnq
tr P Rn
v ¤cw w if v  pv1, . . . , vnqtr P Rn is componentwise less than or equal
to w  pw1, . . . , wnqtr P Rn, i.e. vi ¤ wi for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n
spanKtf1, . . . , fnu the vector space over K generated by the elements f1, . . . , fn
xf1, . . . , fny the (left) ideal (or (left) module) generated by the elements
f1, . . . , fn
§Douglas Adams. The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, 1979.
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KrAs the commutative algebra over K generated by the set A
KxA | By the (not necessarily commutative) algebra over K generated by
the set A subject to relations B
rf, gs : fg  gf the commutator (or the Lie bracket) of two elements f, g of an
algebra A
1.2. G-algebras
In the literature, G-algebras also appear under the names PBW algebras (with fully
bounded quantum relations) (Bueso, Gómez-Torrecillas, Lobillo, Verschoren, for instance
[BGL01a, BGL01b, BGV03]) and algebras of solvable type (Kandri-Rody, Weispfenning
[KW90], Kredel [Kre92]). We follow Levandovskyy’s notions [Lev05].
Definition 1.1. Consider the free monoid Mn generated by indeterminates x1, . . . , xn,
i.e.Mn  txi1  . . . xik | k P N0 and 1 ¤ ij ¤ n for 1 ¤ j ¤ ku. The elements ofMn are
called words or monomials. The free associative K-algebra Fn : Kxx1, . . . , xny is the
set of all finite linear combinations ofMn over K, i.e. Fn  spanKpMnq together with
concatenation as multiplication. Here, the empty word is identified with 1 P K.
A total ordering   onMn is called a monomial ordering if it is a well-ordering and
for all m,m1 PMn
(a) m   m1 implies p m  p1   p m1  p1 for all p, p1 PMn and
(b) m  p m1  p1  m1 with p, p1 PMn implies m1   m.
In particular, for a given monomial ordering   onMn, any f P Fnzt0u can be uniquely
written as f  c  m   f 1 such that c P Kzt0u, m P Mn and f 1 P Fn only involves
monomials m1 PMn with nonzero coefficient with the property m1   m. We then call
lmpfq : m the leading monomial of f and lcpfq : c the leading coefficient of f .
We do not define the leading monomial nor the leading coefficient of zero.
Note that every finitely generated associative K-algebra A can be viewed as a quotient
of Fn by a two-sided ideal, which is also called the ideal of relations of A.
Definition 1.2. Let A be the associative K-algebra in n indeterminates x1, . . . , xn sub-
ject to relations
xjxi  cijxixj   dij for all 1 ¤ i   j ¤ n, (1.1)
such that cij P Kzt0u and dij is an element of
spanKtx
α1
1  x
α2
2  . . .  x
αn
n | αi P N0, 1 ¤ i ¤ nu.
One calls A a G-algebra if the following two conditions hold:
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(a) Ordering condition: There exists a monomial ordering   onMn satisfying xixj  
xjxi such that additionally dij  0 or lmpdijq   xixj for all 1 ¤ i   j ¤ n.
(b) Non-degeneracy conditions : The expression
NDCijk : cikcjkdijxk  xkdij   cjkxjdik  cijdikxj   djkxi  cijcikxidjk
vanishes on A for all 1 ¤ i   j   k ¤ n.
G-algebras were introduced by Apel in his dissertation [Ape88], however, without the
non-degeneracy conditions, which go back to Mora [Mor89].
Example 1.3. The following K-algebras are G-algebras.
(a) The commutative polynomial ring Krx1, . . . , xns.
(b) The n-th (polynomial) Weyl algebra Dn : DnpKq,
Dn  Kxx1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bn |xjxi  xixj, BjBi  BiBj,
Bjxi  xiBj   δij for 1 ¤ i, j ¤ ny.
(c) Universal enveloping algebras of finite dimensional Lie algebras such as the uni-
versal enveloping algebra Upglnq : UpglnpKqq of the general linear Lie algebra
glnpKq,
Upglnq  Kxpeijq1¤i,j¤n | eijekl  ekleij   δjkeil  δilekj for 1 ¤ i, j, k, l ¤ ny.
See e.g. [BGV03, Theorem 3.5.2] and [Lev05, Chapter 5] for more examples of this
type.
By abuse of notation we will omit commutative relations. For instance, we will write
Dn  Kxx1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bn | Bjxi  xiBj   δij, 1 ¤ i, j ¤ ny
 Kxx1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bn | Bixi  xiBi   1, 1 ¤ i ¤ ny
for the n-th Weyl algebra.
Proposition 1.4 (e.g. [Lev05, Theorem 1.4.7]).
A G-algebra is a left and right Noetherian domain.
Proposition 1.5 (Levandovskyy [Lev05, Theorem 1.2.3]).
Let A be a K-algebra in indeterminates x1, . . . , xn with relations as in Equation (1.1)
and suppose that the ordering condition is satisfied. Then the non-degeneracy conditions
hold if and only if A is generated as a vector space by standard monomials, i.e. by the
elements of the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis
txα11  x
α2
2  . . .  x
αn
n | αi P N0, 1 ¤ i ¤ nu.
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The proof of this proposition relies on Bergman’s Diamond Lemma [Ber78a]. See also
[BGV03, Theorem 3.4.7].
As a crucial consequence one obtains that every G-algebra A has a Poincaré-Birkhoff-
Witt basis. Hence, any f P A can be uniquely written as a finite linear combination of
standard monomials, f 
°
α cαx
α1
1 x
α2
2 . . .x
αn
n with cα P K and α  pα1, . . . , αnqtr P Nn0 .
We will use multi-index notations xα : xα11 x
α2
2  . . . x
αn
n and simply write f 
°
α cαx
α.
Definition 1.6. Let A  Kxx1, . . . , xn | xjxi  cijxixj   dij for 1 ¤ i   j ¤ ny be a
G-algebra with cij and dij as in Equation (1.1) and let   be a total well-ordering on the
Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis txα | α P Nn0u of A. We call   a monomial ordering if
xα   xβ implies xα γ   xβ γ for all α, β, γ P Nn0 .
Given a monomial ordering  , any f P Azt0u can uniquely be written as f  cαxα  °
βα cβx
β with cα, cβ P K and cα  0 such that f  cαxα or xβ   xα for all β  α. We
then call
lmpfq : xα the leading monomial of f ,
lcpfq : cα the leading coefficient of f ,
lepfq : α the leading exponent of f and
ltpfq : cαx
α the leading term of f .
If   is satisfying lmpdijq   xixj for all 1 ¤ i   j ¤ n with dij  0, we call   an
admissible ordering.
When speaking of an ordering on a G-algebra, we always mean a monomial ordering
on the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis, which is also admissible, unless specifically stated
otherwise. We emphasize that admissible orderings are well-orderings by definition.
It is easy to verify that monomial orderings on G-algebras can be seen as restrictions
of monomial orderings on the free monoidMn to the set of standard monomials. In par-
ticular, the two notions of leading monomials and leading coefficients from Definition 1.1
and Definition 1.6 coincide.
Moreover, admissible orderings on G-algebras are derived from monomial orderings
on the free monoid satisfying the ordering condition of Definition 1.2.
The following unpublished result by Martín-Morales gives another characterization
of the non-degeneracy conditions in terms of generalized Jacobi identities, cf. [Lev05,
Remark 1.2.4].
Proposition 1.7 (Martín-Morales (unpublished)).
Let A  xx1, . . . , xn | xjxi  cijxixj   dij for 1 ¤ i   j ¤ ny be a K-algebra with
cij and dij as in Equation (1.1). In particular, cij  0 for all 1 ¤ i   j ¤ n. Chose
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any lij P Kzt0u for 1 ¤ i   j ¤ n and define lji : cijlij P Kzt0u. Further, put
rf, gsab : afg  bgf for f, g P A and a, b P K and define for 1 ¤ i   j   k ¤ n
Jijk :

rxi, xjs
lji
lij
, xk
lkilkj
likljk
 

rxj, xks
lkj
ljk
, xi
lij lik
ljilki
 

rxk, xis
lik
lki
, xj
ljklji
lkj lij
.
Then for all 1 ¤ i   j   k ¤ n we have NDCijk  0 if and only if Jijk  0.
Proof. First note that r  ,  sab is K-bilinear for all a, b P K and fulfills rf, gsab  rg, f sba
for all f, g P A and a, b P K. Let 1 ¤ i   j   k ¤ n. Then
rxi, xjs
lji
lij
 ljixixj  lijxjxi  ljixixj  lijpcijxixj   dijq  ljixixj  lijp
lji
lij
xixj   dijq
 lijdij.
Hence,
Jijk 

rxi, xjs
lji
lij
, xk
lkilkj
likljk
 

rxj, xks
lkj
ljk
, xi
lij lik
ljilki
 

rxk, xis
lik
lki
, xj
ljklji
lkj lij


rxi, xjs
lji
lij
, xk
lkilkj
likljk
 

rxj, xks
lkj
ljk
, xi
lij lik
ljilki
 

 rxi, xks
lki
lik
, xj
ljklji
lkj lij
 rlijdij, xks
lkilkj
likljk
  rljkdjk, xis
lij lik
ljilki
  rlikdik, xjs
ljklji
lkj lij
 lij rdij, xks
lkilkj
likljk
 ljk rdjk, xis
lij lik
ljilki
  lik rdik, xjs
ljklji
lkj lij
 lijplkilkjdijxk  likljkxkdijq  ljkplijlikdjkxi  ljilkixidjkq
  likpljkljidikxj  lkjlijxjdikq.
Dividing by the nonzero scalar lijljklik yields

1
lijlikljk
Jijk  lkilkj
likljk
dijxk  xkdij   djkxi 
ljilki
lijlik
xidjk  p
lji
lij
dikxj 
lkj
ljk
xjdikq
 cikcjkdijxk  xkdij   djkxi  cijcikxidjk  cijdikxj   cjkxjdik
 NDCijk,
which concludes the proof. l
Although the statement of the following corollary is well-known (cf. e.g. [Gar05, The-
orem 2.2.4] and [Lev05, Lemma 2.3.9]), the idea of the proof below is also due to Martín-
Morales.
Corollary 1.8. Let A  Kxx1, . . . , xn | RAy and B  Kxy1, . . . , ym | RBy be two
G-algebras with sets of relations RA and RB, respectively, as in Equation (1.1). Then
AbK B  Kxx1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym | RA YRB Y tyjxi  xiyj | 1 ¤ i ¤ n, 1 ¤ j ¤ muy
is also a G-algebra.
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Proof. Note that the isomorphism is given by identifying xi with xi b 1 for 1 ¤ i ¤ n
and yj with 1b yj for 1 ¤ j ¤ m.
Since rxi, yjs
1
1  0 for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n and 1 ¤ j ¤ m, the validity of the non-degeneracy
conditions on AbK B is inherited from the validity of the non-degeneracy conditions on
A and B.
Let  A and  B be admissible orderings on A and B, respectively. Then an admissible
ordering on AbK B is given by the block (or product) ordering  p A, Bq defined by
xαyβ  p A, Bq x
γyδ if xα  A xγ
or xα  xγ and yβ  B yδ. l
Remark 1.9 (e.g. [Gar05, Example 2.2.5]).
The n-th Weyl algebra Dn can be considered as a tensor product of n copies of the first
Weyl algebra, Dn  D1 bK . . .bK D1.
Definition 1.10. Let R be a commutative ring and let A be a (not necessarily commu-
tative) polynomial algebra over R in indeterminates x1, . . . , xn. Further, let f P Azt0u
be a polynomial involving only standard monomials, i.e. f 
°
αPNn0
cαx
α with cα P R
and only finitely many cα  0.
(a) The set of multi-indices
N pfq : tα P Nn0 | cα  0u
is called the Newton diagram of f .
(b) The weighted (total) degree of f with respect to the weight w  pw1, . . . , wnqtr P Rn
is defined to be
degwpfq : maxt
n¸
i1
wiαi | α P N pfqu.
In particular, for w  p1, . . . , 1qtr one has the (unweighted total) degree of f ,
degpfq : degp1,...,1qtrpfq  maxt|α| | α P N pfqu.
For the zero polynomial we put N p0q : ∅, degwp0q : 8 for any w P Rn and
degp0q : 8.
It is possible to construct an admissible ordering on an algebra A with relations as
in Definition 1.2 satisfying the non-degeneracy conditions if such an ordering exists.
Thus, one can prove algorithmically whether A is a G-algebra as the following result by
Bueso, Gómez-Torrecillas and Lobillo shows. It also appears in the text book [BGV03,
Corollary 3.1.7].
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Proposition 1.11 (Bueso, Gómez-Torrecillas, Lobillo [BGL01b, Prop. 4.2]).
Let
A  Kxx1, . . . , xn | xjxi  cijxixj   dij for 1 ¤ i   j ¤ ny,
with cij P Kzt0u and dij as in Definition 1.2 such that the non-degeneracy conditions
hold. Further, put
B :
¤
1¤i j¤n
tα  ei  ej | α P N pdijqu.
Then there exist an ordering   satisfying the ordering condition (i.e. A is a G-algebra)
if and only if the linear programming problem
minimize
n¸
j1
wj (1.2)
subject to the constraints wj ¥ 1, 1 ¤ j ¤ n, (1.3a)
btr  w ¤ 1, b P B, (1.3b)
has a solution. Moreover, given a (not necessarily admissible) monomial well-ordering
  on A, each solution w of (1.2) gives rise to an admissible weighted degree ordering  w
by setting
xα  w x
β if degwpx
αq   degwpx
βq
or degwpx
αq  degwpx
βq and xα   xβ.
There are well-known algorithms to solve linear programming problems such as the
simplex algorithm by Dantzig [Dan63], which is based on linear algebra. These algo-
rithms are implemented in most computer algebra systems and we will not discuss the
details here.
A consequence of the previous proposition is that for any G-algebra there exists an
admissible weighted degree ordering. This observation will be vital below.
Example 1.12. For k P Nzt1u consider the K-algebra
Ak : Kxx, y | yx  xy   y
ky.
The ordering condition is fulfilled if and only if xy ¡ yk, i.e. x ¡ yk1. For example, the
lexicographical ordering with x ¡ y has this property (cf. Example 1.20). According to
Proposition 1.11, every solution to the linear programming problem
minimize w1   w2
subject to the constraints w1, w2 ¥ 1,
w1   pk  1qw2 ¤  1
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induces an admissible weighted degree ordering. It is easy to see that pw1, w2q  pk, 1q
is such a solution. Hence, for any monomial well-ordering  , the induced ordering  pk,1q
is admissible. Indeed, degpk,1qpxyq  k   1 ¡ k  degpk,1qpykq. Note that pk  1, 1q
gives rise to an admissible ordering as well, but here one needs a tie-breaker   with the
additional property x ¡ y.
1.3. Localization
Let us briefly recall the notion of localization of a (not necessarily commutative) ring R.
In order to keep the exposition simple, we will only cover the case of domains. We
follow [MR01, Section 2.1] in this section, where a more detailed explanation can be
found, too. See also e.g. [Lam99, Section 4.10].
Definition 1.13. A subset S of a ring R is called a (left) Ore set, if
(a) 1 P S,
(b) S is multiplicatively closed, i.e. if a P S and b P S, then also ab P S, and
(c) S fulfills the (left) Ore condition: For all r P R and s P S, there exist r1 P R, s1 P S
such that s1r  r1s.
The Ore condition above is named after Øystein Ore [Ore33]. Note that the left Ore
condition need not be automatically satisfied in case the ring is noncommutative as the
following example shows, which is analogue to [MR01, Example 2.1.7 (ii)].
Example 1.14. Let A : Kxx, y | yx  xy   yy. Then A is a G-algebra by Exam-
ple 1.12. Consider the maximal left ideal I : xx, yy  A and S : AzI. Then S is a
multiplicatively closed set containing 1. Take r : y P A and s : x  1 P S. Assume
that ay  bpx  1q for some a, b P A. Then bpx  1q P xyy, which implies that b P xyy.
Let b  cy. Then ay  cypx  1q  cxy shows that a  cy P I and thus, a R S. In
particular, S does not fulfill the left Ore condition.
Definition 1.15. Let R be a domain and let S  R be a left Ore set with 0 R S. The
Ore localization of R with respect to S is a ring denoted by S1R together with an
embedding θ : R ãÑ S1R such that
(a) θpsq is a unit in S1R for all s P S and
(b) each element t P S1R can be written as t  θpsq1  θprq for some s P S, r P R.
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If R is a domain, S being a left Ore set is both, necessary and sufficient for the
existence of the Ore localization with respect to S, e.g. [MR01, Theorem 2.1.12]. In
particular, the Ore condition guarantees that any right fraction can be rewritten as a
(in general not uniquely determined) left fraction.
Example 1.14 also shows that concepts of well-behaved “denominator sets” in commu-
tative rings, such as complements of maximal ideals, do not necessarily carry over to the
noncommutative case.
We give two well-known but crucial examples of Ore localizations of the n-th Weyl
algebra
Dn  Krx1, . . . , xnsxB1, . . . , Bn | Bjxi  xiBj   δij for 1 ¤ i, j ¤ ny
over a field K of characteristic zero.
Example 1.16 (e.g. [Sch10, Remark 2.2.9]).
Let S  Krx1, . . . , xnszt0u. Then S is a left Ore set in Dn and S1Dn is naturally
isomorphic to the n-th rational Weyl algebra
Qn : Kpx1, . . . , xnqxB1, . . . , Bn | Bif  fBi   BfBxi for f P Kpx1, . . . , xnq and 1 ¤ i ¤ ny,
which is the ring of linear partial differential operators with rational functions as coeffi-
cients.
Example 1.17 (e.g. [Mar11, Example VIII.2.17]).
Let p  pp1, . . . , pnq P Kn be a point and mp  xx1  p1, . . . , xn  pny  Krx1, . . . , xns
the maximal ideal at p. Further, set S  Krx1, . . . , xnszmp. Then S is a left Ore set in
Dn and S1Dn is naturally isomorphic to the n-th local Weyl algebra at p,
pDnqp : Krx1, . . . , xnsmpxB1, . . . , Bn | Bif  fBi  
Bf
Bxi
for f P Krx1, . . . , xnsmp
and 1 ¤ i ¤ ny,
the n-th Weyl algebra with coefficients in
Krx1, . . . , xnsmp  t
f
g
| f, g P Krx1, . . . , xns, g R mpu
instead of Krx1, . . . , xns.
Some more examples and non-examples of Ore sets in G-algebras can be found in
[LS12, Section 4.2.].
Remark 1.18. In analogy of the construction of the rational numbers from the integers,
one can also construct the Ore localization via an equivalence relation  on SR defined
by
ps, rq  ps1, r1q if and only if there exist s˜ P S, r˜ P R such that r˜s  s˜s1 and r˜r  s˜r1.
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Addition and multiplication on pS Rq{  are then given by
rps, rqs   rps1, r1qs : rps˜s, s˜r   r˜r1qs, where s˜s  r˜s1 with ps˜, r˜q P S R, and
rps, rqs  rps1, r1qs : rps˜s, r˜r1qs, where s˜r  r˜s1 with ps˜, r˜q P S R.
See e.g. [GW04, p.107] or [Lam99, pp.300–301] for details.
1.3.1. Localizations of commutative polynomial rings
Definition 1.19. A monomial ordering on Krx1, . . . , xns is a total ordering   on txα |
α P Nn0u such that
xα   xβ implies xα γ   xβ γ for all α, β, γ P Nn0 . (1.4)
A monomial ordering   on Krx1, . . . , xns is called global if 1   xα for all α P Nn0zt0u
and local if xα   1 for all α P Nn0zt0u. If   is neither global nor local, it is called a mixed
ordering.
Let   be a monomial ordering on Krx1, . . . , xns. We wish to stress that, in contrast to
Definition 1.1 and Definition 1.6, we do not require   to be a well-ordering. In fact,  
is a well-ordering if and only if it is global (e.g. [GP08, Lemma 1.2.5]). The equivalence
between the statements “a total ordering with the property (1.4) is a well-ordering”
and “1 is the least monomial” also holds for G-algebras but the proof uses a different
argument, see e.g. [And10, Lemma 1.15].
Example 1.20.
(a) The lexicographical ordering  lp is a global ordering, where  lp is defined by
xα  lp x
β if there exists some 1 ¤ i ¤ n such that
α1  β1, . . . , αi1  βi1 and αi   βi.
(b) The degree lexicographical ordering  Dp is a global ordering, where  Dp is defined
by
xα  Dp x
β if |α|   |β|
or |α|  |β| and xα  lp xβ,
i.e.  Dp is the weighted degree ordering induced by  lp with weight w  p1, . . . , 1qtr
P Rn as in Proposition 1.11.
(c) The negative degree lexicographical ordering  Ds is a local ordering, where  Ds is
defined by
xα  Ds x
β if |α| ¡ |β|
or |α|  |β| and xα  lp xβ.
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Let   be a monomial ordering on Krx1, . . . , xns. The notions of leading monomial
and leading coefficient are defined as in Definition 1.1 and Definition 1.6.
Since lmpfgq  lmpfq lmpgq for f, g P Krx1, . . . , xnszt0u , the set
S  : tf P Krx1, . . . , xnszt0u | lmpfq  1u
is multiplicatively closed. As we are in the commutative case, S  satisfies the (left) Ore
condition.
Definition 1.21. The Ore localization with respect to S ,
S1
 
Krx1, . . . , xns : t
f
g
| f, g P Krx1, . . . , xns, lmpgq  1u,
is called the ring associated to  .
Lemma 1.22 ([GP08, Lemma 1.5.2]).
Let   be a monomial ordering on Krx1, . . . , xns.
(a) Krx1, . . . , xns  S1  Krx1, . . . , xns  Krx1, . . . , xnsxx1,...,xny  Krrx1, . . . , xnss.
Here, we use the usual notations Krrx1, . . . , xnss for the ring of formal power series
and
Krx1, . . . , xnsxx1,...,xny :t
f
g
| f, g P Krx1, . . . , xns, g R xx1, . . . , xnyu
tf
g
| f, g P Krx1, . . . , xns, gp0q  0u.
(b) S1
 
Krx1, . . . , xns  Krx1, . . . , xns if and only if   is global.
(c) S1
 
Krx1, . . . , xns  Krx1, . . . , xnsxx1,...,xny if and only if   is local.
(d) S1
 
Krx1, . . . , xns is always factorial and Noetherian.
1.4. Gröbner and standard bases
In this section, we recall the theory of Gröbner bases and standard bases, respectively,
for (left) modules over a G-algebra and over the commutative polynomial ring associated
to a monomial ordering, respectively. We follow [Lev05, Section 2.1] in the first situation
and [GP08, Section 2.3] in the latter one.
Let R be a G-algebra in variables x1, . . . , xn with an admissible ordering   or let
R  S1
 
Krx1, . . . , xns for a monomial ordering   on Krx1, . . . , xns.
Let us consider the free module Rr 
Àr
i1Rei for a positive integer r. We call x
αei,
where α P Nn0 and 1 ¤ i ¤ r, a monomial of Rr.
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Definition 1.23. A total ordering  m on the set txαei | α P Nn0 , 1 ¤ i ¤ ru of monomi-
als of Rr is called a monomial module ordering if for all α, β, γ P Nn0 and 1 ¤ i, j ¤ r
(a) xαei  m xβej implies xα γei  m xβ γej and
(b) xα   xβ implies xαei  m xβei.
Example 1.24. Consider the following two prototypes of module orderings.
(a) Position over term ordering :
xαei  m x
βej if i   j
or i  j and xα   xβ.
(b) Term over position ordering :
xαei  m x
βej if xα   xβ
or α  β and i   j.
Definition 1.25. Let  m be the module ordering on Rr associated to   in the sense of
Definition 1.23. Further, let f  pf1, . . . , frqtr P Rrzt0u. If R  S1  Krx1, . . . , xns, there
exists u P S   Krx1, . . . , xns such that uf P Krx1, . . . , xnsr and lcpuq  1. If R is a
G-algebra, we set u : 1. In both cases, uf can be uniquely written as
uf  cα,ix
αei  
¸
βPN pufiqztαu
cβ,ix
βei  
r¸
j1
ji
¸
βPN pufjq
cβ,jx
βej
with cβ,j P Kzt0u for β P N pfjq and 1 ¤ j ¤ r such that ufcα,ixαei  0 or xβej  m xαei
for all pβ, jq  pα, iq and we call
lmpfq : lmpufq : xαei the leading monomial,
lcpfq : lcpufq : cα,i the leading coefficient,
lepfq : lepufq : pα, iq the leading exponent,
lcomppfq : lcomppufq : i the leading component,
ltpfq : ltpufq : cα,ix
αei the leading term of f and
tailpfq : tailpufq : uf  ltpfq the tail of f.
We do not define the leading data nor the tail of the zero polynomial.
By abuse of notation we will also write   for  m from now on.
As it stands now, we have introduced four notions of leading monomials and leading
coefficients onKrx1, . . . , xns: one induced by Definition 1.1, another one in Definition 1.6
and two for Krx1, . . . , xns as Krx1, . . . , xns-module, namely viewed as a G-algebra and
viewed as S1
 
Krx1, . . . , xns for a global ordering  . We should point out that these
notions all coincide.
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Definition 1.26. Let Γ  Nn0  t1, . . . , ru be a non-empty subset. We define the Nn0 -
monoideal generated by Γ to be
xΓyNn0t0u : Γ  pN
n
0  t0uq : tγ   ν | γ P Γ, ν P Nn0  t0uu.
Now let G  Rr be a subset and Γ : tlepgq | g P Gu. The leading space of G is defined
to be
LpGq : spanKtx
αei | pα, iq P xΓyNn0t0uu.
Due to Dickson’s lemma [Dic13, Lemma B] (see also e.g. [BGV03, Lemma 1.10] or
[GP08, Lemma 1.2.6]), Nn0 -monoideals are finitely generated.
Further, if G  t0u or G  ∅, then tlepgq | g P Gu  ∅ and LpGq  spanK ∅  t0u
by convention.
As noted in [Lev05, Remark 2.1.7], for (quasi-)commutative G-algebras A, i.e. A is a
G-algebra with defining relations xjxi  cijxixj with cij P Kzt0u, the leading space of
any subset G  Ar carries the structure of a left module over A. Since this observation
also holds for S1
 
Krx1, . . . , xns, one may also define LpGq : R  tlmpgq | g P Gu  Rr
as leading (left) submodule of Rr in case R is (quasi-)commutative.
Definition 1.27. We say that xαei divides xβej, denoted by xαei | xβej, if i  j and
α ¤cw β.
For r  1, this notion of divisibility coincides with the usual one in case R is commu-
tative, i.e. xα | xβ if and only if there exists γ P Nn0 such that xβ  xα γ. Otherwise,
i.e. if R is a noncommutative G-algebra, it may be viewed as “divisibility on the level of
leading monomials” because lmpf  gq  lmplmpfq  lmpgqq  lmpg  fq for all elements
f, g in a G-algebra A (e.g. [Lev05, Remark 1.3.6]). More precisely, xα | xβ if and only if
there exist γ P Nn0 , c P Kzt0u, r P A such that xβ  cxα γ   r and r  0 or lmprq   xα.
Definition 1.28.
(a) Let M be a submodule of Rr. A non-empty finite subset G  M is called a
standard basis of M with respect to   if LpGq  LpMq, i.e. for each f P Mzt0u
there exists g P G such that lmpgq divides lmpfq. If   is global (in particular if R
is a G-algebra), a standard basis G ofM with respect to   is also called a Gröbner
basis.
(b) A non-empty set G  Rr is called interreduced if 0 R G and lmpgq R LpGztguq for
all g P G.
(c) A vector f P Rrzt0u is called reduced with respect to a non-empty set G  Rr if
no monomial of the power series expansion of f is contained in LpGq. Note that
in the global case, f is already given as power series expansion.
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(d) A non-empty set G  Rr is called reduced if 0 R G, each g P G is reduced with
respect to Gztgu (in particular, G is interreduced), monic and tailpgq is reduced
with respect to G. Note that in the global case, the latter condition is equivalent
to lmpgq does not divide any monomial appearing with nonzero coefficient in g1 for
any g1 P Gztgu.
Standard bases were first introduced for commutative polynomial rings by Heisuke
Hironaka [Hir64a, Hir64b] in the local case and independently by Bruno Buchberger
[Buc65] in the global one.
The ideas behind standard and Gröbner bases were utilized even before that in the
early twentieth century by Paul Gordan [Gor00], Charles Riquier [Riq10], Maurice Janet
[Jan20] and Francis S. Macaulay [Mac27] and also in 1962 in certain noncommutative
algebras by Anatoly Shirshov [Shi09].
Generalizations of Hironaka’s and Buchberger’s work and in particular algorithms for
noncommutative algebras go back to Teo Mora [Mor86, Mor88, Mor89] and Joachim
Apel and Wolfgang Laßner [Ape88, AL88]. Further crucial contributions were made by
Edward Green [Gre93, Gre00] and Viktor Ufnarovskij, Svetlana Cojocaru and Alexander
Podoplelov [Ufn90, Ufn98, CPU99]. A unified framework of the theory of Gröbner bases
for G-algebras has been provided by Viktor Levandovskyy [Lev05].
Standard and in particular Gröbner bases for rings of differential operators (including
Weyl algebras) were first studied by Francisco Jesús Castro-Jiménez [Cas84] (under the
name division bases) and André Galligo [Gal85]. See also the joint paper by Francisco
Jesús Castro-Jiménez and Michel Granger [CG04].
Let us give a brief collection of the most fundamental properties of standard and
Gröbner bases.
Definition 1.29. Let G denote the set of all non-empty finite subsets of Rr.
(a) A vector f P Rr has a (left) standard representation with respect to an element
G P G if f  0 or there exist ag P R satisfying
f 
¸
gPG
agg and lmpaggq ¨ lmpfq for all g such that agg  0.
(b) A map NF : Rr  G Ñ Rr, pf,Gq ÞÑ NFpf,Gq is called a (left) normal form on Rr
if for all f P Rr and G P G
(i) NFp0, Gq  0,
(ii) NFpf,Gq  0 implies lmpNFpf,Gqq R LpGq and
(iii) f  NFpf,Gq has a standard representation with respect to G.
(c) If R  S1
 
Krx1, . . . , xns, a map NF with properties (i) and (ii) as above is called
a weak normal form on pS1
 
Krx1, . . . , xnsq
r if we replace condition (iii) by
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(iv) there exists a unit u P S1
 
Krx1, . . . , xns such that uf  NFpf,Gq has a
standard representation with respect to G.
(d) A weak normal form NF is called polynomial if for all f P Krx1, . . . , xnszt0u and
non-emptyG  Krx1, . . . , xns, there exists a unit u P S   Krx1, . . . , xns such that
uf has a standard representation uf  NFpf,Gq 
°s
i1 aigi as above satisfying
ai P Krx1, . . . , xns.
Definition 1.30. Let f, g P Rrzt0u with leading monomials lmpfq  xαei, lmpgq  xβej
and let γ : pmaxtα1, β1u, . . . ,maxtαn, βnuqtr P Nn0 . The s-polynomial of f and g is
defined to be
spolypf, gq :
#
xγαf  lcpx
γαfq
lcpxγβgq
xγβg if i  j,
0 if i  j.
Theorem 1.31 ([GP08, Theorem 2.3.13], [Lev05, Theorem 2.1.16]).
Let M  Rr be a (left) submodule, G  tg1, . . . , gsu  M a subset and NFp  , Gq a
(weak) normal form with respect to G. The following statements are equivalent.
(a) G is a standard basis of M with respect to  .
(b) NFpf,Gq  0 for all f PM .
(c) Each f P G has a standard representation with respect to G.
(d) Buchberger’s criterion: xGy M and NFpspolypg, g1q, Gq  0 for all g, g1 P G.
Lemma 1.32 ([GP08, Lemma 2.3.5], [Lev05, Lemma 2.1.9]).
LetM  Rr be a (left) submodule, G M a standard basis ofM and NFp  , Gq a weak
normal form with respect to G.
(a) For any f P Rr, we have f PM if and only if NFpf,Gq  0.
(b) If N  Rr is a (left) submodule containing M , then M  N if and only if LpMq 
LpNq.
(c) G generates M as a (left) R-module.
We close this section by mentioning the important fact that (weak) normal forms and
standard as well as Gröbner bases on Rr always exist and, moreover, are algorithmically
computable. A general algorithm for the commutative case is due to Greuel and Pfister
[GGM 94, GP96]. We refer again also to [GP08, Chapter 2.3] for details and to [Lev05,
Chapter 2.1] for the noncommutative case.
Moreover, these references also offer an overview of fundamental applications of the
theory of standard and Gröbner bases}. We will cover two of them in Chapter 2.
}These applications are called Gröbner basics by Buchberger and Sturmfels.
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1.5. Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension
The notion of Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension for algebras was developed in Gel’fand’s and
Kirillov’s paper [GK66]. Its generalization to modules goes back to Bernstein [Ber71].
The first algorithm to compute the Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension of finitely generated
modules over a Weyl algebra or over the universal enveloping algebra of a finite dimen-
sional Lie algebra is due to Bueso, Castro-Jiménez and Jara [BCJ97].
Definition 1.33. Let A be a finitely generated algebra over K with finite dimensional
generating subspace V , i.e. V  A as vector spaces and V generates A as an algebra.
Define A0 : V 0 : K and
V i : t
i¹
j1
vj | vj P V, 1 ¤ j ¤ iu and Ai :
i¸
j0
V j
for all i P N.
(a) The Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension of A over K is defined to be
GKdimpAq : lim sup
iÑ8
lnpdimKpAiqq
lnpiq
.
(b) Let M be a finitely generated left A-module with finite dimensional generating
subspace M0, i.e. M0 M as vector spaces and M0 generates M as a left module.
Put Mi : AiM0 for all i P N. Then
GKdimpMq : lim sup
iÑ8
lnpdimKpMiqq
lnpiq
is called the Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension of M over K.
It it not hard to see that the Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension does not depend on the
choice of the generating subspace, see e.g. [KL00, Lemma 1.1] or [MR01, Lemma 8.1.10].
Also note that the Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension of a field extension K  K 1 equals the
transcendence degree of K 1 over K, see e.g. [KL00, Corollary 4.4].
As a crucial and direct consequence of the definition, one obtains that the two notions
of Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension are compatible in the following way.
Lemma 1.34 (e.g. [KL00, Proposition 5.1], [MR01, Proposition 8.3.2]).
Let A be a finitely generated algebra over K. The Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension of A
viewed as an algebra and the Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension of A viewed as a left A-
module coincide. In particular, if I  A is a two-sided ideal, then the Gel’fand-Kirillov
dimension of the quotient algebra A{I equals the Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension of the left
A-module A{I.
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Lemma 1.35. Let A be a G-algebra in indeterminates x1, . . . , xn such that the relations
xjxi  cijxixj   dij with cij P Kzt0u and dij P A are at most quadratic, i.e. degpdijq ¤ 2
for each 1 ¤ i   j ¤ n. Then GKdimpAq  n.
Proof. By Proposition 1.5, A has the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis B : txα | α P Nn0u.
Then V : spanKt1, x1, . . . , xnu is a generating subspace of A and Ai  spanKtxα |
|α| ¤ iu has the basis B X txα | |α| ¤ iu by the assumption on the degree of the
dij’s. In particular, there is an isomorphism of finite dimensional vector spaces between
Ai and a subspace of the free algebra Kxy, zy given by mapping a standard monomial
1i|α| xα11 x
α2
2  . . . x
αn
n P BXtx
α | |α| ¤ iu to the monomial zi|α| y zα1 y zα2  . . . y zαn
of total degree i   n. The number of such monomials corresponds to the number of
ways to choose n positions for the variable y out of the i   n possible ones. Hence,
dimKpAiq 
 
i n
n

 pi nq!
n!i!
 1
n!
±n
j1pi   jq. If one interprets the latter expression as a
polynomial in i, then this polynomial has leading term 1
n!
in and thus,
GKdimpAq  lim sup
iÑ8
lnpdimKpAiqq
lnpiq
 lim sup
iÑ8
lnpinq
lnpiq
 lim sup
iÑ8
n lnpiq
lnpiq
 n. l
The combinatorial argument above was also employed in [MR01, Lemma 8.1.3]. Note
that we have proven for instance that
GKdimpKrx1, . . . , xnsq  n, GKdimpDnq  2n and GKdimpUpglnqq  n
2.
The statement of the previous lemma also holds for arbitrary G-algebras but the proof
is more involved. We give one possible proof in Corollary 1.48 below.
A useful characterization of the Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension is as follows.
Remark 1.36 (e.g. [MR01, Section 8.1.16]).
Let A be a finitely generated algebra over K and M a finitely generated left A-module.
Then
GKdimpAq  suptGKdimpBq | B  A is a finitely generated subalgebrau
and in the same way,
GKdimpMq  suptGKdimpNq | N M is a finitely generated B-submodule of M
for a finitely generated subalgebra B  Au.
One makes use of the above remark to define the Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension of arbi-
trary (i.e. not finitely generated) algebras and modules, respectively.
Let us state some more useful tools.
Lemma 1.37 (e.g. [KL00, Lemma 8.5], [MR01, Lemma 8.5.2]).
Let A be a finitely generated algebra over K. Further, let B  A be a finitely generated
subalgebra and let I  A be a left ideal such that I X B  t0u. Then GKdimpBq ¤
GKdimpA{Iq.
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Proposition 1.38 (e.g. [KL00, Proposition 6.6], [MR01, Proposition 8.6.5],
[BGV03, Proposition 7.1.13]).
Let A be a finitely generated algebra over K and let F be a filtration on A, which is
pointed (i.e. the zeroth part of the filtration equals K) and locally finite (i.e. each part
is a finite dimensional vector space over K). If the associated graded ring grF pAq of A
with respect to F is finitely generated, then GKdimpAq  GKdimpgrF pAqq.
Moreover, if M is a finitely generated left A-module such that F induces a locally
finite filtration on M and the associated graded module grF pMq of M with respect to F
is finitely generated over grF pAq, then GKdimpMq  GKdimpgrF pMqq.
An interesting question is which numbers can occur as Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension
besides integers.
Example 1.39 (e.g. [KL00, Example 1.2], [MR01, Proposition 8.1.15]).
Consider the free associative algebra A in two generators, A : Kxx, yy. Then V :
spanKt1, x, yu is a generating subspace of A and |V izV i1|  2i. In particular,
dimKp
°i
j0 V
jq 
°i
j0 2
i  2i 1  1 has exponential growth. Hence, GKdimpAq  8.
Lemma 1.40 (e.g. [MR01, Proposition 8.1.17]).
Let A be a finitely generated algebra over K and let M be a left A-module. Then
GKdimpMq  0 if and only if M is locally finite dimensional , i.e. dimKpNq is finite
for every finitely generated submodule N of M . Moreover, if GKdimpMq ¡ 0, then
GKdimpMq ¥ 1.
Proof. Let Ai, i P N0, be as in Definition 1.33 and let N  M be a finitely generated
submodule with generating subspace N0. Consider the sequence of finite dimensional
vector spaces
N0  A0N0  A1N0  A2N0  . . .
By definition, GKdimpNq  0 if and only if N  AiN0 for some i ¡ 0, i.e. N itself is
a finite dimensional vector space.
On the other hand, if N  AiN0 for any i, then all inclusions in the sequence above
are strict. It follows that dimKpAiN0q ¥ i for all i P N and
GKdimpNq  lim sup
iÑ8
lnpdimKpAiN0qq
lnpiq
¥ lim sup
iÑ8
lnpiq
lnpiq
 1.
By Remark 1.36,
GKdimpMq  suptGKdimpNq | N is a finitely generated submodule of Mu,
which implies both claims. l
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An unpublished result by Bergman [Ber78b] states that for real r with 1   r   2 there
is no algebra with Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension r; see also [KL00, Theorem 2.5]. Con-
versely, for any real r ¥ 2 Warfield [War84] gave an explicit construction of a bivariate
algebra with Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension r. See also [KL00, Theorem 2.9] and [MR01,
Proposition 8.1.18] for an alternate proof.
Let us focus on modules over the Weyl algebra and state Bernstein’s famous inequality.
Proofs can also be found for instance in [Cou95, Theorem 9.4.2], [KL00, Theorem 8.3]
or in [MR01, Proposition 8.5.5].
Proposition 1.41 (Bernstein [Ber72, Theorem 1.3]).
Let M be a nonzero left module over the n-th Weyl algebra Dn over a field of charac-
teristic zero. Then GKdimpMq ¥ n.
Bernstein’s inequality is sometimes called the (weak version of the) Fundamental The-
orem of Algebraic Analysis , cf. [SST00, Theorem 1.4.5].
The modules over the Weyl algebra of minimal possible dimension are of particular
interest in the theory of D-modules.
Definition 1.42. A left module M over the n-th Weyl algebra Dn over a field of char-
acteristic zero is called holonomic if GKdimpMq  n.
An alternative definition of holonomic modules over the Weyl algebra can be found in
Proposition 5.8.
We now turn to modules over arbitrary G-algebras.
Proposition 1.43 (Bueso, Gómez-Torrecillas, Lobillo [BGL01b, Thm. 1.7]).
The Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension is exact on G-algebras, i.e. if
0 ÑM Ñ N Ñ P Ñ 0
is a short exact sequence of (left) modules over a G-algebra A, then
GKdimpNq  maxtGKdimpMq,GKdimpP qu.
Definition 1.44. Let A be a (not necessarily commutative) ring and let S be a non-
empty subset of a (left) A-module M . The (left) ideal
AnnRpSq : tr P R | rm  0 for all m P Su
is called the annihilator of S in R. If S  tsu is of cardinality one, we also write AnnRpsq
instead of AnnRptsuq.
Let us recall the notion of Krull dimension in commutative rings.
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Definition 1.45. Let R  t0u be a commutative ring.
(a) A strictly ascending chain P of prime ideals P0, . . . , Pm  R,
P : pP0  P1  . . .  Pm  Rq,
is said to have length m, denoted by lengthpPq : m. Further,
KrdimpRq : suptlengthpPq | P strictly ascending chain of prime idealsu
is called the Krull dimension of R.
(b) Let M be a module over R. One defines the Krull dimension of M to be
KrdimpMq : KrdimpR{AnnRpMqq.
Since for any nonzero ring R (with unity), AnnRpRq  t0u as R is a free R-module,
the two notions of Krull dimension are compatible like the Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension
in the sense of Lemma 1.34.
Example 1.46. The ring of integers Z has Krull dimension 1 since any strictly ascend-
ing chain of prime ideals is of the form t0u  xpy  Z for a prime number p. Any field
is of Krull dimension 0 because t0u is the only proper prime ideal. The polynomial ring
over a field has KrdimpKrx1, . . . , xnsq  n as we will see in Corollary 1.48 below.
The following proposition is originally due to F. Javier Lobillo [Lob98]. It can also
be found in the paper [BGL01a, Theorem 7.3] and in the text book [BGV03, Theorems
7.4.2 & 7.4.3].
Proposition 1.47 (Lobillo [Lob98]).
Let A be a G-Algebra over K in the indeterminates x1, . . . , xn and let M  Ar be a
left module. Fix a weighted degree ordering with positive weights on A and recall from
Definition 1.26 that the leading space of M is given by
LpMq  spanKtx
α νei | x
αei  lmpfq for some f PM and ν P Nn0u.
Denote by LCpMq : ti | xαei P LpMqu the set of leading components of M and
abbreviate R : Krx1, . . . , xns. Consider the natural isomorphism of vector spaces
ψ : Ar Ñ Rr, xαei ÞÑ x
αei. Then
GKdimpAr{Mq  KrdimpRr{xψpLpMqqyq
 max
iPLCpMq
tKrdimpR{xψpLpMqqy XReiqu.
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Note that the seeming restriction to a weighted degree ordering is not a limitation due
to Proposition 1.11.
Corollary 1.48.
(a) The Krull dimension of Krx1, . . . , xns equals n.
(b) Let A be a G-algebra in n indeterminates. Then GKdimpAq  n.
Proof. Let R : Krx1, . . . , xns. By Lemma 1.35, GKdimpRq  n. Using Lemma 1.34,
its analogue statement for the Krull dimension and Proposition 1.47 we obtain
n  GKdimpRq  GKdimpR{x0yq  KrdimpR{x0yq  KrdimpRq
and thus
GKdimpAq  GKdimpA{x0yq  KrdimpR{x0yq  KrdimpRq  n. l
At this point we have to admit to cheating, for the proof of Proposition 1.47 implicitly
uses that KrdimpKrx1, . . . , xnsq  n. A real proof (i.e. not relying on circular reasoning)
for the first statement of the corollary can be found in e.g. [GP08, Theorem 3.5.1] (using
Noether normalization) or in [KR05, Example 5.4.3] (using Hilbert series).
Although it is well-known that the Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension of a G-algebra equals
the number of its variables, we were unable to find a complete proof in one place in the
literature.
Another way to see this claim is as follows.
Second proof of Corollary 1.48 (b). According to [BGL01b, Theorem 2.3] there exists a
pointed and locally finite filtration F on A such that the associated graded ring grF pAq
is finitely generated and quasi-commutative. Recall that this means that grF pAq is
generated by a finite set of variables x1, . . . , xn such that xjxi  qijxixj with qij P Kzt0u
for 1 ¤ i   j ¤ n. In particular, grF pAq is again aG-algebra. Thus, GKdimpgrF pAqq  n
holds by Lemma 1.35. The claim then follows with Proposition 1.38. l
Let us simplify the assertion of Proposition 1.47.
Lemma 1.49. With notations as in Proposition 1.47, let G be a Gröbner basis of M
with respect to a weighted degree ordering with positive weights. Then xψpLpMqqy 
xψplmpgqq | g P Gzt0uy.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume M  t0u and 0 R G. By definition of Gröbner
bases,
LpMq  LpGq  spanKtx
α νei | x
αei  lmpgq for some g P G, ν P Nn0u  Ar,
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which implies
ψpLpMqq  spanKtx
α νei | x
αei  ψplmpgqq for some g P G, ν P Nn0u
 Krx1, . . . , xns
r.
Because each xα νei P ψpLpMqq is divisible (in the commutative sense) by xαei, we have
xψpLpMqqy  xψplmpgqq | g P Gy. l
We close this section with two facts about the Krull dimension which will be crucial
later on. First, we get another corollary from Proposition 1.47 concerning the Krull
dimension. This statement can also be found in e.g. [GP08, Corollary 5.3.14].
Recall from the remark below Definition 1.26 that for an ideal I  Krx1, . . . , xns, the
leading space of I is an ideal as well and LpIq  xlmpfq | f P Izt0uy holds.
Corollary 1.50. Let I  Krx1, . . . , xns be an ideal and fix any degree ordering on
Krx1, . . . , xns with positive weights. We have
KrdimpKrx1, . . . , xns{Iq  KrdimpKrx1, . . . , xns{LpIqq.
Definition 1.51. Let R be a commutative ring and I  R an ideal. A prime ideal
P  R is called a minimal associated prime of I if I  Q  P implies that Q  P for
any prime ideal Q  R. The set of all minimal associated prime ideal of I is denoted by
minAsspIq.
Because the one-to-one correspondence between ideals in R{I and ideals in R contain-
ing I preserves not only inclusion but also the property of an ideal being prime, one has
the following.
Lemma 1.52 (e.g. [GP08, Lemma 3.3.9]).
Let R be a commutative ring and I  R an ideal. Then
KrdimpR{Iq  sup
PPminAsspIq
tKrdimpR{P qu.
2. Preimages and automatic
elimination in G-algebras
How often have I said to you that when you
have eliminated the impossible whatever
remains, however improbable, must be the
truth?
(Sir Arthur Conan Doyle#)
2.1. Automatic elimination in G-algebras
One of the most fundamental applications of the theory of Gröbner bases is to intersect
a given ideal with a given subalgebra. In case the subalgebra in question is generated
by a set of variables, this intersection problem is also known as elimination of variables.
For noncommutative G-algebras many more difficulties occur in comparison to the
commutative case.
In this section, we will formulate an algorithm, which accomplishes the task “as good
as possible” by a generalization of the algorithm for the commutative case.
Let us start with an example to illustrate one of the problems mentioned above.
Example 2.1. Recall the universal enveloping algebra Upglnq of the general linear Lie
algebra gln from Example 1.3,
Upglnq  Kxpeijq1¤i,j¤n | eijekl  ekleij   δjkeil  δilekj, 1 ¤ i, j, k, l ¤ ny.
Let n ¥ 2 and consider the subalgebra S  Upglnq generated by teij | pi, jq  pn, nqu.
Because of the relation enjejn  ejnenj   ejj  enn for all 1 ¤ j ¤ n, one sees that
S  Upglnq is not a proper subalgebra.
Since in the commutative case any proper subset of variables generates a proper sub-
algebra, the example above gives rise to the following definition.
#Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. The Sign of the Four, 1890.
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Definition 2.2. Let A : Kxx1, . . . , xn | xjxi  cijxixj   dij for 1 ¤ i   j ¤ ny be a
G-algebra and let I : ti1, . . . , iku  t1, . . . , nu be an index set such that ij   ij 1 for
1 ¤ j ¤ k  1. Further, denote by A1 the subalgebra of A generated by xi1 , . . . , xik .
(a) The subalgebra A1 is called admissible if dia,ib involves only standard monomials
in xi1 , . . . , xik for all i1 ¤ ia   ib ¤ ik.
(b) If A1 is an admissible subalgebra of A, an admissible ordering   on A with the
property lmpfq P A1 implies f P A1 for all f P Azt0u is called an (admissible)
elimination ordering for txi | i R Iu. Moreover, if the subalgebra A2 generated by
txi | i R Iu is also admissible, we call an elimination ordering for txi | i R Iu an
elimination ordering for A2.
It is clear that admissible subalgebras of G-algebras are G-algebras as well.
Lemma 2.3 (Elimination Lemma, e.g. [Lev05, Lemma 2.2.7]).
Let A be a G-algebra, A1 an admissible subalgebra of A and I  A a left ideal. If G is a
Gröbner basis of I with respect to an elimination ordering   for the variables of A not
contained in A1, then GX A1 is a Gröbner basis of I X A1 with respect to  .
Proof. Let f P I X A1  I. Since G is a Gröbner basis of I, there exists g P G such
that lmpgq | lmpfq. Because lmpfq P A1, so is lmpgq. By definition of the elimination
ordering, lmpgq P A1 implies g P A1. But then it follows from GXA1  IXA1 that GXA1
is a Gröbner basis of I X A1. l
Classical examples of elimination orderings in commutative polynomial rings are block
orderings including, of course, the lexicographical ordering. In the noncommutative
setting, even the existence of elimination orderings is not guaranteed.
Example 2.4. Recall the G-algebra Ak from Example 1.12,
Ak : Kxx, y | yx  xy   y
ky,
where k P Nzt1u. The two subalgebras Krxs as well as Krys of Ak are both admissible.
We have already seen that an admissible ordering   on Ak has to fulfill x ¡ yk1 due
to the ordering condition. In particular, lmpx  yq  x P Krxs, but x  y R Krxs, which
shows that there is no elimination ordering for y on Ak. This means that one cannot
compute the intersection I XKrxs for any left ideal I  Ak using Lemma 2.3.
A different approach allowing to eliminate y from I is discussed in Section 2.2 and the
references given there.
Given a G-algebra A and a subalgebra A1 generated by some of the variables of A,
there are three natural questions to ask.
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• Is A1 admissible?
• If A1 is admissible, is there an elimination ordering on A for the variables not
contained in A1?
• If A1 is admissible and an elimination ordering as above exists, how can one ex-
plicitly construct such an elimination ordering?
The following proposition due to García García, García Miranda and Lobillo shows
that these three problems are algorithmically decidable. See also Proposition 1.11.
First recall from Definition 1.10 that the Newton diagram of a polynomial f °
αPNn0
cαx
α is defined to be
N pfq : tα P Nn0 | cα  0u.
Proposition 2.5 (García García, García Miranda, Lobillo
[GGL09, Proposition 17]).
Let A : Kxx1, . . . , xn | xjxi  cijxixj   dij for 1 ¤ i   j ¤ ny be a G-algebra. Further,
put
B :
¤
1¤i j¤n
tei   ej  α | α P N pdijqu
and let I : ti1, . . . , iku  t1, . . . , nu. Then the subalgebra generated by txj | j P Iu
is admissible and there exists an elimination ordering for txi | i R Iu if and only if the
linear programming problem
minimize
n¸
j1
wj (2.1)
subject to the constraints wj ¥ 1, j R I, (2.2a)
wj  0, j P I, (2.2b)
btr  w ¥ 0, b P B, (2.2c)
has a solution. Moreover, given an admissible ordering   on A, each solution w of the
above linear programming problem gives rise to a weighted degree elimination ordering
 w for txi | i R Iu by setting
xα  w x
β if degwpx
αq   degwpx
βq
or degwpx
αq  degwpx
βq and xα   xβ.
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Remark 2.6. Depending on the way a computer algebra system stores a polynomial
of a G-algebra, a general advantage of weighted degree elimination orderings is that
transcribing of data can be completely avoided. For example, Singular [DGPS12] and
its subsystem Singular::Plural [GLS12], respectively, always expand a polynomial
and store it as linear combination of elements of the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis. Here,
the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis is determined by the sequence, that the user used to
specify the variables. Hence, changing this sequence, which may be necessary to declare
elimination orderings for a certain subset of the variables (like block orderings including
the lexicographic one), also changes the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis. Thus, all relevant
data have to be adjusted.
Consider for instance the first Weyl algebra in characteristic zero, D1  Kxx, B | Bx 
xB   1y, and f : x10B10 P D1. Using the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis txiBj | i, j P Nn0u,
f is a standard monomial. But changing the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis to tBjxi | j, i P
Nn0u, the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt representation of f is B10x10  100B9x9   4050B8x8 
86400B7x7 1058400B6x67620480B5x5 31752000B4x472576000B3x3 81648000B2x2
36288000Bx  362880.
Let us inspect the constraints of the linear programming problem in Proposition 2.5.
Remark 2.7. Note that the final set of constraints (2.2c), i.e. btrw ¥ 0 for b P B, in
the linear programming problem above is independent of the variables which are to be
eliminated. Instead, these constraints ensure that the algebra generated by txi1 , . . . , xiku
is indeed an admissible subalgebra of A.
Because of (2.2b), one can replace (2.2c) by
piIpbq
tr  piIpwq ¥ 0, b P B, (2.2d)
where piI : Rn Ñ Rn|I| denotes the projection of a vector onto its components indexed
by the elements of t1, . . . , nuzI.
Example 2.8 ([Lev06, Example 2]).
Consider the G-algebra
Kxa, b, x, B | rb, as  3a, rB, as  3x2, rx, bs  x, rB, bs  B, rB, xs  1y
and suppose we are looking for an elimination ordering for tx, Bu.
Let w  pwa, wb, wx, wBq P R4. We have to consider the linear programming problem
minimize wa   wb   wx   wB (2.3)
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subject to the constraints
wx ¥ 1, (2.4a)
wB ¥ 1, (2.4b)
wa  0, (2.4c)
wb  0, (2.4d)
wb   wa  wa ¥ 0, (2.4e)
wB   wa  2wx ¥ 0, (2.4f)
wx   wb  wx ¥ 0, (2.4g)
wB   wb  wB ¥ 0, (2.4h)
wB   wx ¥ 0, (2.4i)
or equivalently, by using (2.2d) instead of (2.2c),
wx ¥ 1, (2.5a)
wB ¥ 1, (2.5b)
wa  0, (2.5c)
wb  0, (2.5d)
wB  2wx ¥ 0, (2.5e)
wB   wx ¥ 0, (2.5f)
which has the minimal (integer) solution wa  wb  0, wx  1, wB  2.
Summarizing, we obtain the following algorithm.
Algorithm 2.9 (eliminateNC).
Input: pA, J, I, A1, q, where
A a G-algebra in the variables x1, . . . , xn, J  A a left ideal, I : ti1, . . . , iku 
t1, . . . , nu, A1 the subalgebra of A generated by txi | i P Iu and   an admissible
ordering on A
Output: either J X A1 or “No elimination possible.”
1: if the linear programming problem (2.1) subject to the constraints (2.2) is not solv-
able then
2: print “No elimination possible.” and quit
3: else
4: w : a solution to (2.1) subject to the constraints (2.2)
5: G : a Gröbner basis of J with respect to  w
6: return GX A1
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Proof. Correctness follows from Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.3. Termination follows
from the termination of the algorithm used to solve the linear programming problem
and from the termination of Buchberger’s algorithm. l
The kernel of Singular already provides a procedure eliminate implemented by
Levandovskyy, which performs an elimination of variables as in the algorithm above.
However, with notations as above eliminate only tests whether A1 is an admissible
subalgebra and in the affirmative case checks whether the elimination ordering  w,
where w is defined by
wj 
#
1 if j P I,
0 if j R I,
is admissible. If this is not the case, eliminate will exit with an error message. As
a consequence, situations as in Example 2.8 could not be treated automatically with
Singular, i.e. without manually determining and specifying an admissible elimination
ordering, performing the Gröbner basis computation and intersecting the result with A1.
Our implementation of Algorithm 2.9 in the Singular library ncpreim.lib [And12b]
fixes this inconvenience. See also Appendix A.2.1.
Let us illustrate this behavior with an example.
Example 2.10 ([Lev06, Example 2]).
Consider the G-algebra
A : Kxa, b, x, B | ba  ab  3a, Ba  aB   3x2, xb  bx x, Bb  bB   B, Bx  xB   1y
and the left ideal I  xa, xy  A. We would like to eliminate x and B from I, i.e. we
would like to compute the intersection of I with Kxa, b | ba  ab   3ay, which is an
admissible subalgebra of A because 3a does not involve x, B. Using Singular and the
kernel command eliminate results in the following error.
ring r = 0,(a,b,x,d),Dp; // define commutative ring
matrix D[4][4]; // define matrix of relations
D[1,2] = 3*a; D[1,4] = 3*x^2;
D[2,3] = -x; D[2,4] = d; D[3,4] = 1;
def A = nc_algebra(1,D); setring A; // define and activate A
A;
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 4
==> // block 1 : ordering Dp
==> // : names a b x d
==> // block 2 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // ba=ab+3a
==> // da=ad+3x2
==> // xb=bx-x
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==> // db=bd+d
==> // dx=xd+1
ideal I = a,x; // define I
eliminate(I,x*d);
==> ? Bad ordering at 1,4
==>
==> ? Matrix of polynomials violates the ordering condition
==> ? no elimination is possible: ordering condition is violated
==> ? error occurred in or before STDIN line 8: ‘eliminate(I,x*d);‘
The reason for this error is the following. If the weight 0 is assigned to a, b and the
weight 1 is assigned x, B, then the relation Ba  aB  3x2 violates the ordering condition
because degp0,0,1,1qpaBq  1   2  degp0,0,1,1qpx2q. We have already seen in Example 2.8
that p0, 0, 1, 2q is a weight vector as required. Indeed, degp0,0,1,2qpaBq  2  degp0,0,1,1qpx2q
and aB is lexicographically less than x2, provided a is less than x. Let us check with our
implementation.
LIB "ncpreim.lib";
==> [...]
printlevel = 2; // show progress messages
eliminateNC(I,3..4);
==> // Subalgebra is admissible.
==> // Computing elimination weight...
==> // ...done.
==> // Using elimination weight 0,0,1,2.
==> // Computing Groebner basis with engine 0...
==> // ...done.
==> a,x
==> _[1]=a
Hence, we see that I XKxa, b | ba  ab  3ay  xay as expected.
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When trying to carry over the concept of elimination orderings from the global case as in
Definition 2.2 to the local one, one immediately encounters a problem. Consider Krx, ys
equipped with a mixed ordering   such that y   1   x. Then
S   tf P Krx, yszt0u | lmpfq  1u  tk   yg | k P Kzt0u, g P Krysu
and
S1
 
Krx, ys 
 
Krysxyy

rxs.
In particular, lmp1 yq  1 P Krxs, but 1 y R Krxs. Hence, there exists no elimination
ordering for y on S1
 
Krx, ys.
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In this section, we give an algorithm to intersect an ideal of an Ore localization of a
G-algebra with any principal subalgebra. The ideas behind the algorithm go back to
Noro [Nor02, Algorithm 11] and were further explored in [ALM09, Section 4.2] in the
global case.
Let us start by postulating that an Ore set should contain all units of the ring.
Definition 2.11. Let S  R be a left Ore set of a domain R. We call S saturated with
respect to units if ab  1 for a, b P R implies a P S and b P S.
We would like to point out that if R is a domain, then it is easy to verify that ab  1
for a, b P R implies that also ba  1 holds¶.
Next we show that a left Ore set S, which is saturated with respect to units, also
contains a common left multiple of any two elements s1, s2 P S.
Lemma 2.12. Let S  R be a left Ore set of a domain R and suppose that S is
saturated with respect to units. Then for all s1, s2 P S, there exist s, s1 P S such that
ss1  s
1s2.
Proof. By the left Ore condition, there exist s, s1 P S and r, r1 P A, such that rs1  ss2
and s1s1  r1s2. Then it holds in S1R that s1  s11r1s2 and rs11r1s2  ss2. Since R
is a domain, so is S1R and we have rs11r1  s P S. In particular, r, r1 P S because
1  s1rs11r1 shows that r1 is a unit. l
In what follows in this section, we assume that S  A is a left Ore set of a G-algebra
A such that there are concepts of normals forms and standard bases for S1A as given
in Definitions 1.28 and 1.29 for the case that A is commutative.
As stated above, for the local Weyl algebra over a field of characteristic zero (cf.
Example 1.17),
pDnq0  pKrx1, . . . , xnszxx1, . . . , xnyq1Dn,
and even for more general rings of differential operators, standard basis were defined
and investigated by Castro-Jiménez [Cas84, Chapter 2]. See also [Gal85] and [CG04].
An implementation for the computation of standard bases and (polynomial weak)
normal forms in pDnq0 in Singular is currently under development [Kru13].
Also note that the Ore set Krx1, . . . , xnszxx1, . . . , xny  Dn is saturated with respect
to units as the only units of Dn are nonzero scalars (cf. e.g. [Cou95, Chapter 2.2] or
[Cas10, Remark 1.6]).
¶A ring with this property is called Dedekind-finite or von Neumann-finite. An example of a ring,
which is not Dedekind-finite, is given in e.g. [Lam01, p.4].
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Lemma 2.13. Let S  A be a (left) Ore set of a G-algebra A and assume that S is
saturated with respect to units. Further, let G  tg1, . . . , gru be a (left) standard basis
of a (left) ideal I  S1A, NFp  , Gq a weak normal form on S1A and p, q P AzS. Then
the following identities hold modulo I.
(a) There exist s1, s2 P S such that s1 NFpap,Gq  as2 NFpp,Gq for all a P K.
(b) There exist s1, s2, s3 P S such that s1 NFpp  q,Gq  s2 NFpp,Gq   s3 NFpq,Gq.
Proof.
(a) If a  0, there is nothing to be shown. Let a  0. There exist s, s1 P S such that
sp  NFpp,Gq  
r¸
i1
cigi and as1p  NFpap,Gq  
r¸
i1
c1igi
are standard representations of p and ap with ci, c1i P A. Further, by Lemma 2.12
there exist s¯, s˜, s˜1 P S such that s¯  s˜s  s˜1s1, yielding
as¯p  s˜NFpp,Gq   s˜
r¸
i1
cigi  s˜1 NFpap,Gq   s˜
1
r¸
i1
c1igi.
Hence,
s˜NFpp,Gq  s˜1 NFpap,Gq  s˜1
r¸
i1
c1igi  s˜
r¸
i1
cigi P I.
(b) Similarly, there exist sp, sq, sp q P S such that
spp  NFpp,Gq  
r¸
i1
cpi gi, sqq  NFpq,Gq  
r¸
i1
cqigi
and sp qpp  qq  NFpp  q,Gq  
r¸
i1
cp qi gi
are standard representations with cpi , c
q
i , c
p q
i P A. Again, by Lemma 2.12 there
exist s˜, s˜p, s˜q, s˜p q P S such that s˜  s˜psp  s˜qsq  s˜p qsp q, yielding
s˜p  s˜p NFpp,Gq  
r¸
i1
s˜pc
p
i gi, s˜q  s˜q NFpq,Gq  
r¸
i1
s˜qc
q
i gi,
s˜pp  qq  s˜p q NFpp  q,Gq  
r¸
i1
s˜p qc
p q
i gi
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and thus,
s˜pp  qq  s˜p q NFpp  q,Gq  
r¸
i1
s˜p qc
p q
i gi
 s˜p NFpp,Gq   s˜q NFpq,Gq  
r¸
i1
ps˜pc
p
i   s˜qc
q
i qgi,
which implies that
r¸
i1
ps˜p qc
p q
i ps˜pc
p
i s˜qc
q
i qqgi  s˜p NFpp,Gq s˜q NFpq,Gqs˜p q NFpp q,Gq P I. l
Now we are ready to state and prove a generalization of [Nor02, Algorithm 11] and
[ALM09, Algorithm 4.11], respectively.
Algorithm 2.14 (localPIntersect).
Input: pA, S,G,NFp  , Gq, fq, where
S  A is a left Ore set of a G-algebra A, which is saturated with respect to units,
G  A a (left) standard basis of a (left) ideal I  S1A,
NFp  , Gq a polynomial weak normal form on S1A,
f P AzS such that I XKrf s  t0u
Output: b P A such that Krf s  b  I XKrf s  S1A
1: ps0, n0q P S  A such that n0  s0  NFp1, Gq
2: if n0  0 then
3: return b : 1
4: s˜0 : s0
5: i : 1
6: loop
7: psi, niq P S  A such that ni  si  NFpf i, Gq
8: s˜i : a common left multiple of s˜i1 and si such that s˜i P S
9: spiqj : s˜is
1
j for all 0 ¤ j ¤ i
10: if there exist a0, . . . , ai P K such that NFp
°i
j0 ajs
piq
j nj, Gq  0 then
11: return b :
°i
j0 ajf
j
12: i : i  1
Proof. Correctness : The case n0  0 (line 2) is equivalent to 1 P I and thus, IXKrf s 
Krf s. Hence, assume that n0  0.
Consider step i of the loop. By definition of the normal form, the polynomial f i has a
standard representation with respect to NFp  , Gq. In particular, there exists a unit si
such that sif i  NFpf i, Gq P xGy  I. Since NFp  , Gq is polynomial, si can be chosen
to be contained in S.
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By Lemma 2.12 any two elements in S have a common left multiple, which is also
contained in S. This shows that s˜i in line 8 is well-defined as a common left multiple of
s0, . . . , si.
In particular, for each 1 ¤ j ¤ i there exist pj1, qj P S such that s˜j  pj1s˜j1  qjsj.
Since s˜0  s0, we may additionally put q0 : 1. Then inductively for each 0 ¤ j ¤ i,
s˜i  pi1  s˜i1  pi1  pi2  s˜i2  . . .  pi1  pi2  . . .  pj 1  pj  s˜j
 pi1  pi2  . . .  pj 1  pj  qj  sj,
which shows that all spiqj P S in line 9 are polynomial.
Following Lemma 2.13, the expression
i¸
j0
ajs
piq
j nj 
i¸
j0
aj s˜is
1
j nj  s˜i
i¸
j0
aj NFpf
j, Gq
in line 10 vanishes modulo I if and only if
s˜i NF

i¸
j0
ajf
j, G

 0, or equivalently, NF

i¸
j0
ajf
j, G

 0,
which is the case if and only if
°i
j0 ajf
j P I. In particular, the aj, 0 ¤ j ¤ i, do not
depend on s˜i and, therefore, not on the choice of the common left multiple in line 8. The
first finding of such coefficients aj yields a polynomial b P Krss X I of minimal possible
degree in f . Since Krf s is a principal ideal domain, b already generates the intersection.
Termination: By assumption, xby : I X Krf s is nonzero. Hence, b  0 and the
algorithm stops in step i, provided the degree of b in f is i. Termination then follows
from termination of the normal form algorithm and the required Gaussian elimination
for finite dimensional vector spaces in line 10. l
Let us illustrate the algorithm with an example.
Example 2.15. Consider the (left) Ore set S  Krxszxxy in the first Weyl algebra
D1  Kxx, B | Bx  xB   1y. According to Example 1.17,
pD1q0 : S
1D1  KrxsxxyxB | Bf  fB   BfBx for f P Krxsxxyy.
Now consider the algebra A : pD1q0 bK Krss and let I  A be the left ideal generated
by G : tx2, p2  5xqs  xB  2xu. We are interested in I X Krss and assume that
we know that this intersection is not trivial. Then one can verify that G is already a
standard basis of I with respect to a mixed monomial ordering   on A which satisfies
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x   1   B   s and 1   xB. Let a ÝÑ
G
b denote the reduction of a to b with respect to G.
One computes
1  s0  1  NFp1, Gq
and p2 5xq  s1 ÝÑ
G
xB   2x  NFps,Gq.
We see that there is no linear dependency as required. Hence, one also computes
p2 5xq3  s2 ÝÑ
G
6xB   4  42x  NFps2, Gq.
Then lcmp1, 2 5x,p2 5xq3q  p2 5xq3 and we have
s
p2q
0  p2 5xq
3,
s
p2q
1  p2 5xq
2
and sp2q2  1.
Now we are looking for a linear dependency between
p2 5xq3  1 ÝÑ
G
8  60x,
p2 5xq2  pxB   2xq ÝÑ
G
4xB  48x
and 1  p6xB   4  42xq  6xB   4  42x.
Indeed,
1  p6xB   4  42xq  
3
2
 p4xB  48xq  
1
2
 p8  60xq  0.
Hence, we conclude that I XKrss  xs2   3
2
s  1
2
y.
We refer to Example 4.6 for the relevance of this example.
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2.3. Preimages under ring homomorphisms of
G-algebras
Given two G-algebras A and B, a homomorphism of K-algebras φ : AÑ B and an ideal
J  B, we would like to compute φ1pJq  A, the preimage of J under φ. This problem
has already been investigated by Levandovskyy [Lev06].
Theorem 2.16 (Levandovskyy [Lev06, Theorem 3]).
Let A : Kxx1, . . . , xn | RAy and B : Kxy1, . . . , ym | RBy be G-algebras with finite sets
of relations RA and RB, respectively. Further, let φ : A Ñ B be a homomorphism of
K-algebras and put for 1 ¤ i ¤ n and 1 ¤ j ¤ m
rij : ryj, φpxiqsqij P B, where qij :
#
lcpyjφpxiqq
lcpφpxiqyjq
P Kzt0u if xi R kerpφq,
1 if xi P kerpφq,
and ra, bsq : ab qba denotes the skew bracket. Consider the K-algebra
AbφK B : Kxx1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym | RA YRB Y
 
ryj, xi  φpxiqsqij |
1¤i¤n,
1¤j¤m
(
y.
Then AbφK B is again a G-algebra. Finally, define the A-A-bimodule
Iφ : Axxi  φpxiq | 1 ¤ i ¤ nyA  Ab
φ
K B.
Then for any left ideal J  B,
φ1pJq  pIφ   Jq X A 

AbφK B
	
X A.
In particular, φ1pJq can be computed with Algorithm 2.9 if an elimination ordering
for B, i.e. for y1, . . . , ym, on AbφK B exists.
Remark 2.17. First note that in the situation of Theorem 2.16, A and B are both
admissible subalgebras of AbφK B.
The validity of the ordering condition on A bφK B is particularly easy to verify: any
block ordering  p A, Bq, where  A and  B are admissible orderings on A and B, re-
spectively, is admissible on A bφK B (cf. Corollary 1.8). For the relations RA and RB
of A bφK B, the ordering condition is inherited by the ordering conditions on A and B,
respectively. For the additional relations
ryj, xi  φpxiqsqij  ryj, xisqij  ryj, φpxiqsqij  yjxi  qijxiyj  rij,
either rij  0 or lmprijq  p A, Bq xiyj holds since rij P B and xi P A.
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Unfortunately, the block ordering  p A, Bq as defined above is not an elimination
ordering for B. In fact,  p A, Bq is an elimination ordering for A.
Conversely, the interchanged block ordering  p B , Aq has the elimination property
for B, but its compatibility with the ordering condition on AbφK B is not guaranteed.
Before we give some examples, let us investigate the linear programming problem from
Proposition 2.5 to determine an elimination ordering as required.
Remark 2.18. In the situation of Theorem 2.16, let
RA  txjxi  c
A
ijxixj   d
A
iju, 1 ¤ j   i ¤ n, and
RB  tyjyi  c
B
ijyiyj   d
B
iju, 1 ¤ j   i ¤ m.
As a consequence of Proposition 2.5, there exists an elimination ordering for B on AbφKB
such that lmprijq   xiyj for 1 ¤ i ¤ n and 1 ¤ j ¤ m, provided rij  0, if and only if
the linear programming problem
minimize
n m¸
j1
wj (2.6)
subject to the constraints
wj ¥ 1, n  1 ¤ j ¤ n m, (2.7a)
wj  0, 1 ¤ j ¤ n, (2.7b)
pei   ej  αq
trw ¥ 0, α P N pdAijq, 1 ¤ j   i ¤ n, (2.7c)
pei n   ej n  βq
trw ¥ 0, β P N pdBijq, 1 ¤ j   i ¤ m, (2.7d)
pei   ej n  γq
trw ¥ 0, γ P N prijq, 1 ¤ i ¤ n, 1 ¤ j ¤ m (2.7e)
has a solution.
Here, the sets of constraints (2.7c), (2.7d) and (2.7e) correspond to (2.2c).
Clearly, (2.7c) is redundant as it is implied by (2.7b) (cf. Remark 2.7) and the system
of constraints can be simplified to
wj ¥ 1, n  1 ¤ j ¤ n m, (2.8a)
wj  0, 1 ¤ j ¤ n, (2.8b)
pei   ej  pimpβqq
trpimpwq ¥ 0, β P N pdBijq, 1 ¤ j   i ¤ m, (2.8c)
pej  pimpγqq
trpimpwq ¥ 0, γ P N prijq, 1 ¤ i ¤ n, 1 ¤ j ¤ m, (2.8d)
where pim : Rn m Ñ Rm denotes the projection of a vector onto its last m components.
If the relations on B are affine, i.e. dBij P K for 1 ¤ j   i ¤ m (for instance B is a
Weyl algebra), then N pdBijq  t0u and the constraints (2.8c) are redundant as they are
equivalent to wi   wj ¥ 0 for 1 ¤ j   i ¤ m, which are true if (2.8a) is satisfied.
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Combining Theorem 2.16 and Remark 2.18 we get the following algorithm.
Algorithm 2.19 (preimageNC).
Input: pA,B, φ, , Jq, where
A  Kxx1, . . . , xn | RAy and B  Kxy1, . . . , ym | RBy are G-algebras,
φ : AÑ B is a homomorphism of K-algebras,   a global ordering on AbK B and
J  B a left ideal
Output: either φ1pJq or “No elimination possible.”
1: AbφK B : Kxx1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym | RA YRB Y tryj, xi  φpxiqsqij |
1¤i¤n,
1¤j¤m uy
2: if the linear programming problem (2.6) subject to the constraints (2.8) is not solv-
able then
3: print “No elimination possible.” and quit
4: else
5: w : a solution to (2.6) subject to the constraints (2.8)
6: Iφ : Axxi  φpxiq | 1 ¤ i ¤ nyA  AbK B
7: G : a Gröbner basis of Iφ   J  AbφK B with respect to  w
8: return GX A
Proof. Correctness follows from Theorem 2.16 and Remark 2.18. Termination can be
seen analogously to the termination of Algorithm 2.9. l
Example 2.20. Consider φ : Upglnq Ñ Dn, eij ÞÑ xiBj. Then one has to consider the
G-algebra Upglnq b
φ
K Dn  Kxeij, xi, Bj | 1 ¤ i, j ¤ ny with n2   2n variables subject to
relations
reij, ekls  δjkeil  δilekj, rBj, xis  δij,
rxk, eijs  rxk, xiBjs  δjkxi, rBk, eijs  rBk, xiBjs  δikBj
for all 1 ¤ i, j, k, l ¤ n. Let w  pwe11 , . . . , wenn , wx1 , . . . , wxn , wB1 , . . . , wBnq P Rn
2 2n.
The linear programming problem (2.6) reads
minimize

n¸
i,j1
weij

 

n¸
i1
wxi   wBi

(2.9)
subject to the constraints
wxi ¥ 1, 1 ¤ i ¤ n, (2.10a)
wBi ¥ 1, 1 ¤ i ¤ n, (2.10b)
weij  0, 1 ¤ i, j ¤ n, (2.10c)
wxi   wBj ¥ 0, 1 ¤ j   i ¤ n, (2.10d)
wxk ¥ δjkwxi , 1 ¤ i, j, k ¤ n, (2.10e)
wBk ¥ δikwBj , 1 ¤ i, j, k ¤ n. (2.10f)
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The sets of constraints (2.10a), (2.10b) and (2.10c) define the desired elimination prop-
erty, while the others directly arise from the ordering conditon of G-algebras and can be
read off of the defining relations of Upglnq b
φ
K Dn.
As one can easily observe, the system of constraints (2.10) is equivalent to the system
wxi ¥ 1, 1 ¤ i ¤ n, (2.11a)
wBi ¥ 1, 1 ¤ i ¤ n, (2.11b)
weij  0, 1 ¤ i, j ¤ n, (2.11c)
wxk  wxi , 1 ¤ i, k ¤ n, (2.11d)
wBk  wBi , 1 ¤ i, k ¤ n, (2.11e)
from which the uniquely determined solution weij  0, wxi  1, wBi  1 for all 1 ¤ i, j ¤
n to the linear programming problem can be seen.
Example 2.21. Let us use our implementation of preimageNC (Algorithm 2.19) in
the Singular library ncpreim.lib [And12b] to compute the kernel of φ : Upgl2q Ñ
D2, eij ÞÑ xiBj. See also Appendix A.2.2 and in particular Chapter 3 for the relevance
of this example.
LIB "ncpreim.lib";
==> [...]
def A = makeUgl(2); setring A; A; // A is Upgl2q
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 4
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names e_1_1 e_1_2 e_2_1 e_2_2
==> // block 2 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // e_1_2e_1_1=e_1_1*e_1_2-e_1_2
==> // e_2_1e_1_1=e_1_1*e_2_1+e_2_1
==> // e_2_1e_1_2=e_1_2*e_2_1-e_1_1+e_2_2
==> // e_2_2e_1_2=e_1_2*e_2_2-e_1_2
==> // e_2_2e_2_1=e_2_1*e_2_2+e_2_1
def B = makeWeyl(2); setring B; B; // B is D2
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 4
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names x(1) x(2) D(1) D(2)
==> // block 2 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // D(1)x(1)=x(1)*D(1)+1
==> // D(2)x(2)=x(2)*D(2)+1
map phi = A, x(1)*D(1),x(1)*D(2),x(2)*D(1),x(2)*D(2);
ideal Z = 0;
printlevel = 3; // show all progress messages
preimageNC(A,phi,Z,"P"); // compute the preimage of Z under phi
// in the ring A and call the result P
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==> // Computing in ring
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 8
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names e_1_1 e_1_2 e_2_1 e_2_2
==> // block 2 : ordering dp
==> // : names x(1) x(2) D(1) D(2)
==> // block 3 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // e_1_2e_1_1=e_1_1*e_1_2-e_1_2
==> // e_2_1e_1_1=e_1_1*e_2_1+e_2_1
==> // x(1)e_1_1=e_1_1*x(1)-x(1)
==> // D(1)e_1_1=e_1_1*D(1)+D(1)
==> // e_2_1e_1_2=e_1_2*e_2_1-e_1_1+e_2_2
==> // e_2_2e_1_2=e_1_2*e_2_2-e_1_2
==> // x(2)e_1_2=e_1_2*x(2)-x(1)
==> // D(1)e_1_2=e_1_2*D(1)+D(2)
==> // e_2_2e_2_1=e_2_1*e_2_2+e_2_1
==> // x(1)e_2_1=e_2_1*x(1)-x(2)
==> // D(2)e_2_1=e_2_1*D(2)+D(1)
==> // x(2)e_2_2=e_2_2*x(2)-x(2)
==> // D(2)e_2_2=e_2_2*D(2)+D(2)
==> // D(1)x(1)=x(1)*D(1)+1
==> // D(2)x(2)=x(2)*D(2)+1
==> // I_phi is e_1_1-x(1)*D(1),e_1_2-x(1)*D(2),e_2_1-x(2)*D(1),e_2_2-x(2)*D(2)
==> // Starting elimination...
==> e_1_1-x(1)*D(1),e_1_2-x(1)*D(2),e_2_1-x(2)*D(1),e_2_2-x(2)*D(2)
==> // Subalgebra is admissible.
==> // Computing elimination weight...
==> // ...done.
==> // Using elimination weight 0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1.
==> // Computing Groebner basis with engine 0...
==> // ...done.
==> x(2)*D(2)-e_2_2,x(1)*D(2)-e_1_2,x(2)*D(1)-e_2_1,x(1)*D(1)-e_1_1,
==> e_2_1*D(2)-e_2_2*D(1),e_1_2*x(2)-e_2_2*x(1)-x(1),e_1_1*D(2)-e_1_2*D(1),
==> e_1_1*x(2)-e_2_1*x(1)+x(2),e_1_2*e_2_1-e_1_1*e_2_2-e_1_1
==> // ...done.
==> e_1_2*e_2_1-e_1_1*e_2_2-e_1_1
==> // Writing output to specified ring under the name ‘P’.
setring A; P;
==> P[1]=e_1_2*e_2_1-e_1_1*e_2_2-e_1_1
We see that for n  2, kerpφq is a principal ideal generated by e12e21  e11e22  e11.
A similar call for ψ : Upgl3q Ñ D3, eij ÞÑ xiBj returns
kerpψq  xe23e32  e22e33  e22, e13e32  e12e33  e12, e23e31  e21e33  e21,
e22e31  e21e32, e13e31  e11e33  e11, e12e31  e11e32,
e13e22  e12e23   e13, e13e21  e11e23, e12e21  e11e22  e11y.
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Example 2.22 ([Lev06, Example 6]).
Consider
Upsl2q  Kxe, f, h | rf, es  h, rh, es  2e, rh, f s  2fy
and the homomorphism of K-algebras
τ : Upsl2q Ñ D1, e ÞÑ x, f ÞÑ xB
2, h ÞÑ 2xB.
Then
Upsl2q b
τ
K D1  Kxe, f, h, x, B |rf, es  h, rh, es  2e, rh, f s  2f, rB, xs  rB, es  1,
rx, f s  2xB, rB, f s  B2, rx, hs  2x, rB, hs  2By.
In the induced linear programming problem, the relations rx, f s  2xB and rB, f s  B2
both translate into the constraint wf  wB ¥ 0. Since we also have the constraints
wB ¥ 1 and wf  0, the linear programming problem has no solution and therefore, the
preimage of any ideal under τ cannot be computed by the approach of Theorem 2.16.
However, as pointed out in [Lev06] the non-existence of an elimination ordering for
Upsl2q on Upsl2q bτK Dn can be seen directly from the relations, too. The ordering
condition applied to the relations rx, f s  2xB and rB, f s  B2 yields that B   f while
any elimination ordering in our situation had to fulfill f   B.
2.4. Preimages under module homomorphisms
In this section, let R  S1
 
Krx1, . . . , xns, the ring associated to a monomial ordering  
as in Definition 1.21, or let R be a G-algebra.
First, we show that computing preimages of modules under module homomorphisms
can be reduced to computing kernels. For G-algebras, this has been already pointed out
by Levandovskyy [Lev05, Remark 2.5.8].
Lemma 2.23 (Levandovskyy [Lev05, Remark 2.5.8]).
Let U  Rn and V  Rm be two (left) submodules and φ : Rn{U Ñ Rm{V a homomor-
phism of (left) R-modules. Further, let W  Rm{V be a proper (left) submodule and
piV : R
m Ñ Rm{V the natural projection. Then pi1V pW q  R
m is a (left) submodule
with V  pi1V pW q. Moreover, φ : R
n{U Ñ Rm{V induces a homomorphism
φW : R
n{U Ñ Rm{pV   pi1V pW qq  R
m{pi1V pW q
and φ1pW q  kerpφW q.
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Proof. The first part of the claim is clear. Since V 
pi1V pW q, the projection ppi : Rm{V Ñ Rm{pi1V pW q is
well-defined and the induced homomorphism φW is
given by φW  ppi  φ. Then φW pφ1pW qq  ppipW X
impφqq  0. On the other hand, if a P kerpφW q, then
φW paq  ppipφpaqq implies φpaq P kerpppiq  W .
Rm
Rn{U Rm{V W
Rm{pi1V pW q
φ
φW
piV
ppi
l
In order to compute kernels of module homomorphisms, we need to introduce the
notion of syzygies.
Definition 2.24. Let M be a (left) R-module, f1, . . . , fk PM and
φ :
kà
i1
Rei ÑM, ei ÞÑ fi for 1 ¤ i ¤ k.
Then the (left) R-module
syzpf1, . . . , fkq : kerpφq  tpa1, . . . , akq
tr P Rk |
k¸
i1
aifi  0u
is called the module of (left) syzygies between f1, . . . , fk. If, moreover, tf1, . . . , fku is a
generating set of M , then syzpMq : syzpf1, . . . , fkq is said to be the module of syzygies
of M .
Note that the module of syzygies syzpMq of a finitely generated module M is not
an invariant of M as it depends on the chosen generating system. In the following
remark we formulate the relation between the syzygies of two different generating systems
of M . This relation is the same as in the commutative polynomial case, see e.g. [KR00,
Theorem 3.1.8].
Remark 2.25. In order to simplify notations, let us consider right modules over R in
this remark.
LetM  Rm be a right module over R with two finite generating sets tf1, . . . , fku and
tg1, . . . , glu and let F P Rmk and G P Rml be the matrices with columns f1, . . . , fk and
g1, . . . , gl, respectively. Then M  FRk  GRl  Rm and there exist transformation
matrices UF P Rkl and UG P Rlk such that G  FUF and F  GUG.
Moreover, the (right) syzygies of f1, . . . , fk and g1, . . . , gl are given by the (right)
kernels of F and G, respectively. Let the right kernel of G be generated by the columns
of the matrix SG P Rll
1 . Then the right kernel of F is generated by the columns of
TG : pUFSG | Ik  UFUGq P R
kpl1 kq,
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where Ik P Rkk denotes the identity matrix. To see this, we have
FTG  pFUFSG | FIk  FUFUGq  pGSG | F GUGq  p0 | 0q,
which means that the columns of TG are syzygies of f1, . . . , fk.
Conversely, if v P Rk is a syzygy of f1, . . . , fk, then 0  Fv  GUGv, which shows that
UGv P SGR
l1 . Hence, v P TGRl
1 k because we can write v as v  UFUGv pIkUFUGqv.
Due to the previous remark, we see that the notion of the module of syzygies syzpMq
of a finitely generated module M is well-defined up to isomorphy.
Lemma 2.26 (e.g. [GP08, Section 2.8.7], [Lev05, Section 2.5.2]).
Let U  Rn and V  xv1, . . . , vky  Rm be two (left) submodules and
φ : Rn{U Ñ Rm{V, ei   U ÞÑ Φi   V
a homomorphism of (left) R-modules given by the matrix Φ P Rmn with columns
Φ1, . . . ,Φn
. Finally, let pi : Rn k Ñ Rn be the projection of a vector onto its first n
components. Then
kerpφq  pipsyzpΦ1, . . . ,Φn, v1, . . . , vkqq.
Proof. Let f 
°n
i1 fiei P R
n{U . Then f P kerpφq if and only if φpfq 
°n
i1 fiΦi °k
j1 ajvj for some aj P R, i.e. pf1, . . . , fn,a1, . . . ,akq P syzpΦ1, . . . ,Φn, v1, . . . , vkq 
Rn k and the claim follows. l
Remark 2.27. With notations as in Lemma 2.26 and its proof, one does not only
compute the kernel of φ, but one also gets an explicit representation of φ1pfq in the
generators of V as a free byproduct, where
φ1 : kerpφq Ñ V,
n¸
i1
fiei ÞÑ
k¸
j1
ajvj
such that
pf1, . . . , fn,a1, . . . ,akq P syzpΦ1, . . . ,Φn, v1, . . . , vkq.
As it stands now, the problem of computing preimages under module homomorphisms
is reduced to computing kernels of module homomorphisms, which in turn is boiled down
the problem of computing syzygies. This last problem can be solved as follows.
We wish to emphasize that in the noncommutative case φpxq  pxtrΦtrqtr  Φx in general. A
detailed explanation can be found in [Lev05, Section 2.4.1]. This is also the reason why we were
considering right modules in Remark 2.25. Otherwise, we had to write pBtrAtrqtr instead of the
matrix products AB.
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Lemma 2.28 (e.g. [GP08, Lemma 2.5.3], [Lev05, Lemma 4.3]).
Let m1, . . . ,mk P Rr and consider the canonical embedding ι : Rr Ñ Rr k and the
canonical projection pi : Rr k Ñ Rk. Choose a module ordering   on Rr k with the
property
xαei   x
βej for all α, β P Nn0 and all 1 ¤ j ¤ r, r   1 ¤ i ¤ r   k, ::
i.e. a module elimination ordering for e1, . . . , er. Suppose that G is a standard basis of
M  xιpm1q   er 1, . . . , ιpmkq   er ky  R
r k
with respect to  . Then
syzpm1, . . . ,mkq  xpipGX
r kà
ir 1
Reiqy.
Proof. First we show that G1 : G X
Àr k
ir 1Rei is a standard basis (and thus in par-
ticular a generating system) of M 1 : M X
Àr k
ir 1Rei. For this assume without loss
of generality that neither M nor M 1 are the zero module and let 0  m1 P M 1  M .
Since G is a standard basis of M , there exists g P Gzt0u such that lmpgq | lmpm1q. But
then lmpgq P
Àr k
ir 1Rei, which implies that also g P
Àr k
ir 1Rei by the definition of  .
Hence, g P G1.
Now to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that pipM 1q  syzpm1, . . . ,mkq. Let again
0  m1 PM 1 M . Then we have for suitable ai, bj P R
0
...
0
ar 1
...
ar k


r k¸
ir 1
aiei  m
1 
k¸
j1
bjpιpmjq   er jq 

°k
j1 bjmj
b1
...
bk

.
Thus, bj  ar j for 1 ¤ j ¤ k and
°k
j1 bjmj  0.
Conversely, if pb1, . . . , bkq P syzpm1, . . . ,mkq, i.e.
°k
j1 bjmj  0, then
°k
j1 bjpιpmjq  
er jq PM
1. l
Example 2.29. Consider the second Weyl algebra D2  Kxx, y, Bx, By | Bxx  xBx  
1, Byy  yBy   1y. Let R : D2 bKKrss and let us compute the kernel of the homomor-
phism φ of left R-modules defined by
φ : R2 Ñ R{x3y2Bx   2xBy, 3xBx   2yBy  6sy,
e1 ÞÑ ps 
5
6
qps  1qps 
7
6
q and e2 ÞÑ x2  y3.
::One is free to additionally postulate e1 ¡ e2 ¡ . . . ¡ er ¡ . . . ¡ er k.
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According to Lemma 2.26, we have to compute the projection onto the first two compo-
nents of
syzpps 
5
6
qps  1qps 
7
6
q, x2  y3, 3y2Bx   2xBy, 3xBx   2yBy  6sq  R
4.
By Lemma 2.28, this module of syzygies can be computed via a Gröbner basis compu-
tation of
M : xpps  5
6
qps  1qps  7
6
q, 1, 0, 0, 0qtr,
p x2  y3, 0, 1, 0, 0qtr,
p 3y2Bx   2xBy, 0, 0, 1, 0q
tr,
p 3xBx   2ydBy  6s, 0, 0, 0, 1 q
tr y  R5
with respect to a position over term ordering such that e1 ¡ e2 ¡ e3 ¡ e4 ¡ e5 and
subsequently only selecting those elements, whose first component equals zero. Using
Singular, the Gröbner basis of M has 13 elements, from which only 5 fulfill this
criterion. If we project those 5 elements onto their second and third component, we
obtain the following generators of kerpφq:
0
0


,

0
3xBx   2yBy  6s 6


,

0
3y2Bx   2xBy


,
0
2y3By  2x
2By  6y
2s 6y2


and

216
18yB2xBy   8B
3
y  54B
2
xs 81B
2
x


.
Note that the redundant first generator is inherited from the trivial syzygy between the
generators of the quotient of the target ring.
We refer to Example 4.4 for the motivation behind the previous example.
3. The zeroth graded component of
the V -filtration
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I —
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.
(Robert Frost;;)
Consider the second Weyl algebra D2  Kxx, y, Bx, By | Bxx  xBx   1, Byy  yBy   1y
and the weight vector w  p1, 1qtr. Let us examine
V 0w : tp P D2 | p is pw,wq-homogeneous of degpw,wqppq  0u,
i.e. the zeroth graded component of the V -filtration with respect to w (see Definition 3.1
below).
Clearly, V 0w  spanKtxiyjBkxBly | i   j  k   lu  D2 and thus, degppq is even for all
p P V 0w . As a consequence of the Leibniz rule, V 0w can be generated by monomials of
total degree two: xBx, yBy, xBy, yBx or by the slightly modified generating system
Z : xBx   yBy, H : yBy  xBx, F : xBy, E : yBx
subject to relations
HZ  ZH, FZ  ZF, EZ  ZE,
HF  FH  2F, HE  EH   2E, FE  EF H.
These relations correspond to the ones of the universal enveloping algebra
Upsl2q  Kxe, f, h | fe  ef  h, he  eh  2e, hf  fh 2fy
of the special linear Lie algebra sl2  tA P K22 | tracepAq  0u with an additional
central variable z, see e.g. [Dix77, Chapter 1.8]. Hence, V 0w is isomorphic to a quotient
;;Robert Frost. The Road Not Taken. In Mountain Interval, 1916.
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algebra of Upsl2q bK Krzs, where the quotient is given by the kernel§§ of the homomor-
phism
φ : Upsl2q bK Krzs Ñ D2, z ÞÑ Z, h ÞÑ H, f ÞÑ F, e ÞÑ E.
The goal of this chapter is to examine the zeroth graded component V 0w of the V -
filtration on Dn for arbitrary n.
The V -filtration on rings of differential operators was introduced independently by
Malgrange [Mal83] and Kashiwara [Kas83]. See also [Bjö93, Chapter II.10 (especially
2.10.9)]. For the Weyl algebra, the V -filtration can be defined as follows.
Definition 3.1. Let w P Rnzt0u and define for i P ZY t8u
F iw : tp P Dn | degpw,wqppq  iu and
F¤iw :
¤
j¤i
F jw.
Then tF¤iw | i P Zu is a filtration on Dn, the V -filtration with respect to w.
The significance of the V -filtration lies in the fact that the Weyl algebra is only a
(nontrivially) graded algebra if the relations Bixi  xiBi   1 are homogeneous for all i.
This means that the degree of xiBi has to be equal to the degree of 1, which is 0. Hence,
weights of the type pw,wq are the only way to achieve this.
A different approach would be to pass over to the homogenized version of the Weyl
algebra by homogenizing the defining relations. This algebra was studied by Castro
and Narváez [CN97] in a more general context and it is employed to compute so-called
Gröbner bases with respect to weights in e.g. [SST00, Section 1.2]; cf. Definition 5.3
below. See also [Nor02, Section 2.1] for the concept of weighted homogenization.
The notion of homogenization of the Weyl algebra is a generalization of the homoge-
nization in commutative polynomial rings as introduced by Lazard [Laz83]. We will not
follow this approach here, though.
Definition 3.2. Let w P Rnzt0u and denote by V 0w the zeroth graded component of the
V -filtration with respect to w, i.e.
V 0w : tp P Dn | p is pw,wq-homogeneous of degpw,wqppq  0u.
By the properties of filtrations, it follows that V 0w is itself an algebra over K which
also contains K.
Before we make the first observations, we state two computation rules for the first
Weyl algebra.
§§A small computation with our implementation of Algorithm 2.19 shows that kerpφq is the principal
two-sided ideal generated by 4ef   h2  2h z2  2z.
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Lemma 3.3 (e.g. [SST00, Lemma 1.3.2], [Hei12, Corollary 2.21]).
Consider the first Weyl algebra D1  Kxx, B | Bx  xB   1y and put θ : xB.
(a) xkBk 
±k1
j0pθ  jq for all k P N.
(b) If f P Krθs, then fpθq  Bk  Bk  fpθ  kq for all k P N.
As each p P V 0w is homogeneous with respect to pw,wq, it suffices to consider mono-
mials. Let us inspect some special cases.
Remark 3.4. Let w  pw1, . . . , wnqtr P Rnzt0u and consider V 0w .
(a) Assume that
°n
i1 aiwi  0 with ai P Z implies ai  0 for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n, i.e.
w1, . . . , wn are linearly independent over Z. Then xαBβ P V 0w if and only if
n¸
i1
pβi  αiqwi  0,
i.e. αi  βi for all i. Using the previous lemma,
xαBβ 

n¹
i1
xαii

n¹
j1
B
αj
j


n¹
i1
xαii B
βi
i 
n¹
i1
αi1¹
j0
pxiBi  jq.
In particular, V 0w  Krx1B1, . . . , xnBns, a commutative polynomial ring in n vari-
ables.
(b) If wi  0 for some i, then both xi and Bi belong to V 0w , i.e. the first Weyl algebra
Kxxi, Bi | Bixi  xiBi   1y is a subalgebra of V 0w and we have
V 0w  V
0
rw bK Dr,
where r  |ti | wi  0u| and V 0rw is the zeroth graded component of the V -filtration
on Dnr with respect to the weight rw. Here, rw P pRzt0uqnr denotes the vector
arising from w by dropping the entries equal to zero.
Let us make some assumptions on the weight vector w. In theory and algorithms one
is free to choose any weight vector under the only restrictions that certain components
must be zero while the other ones must not. Examples include the computation of so-
called b-functions (cf. Definition 5.4) as required in the localization algorithm by Oaku,
Takayama and Walther [OTW00] (cf. Algorithm 5.5) or more general for Oaku’s restric-
tion algorithm [Oak97b], which is a main component in the computation of integration,
(de Rham) cohomology groups [Oak97b, OT99, OT01] (see also [SST00, Chapter 5])
and the Weyl closure [Tsa00, OTT01] (cf. Algorithm 5.13) among others.
Since we have covered the case of w having entries equal to zero in the previous remark,
we may assume from now on that w P pRzt0uqn. Another justifiable simplification is to
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only consider weight vectors w P Rn with identical entries wi  c for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n for
some fixed c P Rzt0u.
Hence, we will assume from now on that we are considering a weight vector w 
pc, . . . , cqtr P Rn for some c P Rzt0u.
As in the introduction to this chapter, we have the following observations.
Proposition 3.5.
(a) A monomial xαBβ is contained in V 0w if and only if |α|  |β|.
(b) If a monomial xαBβ is contained in V 0w , then its (unweighted) total degree is even.
(c) As a K-algebra, V 0w is generated by txiBj | 1 ¤ i, j ¤ nu.
Proof. The first statement is obvious and implies the second one.
Let α  pα1, . . . , αnqtr, β  pβ1, . . . , βnqtr P Nn0 such that xαBβ P V 0w . Define µ 
pµ1, . . . , µnq
tr P Nn0 by µi : mintαi, βiu for 1 ¤ i ¤ n. Then we can write with the help
of Lemma 3.3,
xαBβ  xαµxµBµBβµ


n¹
i1
xαiµii

n¹
j1
x
µj
j B
µj
j

n¹
k1
Bβkµkk



n¹
i1
xαiµii

n¹
j1
µj1¹
l0
pxjBj  lq

n¹
k1
Bβkµkk



n¹
i1
xαiµii

n¹
k1
Bβkµkk

n¹
j1
µj1¹
l0
pxjBj  βj   µj  lq

.
Since αi  µi  0 implies βi  µi  0 and vice versa,
±n
i1 x
αiµi
i
	±n
k1 B
βkµk
k
	
consists of pairwise commuting factors. Further, |α|  |β| implies |α µ|  |β  µ| and
hence, xαBβ is contained in the algebra generated by txiBj | 1 ¤ i, j ¤ nu.
On the other hand, xiBj P V 0w as wi  wj and degpw,wqpxiBjq  wi   wj  0. l
In particular, V 0w is a finitely generated subalgebra of Dn.
Corollary 3.6. If n  1, then V 0w  KrxBs, a commutative polynomial ring in one
variable.
Note that the above corollary also follows from the first part of Remark 3.4.
From now on we may assume that n ¥ 2.
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Remark 3.7. If n ¥ 2, then V 0w is not a G-algebra. In order to see this, let us consider
xiBj  xkBl P V
0
w  Dn. On the one hand, we have
xiBj  xkBl  xipxkBj   δjkqBl  xkxiBlBj   δjkxiBl  xkpBlxi  δilqBj   δjkxiBl
 xkBl  xiBj   δjkxiBl  δilxkBj,
(3.1)
which is a relation as in Definition 1.2, but on the other hand,
xiBj  xkBl  xiBjpBlxk  δklq  xiBlBjxk  δklxiBj  xiBlpxkBj   δjkq  δklxiBj
 xiBl  xkBj   δjkxiBl  δklxiBj,
(3.2)
which is an additional relation not appearing in Definition 1.2.
In fact, all relations of V 0w are consequences of Equations (3.1) and (3.2). In order to
formally verify this claim, it suffices to show that the set
txiBj  xkBl  pxkBl  xiBj   δjkxiBl  δilxkBjq,
xiBj  xkBl  pxiBl  xkBj   δjkxiBl  δklxiBjq | 1 ¤ i, j, k, l ¤ nu
is indeed a two-sided Gröbner basis of the two-sided ideal it generates in the free asso-
ciative algebra KxxiBj | 1 ¤ i, j ¤ ny.
As we do not address the theory of Gröbner bases in the free algebra in this work, we
will use a different approach below.
Theorem 3.8. The zeroth graded component V 0w is a homomorphic image of the uni-
versal enveloping algebra Upglnq of the general linear Lie algebra gln,
Upglnq  Kxpeijq1¤i,j¤n | eijekl  ekleij   δjkeil  δilekj, 1 ¤ i, j, k, l ¤ ny.
Proof. Consider φ : Upglnq Ñ Dn, eij ÞÑ xiBj for all 1 ¤ i, j ¤ n. Equation (3.1)
shows that φ is indeed a homomorphism of K-algebras, whose image equals V 0w by
Proposition 3.5. l
Applying the (first) isomorphism theorem, we see that V 0w is isomorphic to a quotient
of the G-algebra Upglnq. Making use of this fact can hint at further connections to
Lie theory and the representation theory of Upglnq. A first step in this direction is the
subject of ongoing research [Kem13].
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3.1. An explicit representation
Now we are interested in giving an explicit representation of V 0w by computing the kernel
of the homomorphism φ : Upglnq Ñ Dn, eij ÞÑ xiBj from the proof of Theorem 3.8.
Since the Weyl algebra is simple and the only units are scalars (cf. e.g. [Cou95, Chap-
ter 2.2] or [Cas10, Exercise 1.2 and Remark 1.6]), it follows that the center of Dn is equal
to K. In order to see this, let f P Dn be a nonzero central element. Then the two-sided
ideal generated by f equals Dn and 1 P DnxfyDn  Dnxfy  xfyDn implies that f is a
unit.
Remark 3.9 (Gel’fand [Gel50]).
The center of Upglnq equals Krz1, . . . , zns, where
z1 
n¸
i1
eii and zd 
n¸
i11
. . .
n¸
id1
ei1i2  ei2i3  . . .  eid1id  eidi1 for 2 ¤ d ¤ n.
Since the center of Dn equals K and the center of Upglnq is nontrivial, it is safe to
expect central elements in kerpφq. It also contains noncentral elements, though.
Lemma 3.10. Let φ : Upglnq Ñ Dn, eij ÞÑ xiBj and consider the polynomials
pijkl : eijekl  eilekj  δjkeil   δkleij, 1 ¤ i, j, k, l ¤ n.
Then the pijkl’s satisfy the following properties for all 1 ¤ i, j, k, l ¤ n.
(a) pijkl P kerpφq.
(b) Permuting i and k or j and l or pi, jq and pk, lq yields
pijkl  pkjil  pilkj  pklij.
(c) pijkl  0 if and only if k  i or l  j.
(d) Let P : tpijkl | 1 ¤ i, j, k, l ¤ nu and P 1 : tpijkl P P | i   k, j   lu. Then
P  P 1 Z tp | p P P 1u Z t0u.
Proof.
(a) The claim follows from Equation (3.2).
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(b) pkjil  ekjeil  ekleij  δjiekl   δilekj
 eilekj   δjiekl  δkleij  eijekl  δliekj   δkjeil  δjiekl   δilekj
 eijekl   eilekj   δkjeil  δkleij
 pijkl,
pilkj  eilekj  eijekl  δlkeij   δkjeil
 pijkl,
pklij  pilkj  ppijklq  pijkl.
(c) If pijkl  0, then degpeijekl  eilekjq ¤ 1, which is the case if and only if
pi, jq  pi, lq and pk, lq  pk, jq or pi, jq  pk, jq and pk, lq  pi, lq,
i.e. j  l or i  k. It follows from (b) that indeed pijkj  pijil  0.
(d) The claim follows from (b) and (c). l
The previous lemma originally arose from experimentations with our implementation
of Algorithm 2.19 [And12b]. See also Example 2.21.
We will show below that the set P 1 as defined above already generates the kernel of φ.
For this and for the rest of this chapter, we fix the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis (cf.
Proposition 1.5)
B : teα1111  e
α12
12  . . .  e
α1n
1n  e
α21
21  . . .  e
α2n
2n  . . .  e
αn1
n1  . . .  e
αnn
nn | αij P N0u
of Upglnq, i.e. a monomial e
αi1j1
i1j1
 . . .  e
αimjm
imjm
P B, or equivalently, eαi1j1i1j1  . . .  e
αimjm
imjm
is a
standard monomial, if and only if ik   ik 1 or ik  ik 1 and jk ¤ jk 1 for all 1 ¤ k   m.
In addition, we fix the degree lexicographical ordering ¡Dp on Upglnq defined as in
Example 1.20 with
e11 ¡Dp . . . ¡Dp e1n ¡Dp e21 ¡Dp . . . ¡Dp e2n ¡Dp . . . ¡Dp en1 ¡Dp . . . ¡Dp enn,
i.e. eij ¡Dp ekl if and only if i   k or i  k and j   l.
Note that pijkl  eijekl  eilekj  δjkeil   δkleij with 1 ¤ i, j, k, l ¤ n such that i   k
and j   l as in Lemma 3.10 is already given as linear combination of elements of B and
lmppijklq  eijekl.
We will approach our goal of computing kerpφq by examining the leading monomials
of its elements.
Lemma 3.11. Consider again φ : Upglnq Ñ Dn, eij ÞÑ xiBj and let f P kerpφq be of
degree two. Then lmpfq  eijekl for some 1 ¤ i, j, k, l ¤ n with i   k, j   l.
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Proof. Without loss of generality assume that f is monic. Denote m : lmpfq  eijekl.
If i ¡ k, then, by definition, eijekl is not a standard monomial since it is not an
element of the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis.
Let f  m t with t : tailpfq P Upglnq. Then 0  φpfq  xixkBjBl δjkxiBl φptq. In
order to cancel, t contains a monomial, whose image under φ also contains xixkBjBl. The
only elements of degree two in Upglnq with this property are of the form t  eijekl u or
t  eilekj   u
1 for some u, u1 P Upglnq. We can rule out the first one of these candidates
because m  eijekl may not occur again in the tail of f .
If i  k, then j ¤ l because otherwise, m was not a standard monomial. But in this
case, eileij is not a standard monomial and has to be rewritten as eileij  eijeil  δileij 
δijeil  m   δileij  δijeil, which yields that m occurs in the tail of f , a contradiction
just like above.
Thus, i   k must hold.
If j  l, then m  eijekj  lmpekjeijq and we have the same contradiction again.
Eventually, it remains to exclude the case j ¡ l. We have eil ¡Dp eij, eil ¡Dp ekl and
eil ¡Dp ekj. In particular, eilekj ¡Dp eijekl  m, which means that tailpfq contains a
monomial greater than lmpfq, another contradiction. l
Note that indeed each eijekl with i   k and j   l appears as leading monomial of an
element of kerpφq, namely of pijkl as defined in Lemma 3.10.
Corollary 3.12. Let φ : Upglnq Ñ Dn, eij ÞÑ xiBj. The set of all standard monomials
of degree two not occurring as leading monomial of an element of kerpφq equals
teijekl | 1 ¤ i, j, k, l ¤ n and pi   k, j ¥ l or i  k, j ¤ lqu.
Proof. By definition, m : eijekl is a standard monomial if and only if i   k or i  k
and j   l. By the previous lemma, m occurs as leading monomial of an element of
kerpφq if and only if i   k, j   l, which shows that exactly the monomials from the
claim remain. l
Lemma 3.13. Let φ : Upglnq Ñ Dn, eij ÞÑ xiBj. The set of all standard monomials of
degree d ¥ 2 not occurring as leading monomial of an element of kerpφq equals
tei1j1  . . .  eidjd | pik   il and jk ¥ jlq or pik  il and jk ¤ jlq for all 1 ¤ k   l ¤ du.
Proof. First note that the set from the claim indeed consists of standard monomials
because those are characterized by
ik   ik 1 or ik  ik 1 and jk ¤ jk 1.
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We proceed by induction on the degree. For d  2, this is precisely Corollary 3.12.
Let d ¡ 2, L : tlmpfq | f P kerpφqu and let m : ei1j1  . . . eidjd be a standard monomial
such that m R L. For 1 ¤ k ¤ d let
mk : ei1j1  . . .  eik1jk1  eik 1jk 1  . . .  eidjd .
Then degpmkq  d  1 and since lmpeikjk  mkq  m, we have mk R L. Applying the
induction hypothesis to md yields that for all 1 ¤ k   l ¤ d 1,
ik   il and jk ¥ jl or ik  il and jk ¤ jl.
It remains to show that for all 1 ¤ k ¤ d 1,
ik   id and jk ¥ jd or ik  id and jk ¤ jd.
Applying again the induction hypothesis, this time to m1, implies that for all 2 ¤ k ¤
d 1,
ik   id and jk ¥ jd or ik  id and jk ¤ jd.
It remains to show
i1   id and j1 ¥ jd or i1  id and j1 ¤ jd,
but this follows from the induction hypothesis applied to m2. l
Lemma 3.14. Let φ : Upglnq Ñ Dn, eij ÞÑ xiBj. The set of all standard monomials of
degree d occurring as leading monomial of an element of kerpφq equals
tei1j1  . . .  eidjd | @1 ¤ k   d : pik   ik 1q or pik  ik 1 and jk ¤ jk 1qu
X tei1j1  . . .  eidjd | D1 ¤ k   l ¤ d : ik   il, jk   jlu.
Proof. Note that the first set is just the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis in degree d. The
claim follows from Lemma 3.13. l
Theorem 3.15. Let φ : Upglnq Ñ Dn, eij ÞÑ xiBj and let
P : teijekl  eilekj  δjkeil   δkleij | 1 ¤ i   k ¤ n, 1 ¤ j   l ¤ nu.
Then P is a reduced Gröbner basis of kerpφq with respect to  Dp. In particular, P
generates kerpφq. Moreover, |P |  n42n3 n2
4
.
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Proof. By Lemma 3.10(a), P  kerpφq and by Lemma 3.14, for each f P kerpφq, there
exists p P P such that lmppq  eijekl | lmpfq, i.e. the leading space of kerpφq and the one
of P coincide, or Lpkerpφqq  LpP q in the notation of Definition 1.26. In other words,
P is a Gröbner basis of kerpφq by definition and therefore, kerpφq  xP y according to
Lemma 1.32. The fact that P is reduced follows from the properties given in Lemma 3.10.
For the cardinality of P ,
|P |  |tpi, j, k, lq P N4 | 1 ¤ i, j, k, l ¤ n, i   k, j   lu|
 |tpi, kq P N2 | 1 ¤ i   k ¤ nu|2,
where the latter is known to be the square of the pn 1q-th triangular number}}. Thus,
|P | 

npn 1q
2

2
. l
Let us summarize the main result of this section with the following theorem.
Theorem 3.16. As K-algebras,
V 0w  Upglnq{xeijekl  eilekj  δjkeil   δkleij | 1 ¤ i   k ¤ n, 1 ¤ j   l ¤ ny.
Proof. The claim follows from Theorem 3.8 and Theorem 3.15. l
Note that for the degree reverse lexicographical ordering, lmppijklq  eilekj. Hence,
our argumentation stayed valid if we had chosen this ordering.
3.2. The Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension of the zeroth
graded component
Now that we have found an explicit representation of V 0w as a quotient of Upglnq, we would
like to answer the question how “big” V 0w is by determining its Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension
as introduced in Section 1.5. Here, we use a purely computer algebraic approach. This
means that we would like to apply Proposition 1.47 in conjunction with Lemma 1.52.
Hence, we have to compute the Krull dimension of the minimal associated primes of the
ideal J defined below.
}}Cf. OEIS Foundation Inc., The On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences, http://oeis.org/
A000217, 2013.
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Remark 3.17. Let
J : xeijekl | 1 ¤ i   k ¤ n, 1 ¤ j   l ¤ ny  Kreij | 1 ¤ i, j ¤ ns
be the ideal generated by the image of the leading space of kerpφq with respect to the
degree lexicographical ordering under the homomorphism of vector spaces ψ : Upglnq Ñ
Kreij | 1 ¤ i, j ¤ ns, eij ÞÑ eij. The details can be found in the proof of Theorem 3.21
below. Then every associated prime P of J is given by an ideal generated by single
variables such that for each generator eijekl of J , eij P P or ekl P P .
For instance, P  xeij | 1 ¤ i, j   ny is a minimal associated prime of J .
We have the following rather technical lemmata.
Lemma 3.18. Let J be as in Remark 3.17. Further, let P P minAsspJq and fix any
c with 1 ¤ c ¤ n. Suppose there exists some 1 ¤ r ¤ n such that erc R P . Let
rmax : maxtr | 1 ¤ r ¤ n, erc R P u and rmin : mintr | 1 ¤ r ¤ n, erc R P u.
(a) We have that erc R P for each rmin ¤ r ¤ rmax.
(b) If c ¡ 1, then ermax,c1 R P .
(c) If c   n, then ermin,c 1 R P .
Proof. First note that for all 1 ¤ r, c ¤ n, we have ercer1c1 P J if and only if pr, cq  cw
pr1, c1q or pr, cq ¡cw pr1, c1q. See also Figure 3.1 on page 56. Since P P minAsspJq, this
means that erc R P if and only if er1c1 P P for all pr1, c1q ¡cw pr, cq and all pr1, c1q  cw pr, cq.
(a) Let rmin ¤ r ¤ rmax. Since erminc R P , it follows that er1c1 P P for all pr1, c1q ¡cw
prmin, cq and in particular for all pr1, c1q ¡cw pr, cq. On the other hand, ermaxc R P
implies that er1c1 P P for all pr1, c1q  cw prmax, cq and in particular for all pr1, c1q  cw
pr, cq. Combining both observations yields that erc R P .
(b) Let c ¡ 1. Since ermaxc R P , we have er1c1 P P for all pr1, c1q  cw prmax, cq and all
pr1, c1q ¡cw prmax, cq. In particular, er1c1 P P for all pr1, c1q  cw prmax, c  1q. By
definition of rmax, er1c P P for all r1 ¡ rmax, which implies that also er1c1 P P for all
pr1, c1q ¡cw prmax, c 1q. Thus, ermax,c1 R P .
(c) Let c   n. Similarly to the previous part, erminc R P implies er1c1 P P for all
pr1, c1q ¡cw prmin, cq and all pr1, c1q  cw prmin, cq and in particular for all pr1, c1q ¡cw
prmin, c 1q. As er1c P P for all r1   rmin, also er1c1 P P for all pr1, c1q  cw prmin, c 1q
and thus, ermin,c 1 R P . l
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erc
e11 e1n
ennen1
c c  1c 1
c c  1c 1
r
r  1
r   1
r
r  1
r   1
ter1c1 | r
1   r, c1   cu ter1c1 | r
1   r, c1 ¡ cu
ter1c1 | r
1 ¡ r, c1   cu ter1c1 | r
1 ¡ r, c1 ¡ cu
Figure 3.1.: Visualization of the generators of J
Lemma 3.19. Let J be as in Remark 3.17. Further, let P P minAsspJq and fix any
r with 1 ¤ r ¤ n. Suppose there exists some 1 ¤ c ¤ n such that erc R P . Let
cmax : maxtc | 1 ¤ c ¤ n, erc R P u and cmin : mintc | 1 ¤ c ¤ n, erc R P u.
(a) We have that erc R P for each cmin ¤ c ¤ cmax.
(b) If r ¡ 1, then er1,cmax R P .
(c) If r   n, then er 1,cmin R P .
Proof. The proof is analogue to the one of Lemma 3.18. l
One can visualize the situation of the two previous lemmata as in Figure 3.2 on
page 58.
Lemma 3.20. Let J be as in Remark 3.17. Then each minimal associated prime P of
J is generated by exactly pn 1q2 variables.
Proof. Since e1nekl and en1ekl are not contained in J for all k, l, neither e1n nor en1 are
contained in P . By iteratively using Lemma 3.18 and Lemma 3.19, there are integers
1  r1 ¤ r2 ¤ . . . ¤ rt  n  c1 ¥ c2 ¥ . . . ¥ ct  1
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for some t ¡ 2 such that for all 1 ¤ i   t,
eri,ci , eri,ci1, . . . , eri,ci 1 , eri 1,ci 1 , . . . , eri 1,ci 1 R P. (3.3)
See also Figure 3.3 on page 58.
Assume that ekl R P and ekl is not among the variables described in (3.3) for some i.
It follows from the construction that there exists a pair pri, ciq with either k   ri and
l   ci or k ¡ ri and l ¡ ci. But then ericiekl P J , whereas neither factor is contained in
P , a contradiction.
Now to the number of generators of P . For each 1 ¤ i   t there are
pci  ci 1   1q   pri 1  ri   1q  1  ci  ci 1   ri 1  ri   1
variables in (3.3). Taking the sum and keeping in mind that each of the t 2 variables
erici with 1   i   t appears twice, we have that
t1¸
i1
ci  ci 1   ri 1  ri   1

 pt 2q
 c1  ct   rt  r1   pt 1q  pt 2q  n 1  n 1  1  2n 1
variables are not contained in P . Therefore, P is generated by the remaining n2p2n
1q  pn 1q2 ones. l
As a consequence of the proof of Lemma 3.20, each minimal associated prime P of J
corresponds to a “staircase” as indicated in Figure 3.3.
Finally, we are now able to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.21. The Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension of the zeroth graded component of
the V -filtration on n-th Weyl algebra with respect to the weight w  pc, . . . , cqtr for
some c P Rzt0u equals 2n 1.
Proof. According to Theorem 3.16, we have to compute the Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension
of the K-algebra Upglnq{E, where E is the two-sided ideal
E : xeijekl  eilekj  δjkeil   δkleij | 1 ¤ i   k ¤ n, 1 ¤ j   l ¤ ny  Upglnq,
which coincides by Lemma 1.34 with the Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension of Upglnq{E viewed
as left module over Upglnq. Because of Proposition 1.47, the Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension
of Upglnq{E equals the Krull dimension of Kreij | 1 ¤ i, j ¤ ns{J , where J is the ideal
generated by ψpLpEqq. Here,
LpEq  spanKte
α ν | eα  lmpfq for some f P E, ν P Nnn0 u  Upglnq
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(a) The situation of Lemma 3.18
e1,1
en,1
e1,n
en,n
er,c
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ermin,c 1
ermax,c1
(b) The situation of Lemma 3.19
Figure 3.2.: Visualization of Lemma 3.18 and Lemma 3.19
eri,cieri,ci1eri,ci 1
eri 1,ci 1
eri 1,ci 1
eri1,ci
eri1,ci eri1,ci 1 eri1,ci1
en,1
e1,ne1,1
en,n
Figure 3.3.: Visualization of the ri’s and ci’s
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denotes the leading space of E and
ψ : Upglnq Ñ Kreij | 1 ¤ i, j ¤ ns, eij ÞÑ eij
the natural isomorphism of vector spaces. By Theorem 3.15, the given generators of E
already form a Gröbner basis with respect to the degree lexicographical ordering  Dp
and thus, Lemma 1.49 is applicable and yields
J  xψpLpEqqy
 xlmpeijekl  eilekj  δjkeil   δkleijq | 1 ¤ i   k ¤ n, 1 ¤ j   l ¤ nqy
 xeijekl | 1 ¤ i   k ¤ n, 1 ¤ j   l ¤ nqy  Kreij | 1 ¤ i, j ¤ ns.
As a consequence of Lemma 1.52,
KrdimpKreij | 1 ¤ i, j ¤ ns{Jq  max
PPminAsspJq
tKrdimpKreij | 1 ¤ i, j ¤ ns{P qu.
Each minimal associated prime of J is generated by exactly pn1q2 variables according to
Lemma 3.20. In particular, for each P P minAsspJq, the quotient Kreij | 1 ¤ i, j ¤ ns{P
is isomorphic to a polynomial ring in n2  pn  1q2  2n  1 variables, whose Krull
dimension equals 2n 1 by Corollary 1.48. Summarizing,
GKdimpV 0wq  GKdimpUpglnq{Eq  KrdimpKreij | 1 ¤ i, j ¤ ns{Jq
 max
PPminAsspJq
tKrdimpKreij | 1 ¤ i, j ¤ ns{P qu  2n 1. l
Recall from Lemma 1.35 that GKdimpDnq  2n. Then the result in Theorem 3.21
means that the zeroth graded component of the V -filtration is a subalgebra of Gel’fand-
Kirillov dimension only one less than the Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension of theWeyl algebra.
Therefore, we can safely give an answer to the question raised at the beginning of this
section by stating that V 0w is indeed “quite big”. In particular, “almost any” left ideal
of the Weyl algebra has a nontrivial intersection with V 0w , including any ideal I such
that the quotient Dn{I is a holonomic module. Recall from Definition 1.42 that Dn{I
is holonomic if GKdimpDn{Iq  n. More precisely, we have the following.
Corollary 3.22. Let I  Dn be a nonzero left ideal.
(a) If I X V 0w  t0u, then GKdimpDn{Iq  2n 1.
(b) If GKdimpDn{Iq ¤ 2n 2, then I X V 0w  t0u.
Proof. If I X V 0w  t0u, then GKdimpDn{Iq ¥ GKdimpV 0wq  2n  1 according to
Lemma 1.37 and Theorem 3.21. The second claim of the assertion follows by contrapo-
sition. The first claim follows from the fact that GKdimpDn{Iq  2n implies I  t0u
and hence, equality holds in the inequation above. l
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Stafford explicitly constructed a family of principal ideals over the Weyl algebra [Sta85,
Theorem 1.1], which are maximal. For such an ideal I, the module Dn{I is simple and
of Gel’fand-Kirillov 2n 1 (by e.g. [KL00, Corollary 8.6] or [MR01, Proposition 8.5.3]).
Hence, there are ideals, for which a nontrivial intersection with V 0w cannot be guaranteed.
Another application of the theory developed in this chapter is given in Section 4.5.
3.2.1. Another proof of Theorem 3.21
In this subsection we give another, more ring theoretic proof of Theorem 3.21 based on
a idea proposed to us by Volodymyr Bavula.
Our first goal is to show that GKdimpV 0wq ¥ 2n 1.
Lemma 3.23. The K-algebra
Hn : KxxiBi, x1Bj | 1 ¤ i ¤ n, 2 ¤ j ¤ ny  Dn
is a G-subalgebra of Dn.
Proof. Recall for instance from the proof of Theorem 3.8 that
rxiBj, xkBls  δjkxiBl  δilxkBj for all 1 ¤ i, j, k, l ¤ n.
Then the generators of Hn satisfy the relations
rxiBi, xjBjs  δijxiBj  δijxjBi  0 for all 1 ¤ i, j ¤ n,
rxiBi, x1Bjs  δi1xiBj  δijx1Bi

#
x1Bj if i  1,
δijx1Bi if i  1,
for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n, 2 ¤ j ¤ n,
rx1Bj, x1Bks  δj1x1Bk  δ1kx1Bj  0 for all 2 ¤ j, k ¤ n,
which shows that Hn is indeed a well-defined subalgebra of Dn.
In order to verify that Hn is also a G-algebra, we have to check the non-degeneracy
conditions of Definition 1.2. In particular, we have to consider the following triples of
generators:
(a) pxiBi, xjBj, xkBkq for 1 ¤ i   j   k ¤ n,
(b) pxiBi, xjBj, x1Bkq for 1 ¤ i   j ¤ n, 2 ¤ k ¤ n,
(c) pxiBi, x1Bj, x1Bkq for 1 ¤ i ¤ n, 2 ¤ j   k ¤ n and
(d) px1Bi, x1Bj, x1Bkq for 1 ¤ i   j   k ¤ n.
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Let us apply Proposition 1.7 to these four cases##:
(a) rrxiBi, xjBjs , xkBks   rrxjBj, xkBks , xiBis   rrxkBk, xiBis , xjBjs
0  0  0  0.
(b) rrxiBi, xjBjs , x1Bks   rrxjBj, x1Bks , xiBis   rrx1Bk, xiBis , xjBjs
0  rδj1x1Bk  δjkx1Bj, xiBis  rδi1x1Bk  δikx1Bi, xjBjs
  δjk rx1Bj, xiBis  δi1 rx1Bk, xjBjs
δjkpδi1x1Bj  δijx1Biq   δi1pδj1x1Bk  δjkx1Bjq
δjkpδi1x1Bj  0q   δi1p0 δjkx1Bjq  0.
(c) rrxiBi, x1Bjs , x1Bks   rrx1Bj, x1Bks , xiBis   rrx1Bk, xiBis , x1Bjs
 rpδi1x1Bj  δijx1Biq, x1Bks   0 rpδi1x1Bk  δikx1Biq, x1Bjs
0  0 0  0.
(d) rrx1Bi, x1Bjs , x1Bks   rrx1Bj, x1Bks , x1Bis   rrx1Bk, x1Bis , x1Bjs
0  0  0  0.
Hence, the non-degeneracy conditions are satisfied.
Since any (non-weighted) degree ordering fulfills the ordering condition, we can con-
clude that Hn is a G-algebra. l
Corollary 3.24. GKdimpHnq  2n 1.
Proof. Since Hn is a G-algebra by the previous lemma and has n   pn  1q  2n  1
generators, the claim follows from Lemma 1.35 or Corollary 1.48. l
Lemma 3.25. GKdimpV 0wq ¥ 2n 1.
Proof. Because of Proposition 3.5, Hn is a subalgebra of V 0w . Remark 1.36 and the
previous corollary then yield GKdimpV 0wq ¥ GKdimpHnq  2n 1. l
Now it remains to show that also the converse holds.
Lemma 3.26. GKdimpV 0wq ¤ 2n 1.
Proof. Consider the Bernstein filtration B  tBk | k P N0u on Dn, where Bk : tp P
Dn | degppq ¤ ku is a finite dimensional vector space over K and moreover, B0  K. It is
known (e.g. [Cou95, Theorem 7.3.1], see also the remark below Definition 5.2), that the
##With notations as in Proposition 1.7, we chose lij  1. Then also lji  1 and we omit these scalars
for the sake of readability.
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associated graded ring grBpDnq  Krx1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bns is a commutative polynomial
ring in 2n variables.
Now consider the induced filtration B1  tBk X V 0w | k P N0u on V 0w . By a general
result on filtrations (e.g. [Bou89, Section III.2.4, p.170]), the associated graded ring
grB1pV
0
wq is isomorphic to a subring S of grBpDnq. As x1 P B1 but x1 R V 0w , the ring S
does not contain x1 either. Therefore, Remark 1.36 implies
GKdimpSq ¤ GKdimpS bK Krx1sq,
where the latter number equals GKdimpSq   1 by e.g. [MR01, Proposition 8.2.7].
On the other hand, S bKKrx1s can also be regarded as a subalgebra of Krx1, . . . , xn,
B1, . . . , Bns. In particular,
GKdimpSq   1  GKdimpS bK Krx1sq ¤ GKdimpKrx1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bnsq  2n
again by Remark 1.36 and Lemma 1.35 or Corollary 1.48. Eventually, this shows together
with Proposition 1.38 that
GKdimpV 0wq  GKdimpSq ¤ 2n 1,
which concludes the proof. l
Combining the two previous lemmata, we see that GKdimpV 0wq  2n 1.
4. Bernstein data
Problems worthy
of attack
prove their worth
by hitting back.
(Piet Hein. Problems.)
Let us start this chapter with a very brief survey on Bernstein-Sato polynomials.
Let K  C and let f P Crx1, . . . , xnszt0u. We introduce a new variable s and consider
the free module of rank one over Crx1, . . . , xn, s, 1f s generated by the formal symbol f
s.
This module has also the natural structure of a left module over
Dn bC Crss  Cxx1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bn | Bjxi  xiBj   δij, 1 ¤ i, j ¤ ny bC Crss
induced by
xi 
 
g  f j  f s

 xi  g  f
j  f s,
s 
 
g  f j  f s

 s  g  f j  f s,
Bi 
 
g  f j  f s



Bg
Bxi
 f j   ps  jq  g 
Bf
Bxi
 f j1


 f s
for g P Crx1, . . . , xn, ss, j P Z and 1 ¤ i ¤ n.
Moreover, it is convenient to denote f s j : f j  f s for j P Z.
Theorem 4.1 (Bernstein [Ber72, Theorem 1’]).
For any f P Crx1, . . . , xnszt0u there exists an operator P P Dn bC Crss and a nonzero
polynomial b P Crss such that
P  f s 1  b  f s. (4.1)
The set of all polynomials b P Crss, which fulfill Equation (4.1) above for some operator
P P DnbC Crss, constitutes an ideal in Crss. As Crss is a principal ideal domain, one is
particularly interested in its monic generator.
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Definition 4.2. Let f P Crx1, . . . , xnszt0u. The nonzero monic polynomial bf P Crss of
minimal degree, for which there exists an operator Pf P DnbCCrss such that Pf f s 1 
bf  f
s holds, is called the (global) Bernstein-Sato polynomial or the (global) b-function
of f . Further, we call a corresponding operator Pf a (global) Bernstein operator¶¶ for f
and a pair pbf , Pf q (global) Bernstein data of f .
Bernstein’s original motivation was to construct a meromorphic continuation of f s in-
terpreted as a distribution for complex s with positive real part. However, Equation (4.1)
first appeared in Mikio Sato’s study of so-called prehomogeneous vector spaces [Sat90],
whereas the first proof is due to Bernstein.
Implementations of algorithms to compute global Bernstein data are available in e.g.
Singular in the libraries bfun.lib [AL12] and dmod.lib [LM12].
Most of these algorithms are based on the following observation.
Remark 4.3. Bernstein’s functional equation (4.1) is equivalent to
pb P  fq  f s  0.
This means that b P Jf : AnnDnbCCrsspf
sq   xfy  Dn bC Crss and moreover, the
Bernstein-Sato polynomial bf is the monic generator of the intersection Jf X Krss.
Hence, once one knows a generating system of Jf , one can compute bf by eliminat-
ing x1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bn from Jf (cf. Chapter 2).
The first general algorithm to compute AnnDnbCCrsspf
sq, and thus Jf as defined in the
remark above, is due to Oaku [Oak97c] and was refined by Levandovskyy [LM08]. A
different approach was suggested by Briançon and Maisonobe [BM02], which seems to be
the most effective one in practice. In fact, it was shown in [ALM09] that this method can
be seen as a further refinement of Levandovskyy’s one and hence of Oaku’s algorithm.
As mentioned before, the intersection problem was investigated by Noro [Nor02] and
his ideas were generalized in [ALM09] and also in Algorithm 2.14. An overview can be
found in [ABL 10].
Example 4.4. Let n  2 and consider the cuspidal cubic f  x2  y3 P Krx, ys. Using
Singular we obtain that AnnDnbCCrsspf
sq  x3y2Bx  2xBy, 3xBx  2yBy  6sy. Adding
xfy and intersecting with Crss, we find bf  ps  56qps  1qps 
7
6
q.
Since bf  Pf  f P AnnDnbCCrsspf
sq according to Remark 4.3, the vector p1,Pf qtr is
contained in the kernel of the homomorphism φ of left Dn bC Crss-modules defined by
φ : pDn bC Crssq2 Ñ pDn bC Crssq{AnnDnbCCrsspf
sq,
e1 ÞÑ bf , e2 ÞÑ f.
¶¶Tamaki Yano calls Bernstein operators b-operators [Yan78, Proposition 2.25].
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We have already computed kerpφq in Example 2.29 and are able to read off from our
previous computation that
Pf  
1
216
p18yB2xBy   8B
3
y  54B
2
xs 81B
2
xq
is a Bernstein operator for f .
The approach from the previous example to compute a Bernstein operator is described
in [ABL 10, Section 7.2] and implemented in the Singular library dmod.lib [LM12]
as procedure operatorModulo.
Now recall the definition of the local Weyl algebra pDnqp at a point p  pp1, . . . , pnq P
Cn from Example 1.17,
pDnqp  Crx1, . . . , xnsmpxB1, . . . , Bn | Bif  fBi  
Bf
Bxi
for f P Crx1, . . . , xnsmp , 1 ¤ i ¤ ny,
i.e. the ring of linear partial differential operators with coefficients in
Crx1, . . . , xnsmp  t
f
g
| f, g P Crx1, . . . , xns, g R mpu
instead of Crx1, . . . , xns. Here, mp  xx1  p1, . . . , xn  pny  Crx1, . . . , xns denotes the
maximal ideal at p.
Remark 4.5. If one replaces Crx1, . . . , xns by its localization Crx1, . . . , xnsmp at a max-
imal ideal mp for a point p P Cn, and accordingly Dn by pDnqp, Theorem 4.1 still holds
due to a result by Kashiwara [Kas76, Theorem 3.3]. This gives rise to a similar definition
as above.
Let f P Crx1, . . . , xnsmpzt0u. The nonzero monic polynomial bf,p P Crss of minimal
degree, for which there exists an operator Pf,p P pDnqp bC Crss such that Pf,p  f s 1 
bf,p  f
s holds, is called the local Bernstein-Sato polynomial or the local b-function of f .
Further, we call a corresponding operator Pf,p a local Bernstein operator for f and a
pair pbf,p, Pf,pq local Bernstein data of f .
Example 4.6. Let f  x2p1xq3. We compute the local Bernstein-Sato polynomial of
f at the origin. Following Remark 4.3 and using Singular, the (global) annihilator of
f s is the principal ideal generated by x2Bx  xBx  5xs  2s P D1 bCrss. Since 1 x is
a unit in Crxsxxy, adding f to the annihilator results in the ideal
I  AnnpD1q0bCCrsspf
sq   xfy  xx2Bx  xBx  5xs  2s, fy
 xx2Bx  xBx  5xs  2s, x
2y  xxB  5xs 2x  2s, x2y.
We have already seen in Example 2.15 that I X Crss  xs2   3
2
s   1
2
y. Thus, bf,0 
s2  3
2
s  1
2
 ps  1qps  1
2
q. We can also compute the global Bernstein-Sato polynomial
of f . It equals bf  bf,0  ps  13qps 
2
3
q.
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General algorithms for the computation of the local Bernstein-Sato polynomial are
due to Oaku [Oak97a], Schulze [Sch04] and Nakayama [Nak09]. An implementation of
Schulze’s method is available in the Singular library gmssing.lib [Sch12] under the
strong assumption that the point constitutes an isolated singularity.
In fact, Theorem 4.1 holds even more general for the ring Ctx1, . . . , xnu of convergent
power series as shown by Björk [Bjö79, Theorem 5.9.3], but we will not deal with this
case here.
A natural question to ask is whether local and global Bernstein data are related. For
the b-function the question was answered by Briançon and Maisonobe and by Mebkhout
and Narváez (see Proposition 4.8 below), whereas it still is an open problem for Bernstein
operators.
Definition 4.7.
(a) For an ideal I  Crx1, . . . , xns denote by VpIq :

fPI f
1p0q  Cn the affine
algebraic variety defined by I.
(b) Let f P Crx1, . . . , xns be a polynomial. Denote by
Tf : xf,
Bf
Bx1
, . . . , Bf
Bxn
y  Crx1, . . . , xns
the Tjurina ideal of f .
(c) The variety SingpVpxfyqq : VpTf q is called the singular locus of Vpxfyq. By abuse
of notation, we will abbreviate Singpfq : SingpVpxfyqq and call it the singular
locus of f .
Proposition 4.8 (Briançon, Maisonobe (unpublished) &
Mebkhout, Narváez [MN91, Proposition 4.2.1]).
Let f P Crx1, . . . , xnszC. Then
bf  lcm
pPCn
pbf,pq  lcm
pPSingpfq
pbf,pq.
Malgrange [Mal75, Théorème (5.4)] (in the case of an isolated singularity) and Kashi-
wara [Kas76, Corollary 5.2] (in the general situation) proved that for any p P Cn and any
f P Crx1, . . . , xnsmpzt0u the roots of bf,p are negative rational numbers, which generalizes
to bf (for f P Crx1, . . . , xnszt0u) due to the previous proposition.
In fact, a well-known consequence of this property is that one may take an arbitrary
field K of characteristic zero instead of the complex numbers for most of the theory. In
order to avoid theoretical difficulties, we will implicitly assume that K  C for the local
case.
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In what follows we are going to study global and local Bernstein operators simulta-
neously. Note that in the local case, one may assume without loss of generality that
p  0. Otherwise, one employs a change of coordinates xi ÞÑ xi   pi, 1 ¤ i ¤ n. Let us
introduce some notation.
Notations 4.9. Denote by O either Krx1, . . . , xns or Krx1, . . . , xnsm0 , by D the ring of
linear partial differential operators with coefficients in O, by bf the (global respectively
local at 0) Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f P O and by Pf a corresponding Bernstein
operator, i.e.
pO,D, bf ,Pf q 
#
pKrx1, . . . , xns, Dn, bf , Pf q in the global case and
pKrx1, . . . , xnsm0 , pDnq0, bf,0, Pf,0q in the local case.
We also use the short notations Orss : O bK Krss and Drss : D bK Krss.
Example 4.10. Let f P O be a unit. Then f1  f s 1  1  f s, which shows that
Bernstein data of f are given by p1, f1q.
In order to exclude uninteresting situations as in the previous example, we implicitly
assume from now on that in the local case, the considered polynomial f vanishes at zero,
i.e. f P O  Krx1, . . . , xnsm0 is not a unit.
The first result is a direct generalization of the polynomial case as in [ABL 10].
Lemma 4.11 ([ABL 10, Proposition 7.1]).
A Bernstein operator for f P O is uniquely determined modulo AnnDrsspf s 1q.
Proof. Let Pf ,Qf P Drss be two Bernstein operators for f . Then
pPf Qf q  f
s 1  Pf  f
s 1 Qf  f
s 1  bff
s  bff
s  0. l
4.1. Bernstein operators of small order
In this section, we examine Bernstein operators of order up to three. The approach
taken here serves as a prototype for the general case, which will be discussed in the next
section. Bernstein operators as well as operators in AnnOrsspf sq were also investigated
by Tamaki Yano [Yan78].
Definition 4.12. Let P P Drss. The degree of P in B1, . . . , Bn is called the order of P ,
i.e.
ordpP q : degp0,...,0,1,...,1,0qpP q,
where the weight of xi and s is zero and the weight of Bi is one for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n.
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The case of order one
Let P : a0  
°n
i1 aiBi for ai P Orss be a Bernstein operator of f P Ozt0u. Then
bf  f
s  P  f s 1  a0f
s 1  
n¸
i1
aips  1q
Bf
Bxi
f s 

a0f   ps  1q
n¸
i1
ai
Bf
Bxi

 f s.
As the rightmost expression in the chain of equations above as well as the leftmost one
are elements of the free module Ors, 1
f
s  f s, it follows that
bf  a0f  
n¸
i1
aips  1q
Bf
Bxi
P Krss X Orssxf,
Bf
Bx1
, . . . ,
Bf
Bxn
y.
Since bf  0 and f, BfBx1 , . . . ,
Bf
Bxn
P O do not depend on s, this can only be possible if 1 is
contained in the Tjurina ideal Orssxf, BfBx1 , . . . ,
Bf
Bxn
y  OrssTf , and therefore, 1 P O  Tf .
Lemma 4.13. Let f P O be neither zero nor a unit. Then the following statements are
equivalent.
(a) There exists a Bernstein operator for f of order 1.
(b) The Tjurina ideal Tf of f equals O, i.e. f is smooth.
(c) The Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f equals s  1.
Proof. The implication “(a) ùñ (b)” has been shown above.
Let 1  c0f  
°n
i1 ci
Bf
Bxi
P Tf for ci P O. Then
ps  1qc0  
n¸
i1
ciBi

 f s 1 

ps  1q

c0f  
n¸
i1
ci
Bf
Bxi

 f s  ps  1q  f s,
which shows both, bf  s  1 and also the existence of a Bernstein operator of order 1.
The implication “(c) ùñ (b)” is more involved. An analytic proof is given in [BM96,
Proposition 2-6]. l
We remark that for the local case, f not being a unit but 1 P Tf means that at least
one of the partial derivatives Bf
Bxi
is not contained in the maximal ideal m0 and hence, a
unit. Then
Bf
Bxi

1
 Bi

 f s 1 

Bf
Bxi

1
Bf
Bxi
ps  1q  f s  ps  1q  f s.
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The case of order two
Definition 4.14. Let R be a commutative ring. For two ideals I, J  R,
I : J : tf P R | fJ  Iu
is called the ideal quotient or colon ideal of I by J .
Let P : a0  
°n
i1 aiBi  
°n
1i¤j aijBiBj for ai, aij P Orss be a Bernstein operator for
f P Ozt0u. Then
bf  f
s  P  f s 1


a0f   ps  1q
n¸
i1
ai
Bf
Bxi
  ps  1q
n¸
1i¤j
aij

B2f
BxiBxj
  s
Bf
Bxi
Bf
Bxj
1
f


 f s.
Thus,
bf  a0f   ps  1q
n¸
i1
ai
Bf
Bxi
  ps  1q
n¸
1i¤j
aij

B2f
BxiBxj
  s
Bf
Bxi
Bf
Bxj
1
f


P Krss.
On the other hand,
f  bf  a0f
2   ps  1q
n¸
i1
aif
Bf
Bxi
  ps  1q
n¸
1i¤j
aij

f
B2f
BxiBxj
  s
Bf
Bxi
Bf
Bxj


P Orssxf 2,
Bf
Bxi
,
B2f
BxiBxj
| 1 ¤ i ¤ j ¤ ny,
which shows that
bf P Orssxf 2,
Bf
Bxi
,
B2f
BxiBxj
| 1 ¤ i ¤ j ¤ ny : Orssxfy.
As above, this can only be possible if 1 P Orssxf 2, BfBxi ,
B2f
BxiBxj
| 1 ¤ i ¤ j ¤ ny : Orssxfy,
and therefore, f P Oxf 2, BfBxi ,
B2f
BxiBxj
| 1 ¤ i ¤ j ¤ ny, which implies
Oxf 2,
Bf
Bxi
,
B2f
BxiBxj
| 1 ¤ i ¤ j ¤ ny  Oxf,
Bf
Bxi
,
B2f
BxiBxj
| 1 ¤ i ¤ j ¤ ny.
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The case of order three
Let P : a0  
°n
i1 aiBi  
°n
1i¤j aijBiBj  
°n
1i¤j¤k aijkBiBjBk for ai, aij, aijk P Orss be a
Bernstein operator for f P Ozt0u. Then
bf  f
s  P3  f
s 1


a0f   ps  1q
n¸
i1
ai
Bf
Bxi
  ps  1q
n¸
1i¤j
aij

B2f
BxiBxj
  s
Bf
Bxi
Bf
Bxj
1
f


  ps  1q
n¸
1i¤j¤k
aijk

B3f
BxiBxjBxk
  s

Bf
Bxi
B2f
BxjBxk
 
Bf
Bxj
B2f
BxiBxk
 
Bf
Bxk
B2f
BxiBxj


1
f
  sps 1q
Bf
Bxi
Bf
Bxj
Bf
Bxk
1
f 2


 f s.
On the other hand,
f 2  bf  a0f
3   ps  1q
n¸
i1
ai
Bf
Bxi
f 2   ps  1q
n¸
1i¤j
aij

B2f
BxiBxj
f 2   s
Bf
Bxi
Bf
Bxj
f


  ps  1q
n¸
1i¤j¤k
aijk

B3f
BxiBxjBxk
f 2
  s

Bf
Bxi
B2f
BxjBxk
 
Bf
Bxj
B2f
BxiBxk
 
Bf
Bxk
B2f
BxiBxj


f
  sps 1q
Bf
Bxi
Bf
Bxj
Bf
Bxk


P Orssxf 3,
Bf
Bxi
,
B2f
BxiBxj
,
B3f
BxiBxjBxk
| 1 ¤ i ¤ j ¤ ky,
showing that
bf P Orssxf 3,
Bf
Bxi
,
B2f
BxiBxj
,
B3f
BxiBxjBxk
| 1 ¤ i ¤ j ¤ ky : Orssxf 2y,
which, similar to the order two case above, implies
f 2 P Oxf 3,
Bf
Bxi
,
B2f
BxiBxj
,
B3f
BxiBxjBxk
| 1 ¤ i ¤ j ¤ ky.
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4.2. Bernstein operators of arbitrary order
Our first goal in this section is to state and prove a formula for the action P  f s 1 of
an arbitrary operator P P Drss and an arbitrary polynomial f P O.
Using this formula, we will then prove a generalization of the observations made above
concerning the relation of the membership of the Bernstein-Sato polynomial in certain
ideal quotients and the existence of Bernstein operators of certain orders.
Notations 4.15. Let α  pα1, . . . , αnqtr, β  pβ1, . . . , βnqtr P Nn0 , µ P Nr0 and k, r P N.
Further, let s be a variable and let f be a real function in x1, . . . , xn, whose partial
derivative with respect to xα is well-defined. We denote
α! :
n¹
i1
αi!, f
pαq :
B|α|f
Bxα
,
α ¨Dp β if α is degree lexicographically less than or equal to β, where α  Dp β
if |α|   |β| or |α|  |β| and there exists some 1 ¤ i ¤ n such that
α1  β1, . . . , αi1  βi1 and αi   βi (cf. Example 1.20),
Pkpα, µq : tpτ1, . . . , τk, σ1, . . . , σkq | τi P Nr0zt0u,
k¸
i1
τi  µ, σi P Nn0zt0u,
k¸
i1
|τi|σi  α and σi  Dp σi 1 for 1 ¤ i ¤ k  1u,
Pkpαq : tpσ1, . . . , σkq |
k¸
i1
σi  α, σi P Nn0zt0u and σi ¨Dp σi 1
for 1 ¤ i ¤ k  1u,
`pσq : p`στ qτPtσ1,...,σku, where `στ : |ti | σi  τu|
for σ  pσ1, . . . , σkq P Pkpαq,
psqk :
k1¹
j0
ps jq, the Pochhammer symbol (or falling factorial),
Cαpx0q : tf | f is a real function and f pβq exists and is continuous in a
neighborhood of the point x0 for all β P Nn0 with β ¤cw αu,
Ckpx0q : tf | f P C
αpx0q for all α P Nn0 with |α| ¤ ku and
pf1, . . . , frq
αpx0q :
r¹
i1
pfipx0qq
αi for real functions f1, . . . , fr and a point x0 such that
the right hand side is well-defined.
Both of the sets Pkpαq and Pkpα, µq describe certain vector-valued partitions of α.
We allow σ P Pkpαq to have repeating entries, while the entries of σ for pτ, σq P Pkpα, µq
are required to be distinct. The choice of  Dp in both cases prevents the occurrence of
elements which only differ in the order of their entries. The specific choice of the degree
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lexicographic ordering is adapted from [CS96]. In fact, any well-ordering on Nn0 may be
used. Also note that we do not have any restrictions of such kind on τ .
Example 4.16. Let α P Nn0zt0u and k P N0.
(a) The set Pkpα, µq is empty if and only if k  0 or k ¡ |α| or k ¡ |µ|.
(b) The set Pkpαq is empty if and only if k  0 or k ¡ |α|.
(c) P|α|pαq  tpen, . . . , enloooomoooo
αn
, en1, . . . , en1looooooomooooooon
αn1
, . . . , e1, . . . , e1loooomoooon
α1
qu
and `ppen, . . . , enloooomoooo
αn
, en1, . . . , en1looooooomooooooon
αn1
, . . . , e1, . . . , e1loooomoooon
α1
qq  pαn, αn1, . . . , α1q.
(d) P|α|1pαq  tpen, . . . , enloooomoooo
αn
, . . . , ei, . . . , eilooomooon
αi2
, . . . , e1, . . . , e1loooomoooon
α1
, 2eiq | αi ¥ 2, 1 ¤ i ¤ nu
Z tpen, . . . , enloooomoooo
αn
, . . . , ej, . . . , ejlooomooon
αj1
, . . . , ei, . . . , eilooomooon
αi1
, . . . , e1, . . . , e1loooomoooon
α1
, ei   ejq
| αi ¥ 1, αj ¥ 1, 1 ¤ i   j ¤ nu
and `ppen, . . . , enloooomoooo
αn
, . . . , ei, . . . , eilooomooon
αi2
, . . . , e1, . . . , e1loooomoooon
α1
, 2eiqq  pαn, . . . , αi  2, . . . , α1, 1q,
`ppen, . . . , enloooomoooo
αn
, . . . , ej, . . . , ejlooomooon
αj1
, . . . , ei, . . . , eilooomooon
αi1
, . . . , e1, . . . , e1loooomoooon
α1
, ei   ejqq
 pαn, . . . , αj  1, . . . , αi  1, . . . , α1, 1q.
(e) P1pαq  tpαqu and `ppαqq  p1q.
Remark 4.17. Let us informally and illustratively inspect Pkpα, µq in the case r  1.
Roughly speaking, each pτ, σq represents a way to put together α out of exactly k pairwise
distinct building blocks σ1, . . . , σk such that each block σi is used exactly τi times and
a total of exactly µ blocks is used. On the contrary, each σ P Pkpαq represents a
way to put together α out of exactly k not necessarily distinct blocks. In particular,
there is a one-to-one correspondence between Pipαq and
i
k1Pkpα, iq, which is given
by σ ÞÑ p`pσq, σ1q, where σ1 arises from σ by dropping all entries that are copies of the
previous one. Additionally, `pσq  `pσ1q by definition.
The following proposition generalizes a formula for computing derivatives of arbitrary
order of the composition of two functions from the univariate case to the multivariate
one. Although the univariate version of this formula is usually credited to Faà di Bruno
[FdB55, FdB57], it already appeared more than 50 years before that in the work of
Arbogast [Arb00]. An interesting survey on this subject can be found in [Cra05].
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Proposition 4.18 (Constantine, Savits [CS96, Theorem 2.1]).
With notations as in 4.15 let α P Nn0zt0u and let f  pf1, . . . , frq with real functions fi
in x1, . . . , xn such that fi P Cαpx0q for a point x0. Further let g P C |α|pfpx0qq. Then
pg  fqpαqpx0q exists and
pg  fqpαqpx0q  α!
¸
µPNr0:
1¤|µ|¤|α|
gpµqpfpx0qq
|α|¸
k1
¸
pτ,σqP
Pkpα,µq
k¹
j1

f
pσjq
1 , . . . , f
pσjq
r
	τj
px0q
τj!  σj!|τj |
.
Note that we would like to work over an arbitrary field of characteristic zero. Thus,
the assumption of Proposition 4.18, that the fi’s are real functions, is a restriction. On
the other hand, since we are considering (quotients of) polynomials, we may replace the
analytic partial derivatives by formal ones and consequently drop this requirement.
The following formula was originally suggested by Narváez. It was published in
[ABL 10, Lemma 8.1] containing a typo. Similar expressions were used in the works
of Mebkhout [Meb97, Proposition 2.3-2] and Mebkhout and Narváez [MN98, Proposi-
tion 5.3.5].
Lemma 4.19. With notations as in 4.15 let α  0 and f P O. Then
Bα  f s  α!
|α|¸
k1
psqk
¸
σPPkpαq
1
`pσq!

k¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq

f sk. (4.2)
Proof. Let g be the function that raises its argument to the power s. By Proposition 4.18
with r  1,
Bα  f s  pg  fqpαq  α!
|α|¸
µ1
gpµqpfq
|α|¸
k1
¸
pτ,σqP
Pkpα,µq
k¹
j1
pf pσjqqτj
τj!  σj!τj
, (4.3)
where gpµqpfq 
±µ1
j0 ps jq
	
f sµ  psqµ f
sµ and
Pkpα, µq  tpτ1, . . . , τk, σ1, . . . , σkq | τj P N,
k¸
j1
τj  µ, σj P Nn0zt0u,
k¸
j1
|τj|σj  α,
σj  Dp σj 1 for 1 ¤ j ¤ k  1u.
In particular, Pkpα, µq  ∅ for k ¡ µ. Substituting i for k in (4.2) and i for µ in (4.3),
we have to show that for each 1 ¤ i ¤ |α|,¸
σPPipαq
1
`pσq!
i¹
j1
f pσjq
σj!

i¸
k1
¸
pτ,σqP
Pkpα,iq
k¹
j1
pf pσjqqτj
τj!  σj!τj
.
The Pochhammer symbol was erroneously taken to be a binomial coefficient.
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Using Remark 4.17, we obtain that the right hand side of the above equation equals
¸
pτ,σqPi
k1 Pkpα,iq
k¹
j1
pf pσjqqτj
τj!  σj!τj

¸
pτ,σqPi
k1 Pkpα,iq
1
τ !
k¹
j1
pf pσjqqτj
σj!τj

¸
σPPipαq
1
`pσq!
i¹
j1
f pσjq
σj!
. l
We wish to emphasize two important variants of the previous lemma.
Corollary 4.20. With notations as in 4.15 let α  0 and f P O. Then
Bα  f s 1  α!
|α|¸
k1
ps  1qk
¸
σPPkpαq
1
`pσq!

k¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq

f s 1k.
Corollary 4.21. With notations as in 4.15 let f P O and consider an operator P :°
α pαB
α P Drss with pα P Orss. Then
P  f s 1  p0f
s 1  
¸
αPN pP qzt0u
pαα!
|α|¸
k1
ps  1qk
¸
σPPkpαq
1
`pσq!

k¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq

f s 1k.
Lemma 4.22. For a tuple σ  pσ1, . . . , σkq with σj P Nn0 let σ¨Dp denote the tuple
obtained from σ by ordering its entries with respect to ¨Dp. Let α P Nn0 and 1 ¤ i, k ¤ n.
Then
Pkpα   eiq  tpσ1, . . . , σk1, eiq¨Dp | pσ1, . . . , σk1q P Pk1pαqu
Y tpσ1, . . . , σj1, σj   ei, σj 1, . . . , σkq
¨Dp | pσ1, . . . , σkq P Pkpαq, 1 ¤ j ¤ ku.
Proof. The inclusion “” is clear. Conversely, let pσ1, . . . , σkq P Pkpα   eiq and fix
any j, 1 ¤ j ¤ k. If σj  ei, then pσ1, . . . , σj1, σj 1, . . . , σkq P Pk1pαq. Otherwise,
pσ1, . . . , σj  ei, . . . , σkq
¨Dp P Pkpαq. l
The two sets on the right hand side of the claim in the previous lemma are not
disjoint. For instance, pp1, 0q, p1, 1qq P P2pp2, 1qq is contained in both sets because
pp1, 1qq P P1pp1, 1qq and pp0, 1q, p1, 0qq P P2pp1, 1qq.
Lemma 4.23. In the situation of Lemma 4.22,
tpσ1, . . . , σk1, eiq
¨Dp | pσ1, . . . , σk1q P Pk1pαqu
Xtpσ1, . . . , σj1, σj   ei, σj 1, . . . , σkq
¨Dp | pσ1, . . . , σkq P Pkpαq, 1 ¤ j ¤ ku
tpσ1, . . . , σkq P Pkpα   eiq | D j, j1 : σj  ei and σ1j  el @ 1 ¤ l ¤ nu.
Proof. Any element of the intersection is of the form as claimed. The other inclusion
can be seen analogously to the proof of Lemma 4.22. l
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Let us fix a notation that will be frequently used below.
Notation 4.24. We denote by

1
f s
: Orss  f s Ñ Orss, g  f s ÞÑ g
the natural isomorphism of free Orss-modules of rank one.
Proposition 4.25. Let f P O and let P P Drss be an operator of order d. Then
fd1pP  f s 1q 
1
f s
P Orssxfdy   Orssxf pαq | α P Nn0 , 1 ¤ |α| ¤ dy.
Proof. Let P 
°d
i0 Pi with Pi P Drss order homogeneous of order i and write Pi °
α: |α|i pαB
α for pα P Orss. Then we have for i ¥ 1 by Corollary 4.21
Pi  f
s 1 
 ¸
α: |α|i
pα
i¸
k1
ps  1qk
¸
σPPkpαq

k¹
j1
cσjf
pσjq

1
fk1
f s
for certain cσj P K, which implies
fd1
 
Pi  f
s 1


1
f s

¸
α: |α|i
pα
i¸
k1
ps  1qkf
dk
¸
σPPkpαq

k¹
j1
cσjf
pσjq

P
¸
α:|α|i
i¸
k1
¸
σPPkpαq
Orssxf pσ1qy.
Since P1pαq  tpαqu for all α P Nn0 and because of Lemma 4.22, this yields inductively
fd1

d¸
i1
Pi  f
s 1


1
f s
P
¸
α: 1¤|α|¤d
Orssxf pαqy  Orss
@
f pαq | α P Nn0 , 1 ¤ |α| ¤ d
D
.
The claim then follows because
fd1pP0  f
s 1q 
1
f s
 fd1pp0f
s 1q 
1
f s
 p0f
d. l
We arrive at a necessary criterion for the existence of a Bernstein operator of a given
order. Note that this criterion is purely commutative.
Theorem 4.26. Let f P O and let Pf be Bernstein operator for f of order d. Then
fd1 P Oxfdy   Oxf pαq | α P Nn0 , 1 ¤ |α| ¤ dy.
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Proof. Let Jd : Orssxfdy   Orssxf pαq | α P Nn0 , 1 ¤ |α| ¤ dy. According to Proposi-
tion 4.25,
fd1  bf  f
d1pPf  f
s 1q 
1
f s
P Jd.
Then
bf P pJd : Orssxfd1yq XKrss.
Since bf is nonzero and fd1 as well as the generators of Jd do not involve s, the ideal
quotient Jd : Orssxfd1y has to be the whole ring Orss. In particular, fd1 P Jd XO. l
We will see in Remark 4.30 below that although the previous theorem provides a
necessary condition for the existence of a Bernstein operator of order d, it is not sufficient
as its converse does not hold.
We remark here that we already have a candidate for a counterexample. In Exam-
ple 4.4 we have computed a Bernstein operator of order 3 for f  x2  y3 P Krx, ys, but
the partial derivatives of order 2 generate the whole ring because of B
2f
Bx2
 2. However,
we cannot guarantee yet, that this is also the minimal possible order.
4.3. A commutative algorithm for Bernstein data
We introduce a new algorithm for the computation of Bernstein data which allows us
to treat the global and local cases “almost equally”. Furthermore, it does not require
computations in noncommutative rings and thus, works purely by commutative means.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the only algorithm available with these two distinct
properties.
Let us view the task of intersecting an ideal with a subalgebra as a black box for a
moment.
Algorithm 4.27.
Input: f P Krx1, . . . , xnszK
Output: pbf ,Pf q, where bf P Krss is the Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f and Pf P
Drss a Bernstein operator
1: L0 : t1u, d : 1
2: loop
3: Ld : tf  l | l P Ld1u Y tpfd1  pBα  f s 1qq 
1
fs
| α P Nn0 , |α|  du
4: λd : |Ld|, tl1, . . . , lλdu : Ld
5: Md : xfd1e1   e2, l1e1   e3, . . . , lλde1   eλd 2y  Orssλd 2
6: Gd : a standard basis of Md with respect to a position over term ordering such
that e1 ¡ ei for 2 ¤ i ¤ λd   2
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7: Gp2qd : th P Orss | there exists g P Gd such that g P he2  
Àλd 2
i3 Orsseiu
8: if xGp2qd y XKrss  xby for some b  0 then
9: v : 1
lcpbq
p0, b, p1, . . . , pλdq
tr PMd such that b P Krsszt0u
10: P : pp1  
°λd
i2 piB
αq with pi, αq such that li  pfd1  pBα  f s 1qq  1fs
11: return pb, P q
12: else
13: d : d  1
Proof. Correctness : By Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.5, respectively, there exists a Bern-
stein operator Pf :
°
α cαB
α P Drss with cα P Orss such that
bf  f
s  Pf  f
s 1 
¸
α
cα
 
Bα  f s 1

.
In particular,
bf  f
s P N : Orss  tBα  f s 1 | α P Nn0u  Ors, 1f s  f s.
Here, N carries the structure of an Orss-module. Hence, N may also be viewed as a
Krss-module.
By definition, bf is the monic element of least degree with bf  f s P N X Krss  f s.
Since bf P KrsszK, it follows that 1  f s R N and, therefore, N is a proper submodule of
Ors, 1
f
s  f s viewed as modules over Krss. Moreover, N  Ors, 1
f
s  f s as Orss-modules.
By Corollary 4.20, Bα  f s 1 takes the form
Bα  f s 1 
|α|¸
i1
pif
s 1i 
|α|1¸
i0
pi 1f
si
for α P Nn0zt0u and certain pi P Orss. In particular, f |α|1  pBα  f s 1q P Orss  f s.
Recall that  1
fs
: Orss  f s Ñ Orss denotes the natural isomorphism of free Orss-
modules. For d P N define the Orss-submodules
N 1d : xf
d1  pBα  f s 1q | α P Nn0 , |α| ¤ dy  Orss  f s
and Nd : N 1d 
1
fs
 Orss.
Since Orss  f s is free over Orss, the natural embedding of Orss-modules Orss  f s ãÑ
Ors, 1
f
s  f s yields that N 1d is isomorphic to a nonzero submodule of N . Thus, N 1d is
proper and hence, so is Nd.
Consider the homomorphism of Orss-modules
φd : Orss Ñ Orss{Nd, 1 ÞÑ fd1  Nd.
Then φd|Krss is injective if and only if bff
d1 R Nd, which is the case if and only if any
Bernstein operator is of order at least d   1. Or the other way around, bf P kerpφd|Krssq
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if and only if there exists a Bernstein operator Pf 
°
α cαB
α of order at most d and we
have
bf  f
d1 
 
fd1 Pf  f
s 1


1
f s

¸
α
cαf
d1
 
Bα  f s 1


1
f s
.
Moreover, by construction,
Nd  f Nd1   xpf
d1pBα  f s 1qq 
1
f s
| α P Nn0 , |α|  dy
and thus, the set Ld as defined in Line 3 of Algorithm 4.27 is a generating system of Nd.
Let pi1 respectively pi2 denote the projection of a vector onto its first respectively
second component and let li, λd, Md, Gd and G
p2q
d be as in Lines 4, 5, 6 and 7. By
Lemma 2.26 and Lemma 2.28,
kerpφdq  pi1psyzpxf
d1y  Ndqq  pi1psyzpf
d1, l1, . . . , lλdqq
 pi2pMd X
λd 2à
i2
Orsseiq  xpi2pGd X
λd 2à
i2
Orsseiqy  xGp2qd y.
In particular,
kerpφd|Krssq  xG
p2q
d y XKrss

#
xbfy if there exists a Bernstein operator of order at most d,
t0u else.
In the first case, i.e. xGp2qd y X Krss  xbfy, Md contains a vector v of the form v 
p0, bf , p1, . . . , pλdq
tr as in Line 9. By Remark 2.27, P : pp1  
°λd
i2 piB
αq, where the
index i and the exponent vector α satisfy the relation li  pf |α|1  Bα  f s 1q 1fs from
Line 10, fulfills P  f s 1  bf  f s, i.e. P is a Bernstein operator.
Termination: Since the existence of Bernstein-Sato polynomial and Bernstein operator
is guaranteed, there exists d P N such that bf P kerpφd|Krssq. The algorithm proceeds
inductively and thus, finds the minimal such d. Termination then follows from the
termination of the involved standard basis algorithms. l
The module N  Orss  tBα  f s 1 | α P Nn0u  Ors, 1f s  f s in the above proof
contains elements of the form pk
fk
 f s with pk P Orss for all k P N. This shows two
obstacles for computing directly with N . Firstly, a computer algebra system focusing on
computations with polynomials (such as Singular, for instance) might not be able to
deal with such fractions. Secondly, N is not finitely generated as an Orss-module. Both
of these problems are overcome by considering the chain of finitely generated submodules
of N defined by N 1d  xfd1  pBα  f s 1q | α P Nn0 , |α| ¤ dy for d P N.
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Remark 4.28.
(a) For each d P N the cardinality of the set tα P Nn0 | |α|  du equals the number
of d-multicombinations of a set of cardinality n. This number is known to be 
n d1
d

 pn d1q!
d!pn1q!
by basic combinatorics.
However, it is only an upper bound for the cardinality of the set tpf |α|1  pBα 
f s 1qq  1
fs
| α P Nn0 , |α|  du as in Line 3 of Algorithm 4.27.
For instance consider f  x  y P Krx, ys. Then Bx  f s 1  By  f s 1  ps  1qf s.
In particular, the module Md in Line 5 is generated by at most λd   1 ¤ λd1   
n d1
d

  1 ¤ 1 
°d
i1
 
n i1
i

elements.
(b) The check in Line 8 of Algorithm 4.27 whether Md contains an element of the
form p0, b, , . . . , qtr with b P KrsszK can be done as follows. Let J : xGp2qd y 
xp | p0, p, , . . . , qtr P Gdy  Orss denote the ideal generated by all the second
components of elements of Gd with first component equal to zero. In the global
case, one can apply Lemma 2.3 to J in order to eliminate x1, . . . , xn. In the local
case, however, one needs to compute with a mixed ordering with the property
xi   1   s for all i. This shows that no elimination ordering for x1, . . . , xn
on Orss  pKrx1, . . . , xnsm0qrss exists and therefore, the elimination cannot be
performed by classical means. See also the introduction to Section 2.2.
In both cases, if a degree bound for bf is given, it is possible to perform a test
whether J as defined above contains a polynomial only depending on s by employ-
ing the method of Principal Intersection as described in [ALM09, Section 4.2] for
the global case or Algorithm 2.14 for the local one. Another criterion is given in
Lemma 4.37 below.
Let us view an example.
Example 4.29. As in Example 4.4, consider the cuspidal cubic f  x2  y3 P Krx, ys.
We apply Algorithm 4.27 with the term over position ordering   on finite rank modules
over Krx, y, ss defined by ei ¡ ei 1 for all i P N and s Ï x, y (i.e. s is greater than
any power of x and y), where x ¡ y are ordered degree reverse lexicographically. All
Gröbner bases are reduced (up to normalization). For d  1 we have
Bx  f
s 1  2ps  1qx  fs, By  f
s 1  3ps  1qy2  f s,
M1 
C


1
1
0
0
0

,


f
0
1
0
0

,


2ps  1qx
0
0
1
0

,


3ps  1qy2
0
0
0
1


G
 Krx, y, ss5 and
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G1 
$'''''&
'''''%


0
0
0
3y2
2x

,


0
0
6s  6
3x
2y

,


0
y3  x2
1
0
0

,


0
2sx  2x
0
1
0

,


0
3sy2   3y2
0
0
1

,


1
1
0
0
0


,/////.
/////-
.
Since xGp2q1 yXKrss  xy3x2, 2sx 2x, 3sy2 3y2yXKrss  t0u we increment d and compute
B2x  f
s 1  2ps  1q  fs   4sps  1qx2  fs1,
B2y  f
s 1  6ps  1qy  fs   9sps  1qy4  fs1,
BxBy  f
s 1  6sps  1qxy2  fs1 and
M2  xp f, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0q
tr,
p f2, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0qtr,
p 2ps  1qxf, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0qtr,
p 3ps  1qy2f, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0qtr,
p 2ps  1qf   4sps  1qx2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0qtr,
p6ps  1qyf   9sps  1qy4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0qtr,
p 6sps  1qxy2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 qtr y  Krx, y, ss8.
Now G2 consists of 14 elements, namely
p0, y3  x2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 qtr,
p0, 2sx  2x, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 qtr,
p0, 6sy2   6y2, 0, 0, 0, 3y2, 0, 2xqtr,
p0, 36s2y   78sy   42y, 0, 0, 0, 9y, 4, 0 qtr,
seven of the form p0, 0, , , , , , qtr and another three with nonzero first com-
ponent. It is easy to see that Gp2q2  xy
3  x2, 2sx   2x, 6sy2   6y2, 36s2y   78sy   42yy has
trivial intersection with Krss (e.g. by Lemma 4.37 below). Therefore, we have to consider d  3
and obtain
B3x  f
s 1  12sps  1qx  fs1   8ps 1qsps  1qx3  fs2,
B3y  f
s 1  6ps  1q  fs   54sps  1qy3  fs1  27ps 1qsps  1qy6  fs2,
B2xBy  f
s 1  6sps  1qy2  fs1  12ps 1qsps  1qx2y2  f s2,
BxB
2
y  f
s 1  12sps  1qxy  fs1   18ps 1qsps  1qxy4  fs2
and M3  Krx, y, ss12 as follows:
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M3  xp f
2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0qtr,
p f3, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0qtr,
p 2ps  1qxf2, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0qtr,
p 3ps  1qy2f2, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0qtr,
p 2ps  1qf2   4sps  1qx2f, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0qtr,
p 6ps  1qyf2   9sps  1qy4f, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0qtr,
p 6sps  1qxy2f, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0qtr,
p 12sps  1qxf   8ps 1qsps  1qx3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0qtr,
p 6ps  1qf2   54sps  1qy3f  27ps 1qsps  1qy6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0qtr,
p 6sps  1qy2f  12ps 1qsps  1qx2y2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0qtr,
p 12sps  1qxyf   18ps 1qsps  1qxy4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1qtry.
The Gröbner basis of M3 consists of 30 elements, one of them being
0, 216s3   648s2   642s  210, 0, 0, 0, 81, 0, 0, 27x, 8, 36y, 0
	tr
.
Hence, we may conclude that
bf 
1
216p216s
3   648s2   642s  210q  ps  56qps  1qps 
7
6q
and that a corresponding Bernstein operator P is given by
P   1216 

0, 0, 0, 81, 0, 0, 27x, 8, 36y, 0
	


1, Bx, By, B
2
x, B
2
y , BxBy, B
3
x, B
3
y , B
2
xBy, BxB
2
y
	tr
 18xB
3
x  
1
6yB
2
xBy 
1
27B
3
y  
3
8B
2
x.
Note that with
 1
216
p18yB2xBy   8B
3
y  54B
2
xs 81B
2
xq 
1
12
yB2xBy 
1
27
B3y  
1
4
B2xs 
3
8
B2x
we have already computed a Bernstein operator for f  x2y3 in Example 4.4. Following
Lemma 4.11, we can verify by a quick computation that the difference between these
two operators indeed annihilates f s 1.
Moreover, now we have found a counterexample to the converse of Theorem 4.26.
Remark 4.30. The converse of Theorem 4.26 is not true. Consider for instance the
cuspidal cubic f  x2y3 P Krx, ys. By Example 4.29, the minimal order of a Bernstein
operator for f is 3, but since B
2f
Bx2
 2, the partial derivatives of order 2 already generate
the whole ring.
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4.3.1. Enhancements of the algorithm
In this section, we collect some tools to enhance the performance of Algorithm 4.27.
Lemma 4.31. Let M  Orssr be a module and let f P OrsszK. If G is a standard
basis of M , then f G  tf  g | g P Gu is a standard basis of f M .
Proof. Let m P Mzt0u with lmpmq  xαei. Since G is a standard basis of M , there
exists g P G with lmpgq  xβei such that β ¤cw α. Assume lmpfq  xγ. Then
lmpf  gq  xβ γei | x
α γei  lmpf mq,
which shows the claim. l
Unfortunately, the previous lemma is not applicable to Algorithm 4.27 as we are in
a slightly different situation because we only multiply the first component of a vector
with a scalar. More precisely, the module Md 1 in Line 5 has generators, which can be
written as union of two sets of different types. The first one being of the form
tpf  p1, p2, . . . , pλd 2, 0, . . . , 0q
tr P Orssλd 1 2 | pp1, p2, . . . , pλd 2qtr is a generator of Mdu.
Let us inspect this set a bit closer.
Notation 4.32. Let R be a ring and let i, r P N with i ¤ r. Define a deformed scalar
multiplication i : R Rr Ñ Rr via
s i
r¸
j1
rjej : sriei  
r¸
j1
ji
rjej.
It is easy to check that i fulfills the usual computation rules.
Lemma 4.33. Let R be a ring. The deformed scalar multiplication i as in Notation 4.32
has the following properties for all f, g P R and all v, w P Rr:
(a) Left distributivity: pf   gq i v  f i v   g i v.
(b) Right distributivity: f i pv   wq  f i v   f i w.
(c) Associativity in the usual sense of scalar multiplication: pf  gq i v  f i pg i vq.
If f and g commute, one has additionally
(d) Compatibility with the usual scalar multiplication: f  pg i vq  g i pf  vq.
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Lemma 4.34. Let M  Orssr be a module over Orss and let   be a position over term
ordering on Orssr such that ei   e1 for all 1   i ¤ r. Further, let f P OrsszK. If G is a
standard basis of M with respect to  , then f 1G : tf 1 g | g P Gu is a standard basis
of f 1 M , where 1 is as in Notation 4.32.
Proof. Let m P Mzt0u. Note that because f  1, we have f 1 m  m if and only if
the first component of m equals zero. By the position over term property of  , this is
equivalent to lcomppmq  1. In particular,
lmpf 1 mq 
#
lmpfq lmpmq if the leading component of m equals 1,
lmpmq else.
Let lmpmq  xαei and lmpfq  xγ. As in the proof of Lemma 4.31, there exists g P G
with lmpgq  xβei such that β ¤cw α. Then
lmpf 1 gq 
"
xβ γe1 | x
α γe1 lmpf 1 mq if i  1,
xβei | x
αei  lmpf 1 mq if i  1,
which concludes the proof. l
In step d  1 of Algorithm 4.27, the module Md 1 is created. By construction,
Md 1  f 1 Md   xpf
dBα  f s 1q  1
fs
e1   ek | α P Nn0 , |α|  d  1
and some λd   3 ¤ k ¤ λd 1   2y,
where in the previous step d of the algorithm, a standard basis Gd of Md was computed.
By the previous lemma, f 1 Gd is already a standard basis of f 1 Md. This fact can be
used to speed up the standard basis computation of Md 1.
Remark 4.35. By Theorem 4.26, a necessary condition for the existence of a Bernstein
operator of order d is that fd1 is contained in the ideal over O generated by fd and all
partial derivatives of f of order less than or equal to d.
Thus, in the situation of Algorithm 4.27, one can trade in the generally more expensive
standard basis computation ofMd in Line 6 for a standard basis computation of the ideal
generated by fd and the partial derivatives of f of order at most d and only compute
Gd if necessary.
Lemma 4.36. Let M  Orssr be a module over Orss and let   be a position over term
ordering on Orssr such that ei 1   ei for all 1 ¤ i ¤ r  1. Let G be an interreduced
standard basis of M with respect to  . Denote by pij the projection onto the j-th
component for any 1 ¤ j ¤ r and assume that Gj : G X
Àr
ij Orssei is neither zero
nor the empty set. Then pijpGjq is a standard basis of the ideal xpijpGjqy  Orss with
respect to  .
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Proof. Let pijpGjq  tpg1, . . . , pgku and let ph P xpijpGjqyzt0u, ph  °ki1 aipgi for ai P
Orss. Since G is interreduced, each pgi has a uniquely determined preimage gi 
p0, . . . , 0, pgi, , . . . , qtr P G under pij. Then h : °ki1 aigi P M with h  0 as pijphq ph  0, and thus, there exists g P G such that lmpgq divides lmphq. By construction,
lmphq  lmpphqej and thus lcomppgq  j. But then g  p0, . . . , 0, pgi, , . . . , qtr  gi for
some 1 ¤ i ¤ k and lmppgiq  lmppijpgqq divides lmppijphqq  lmpphq. l
In particular, the ideal Gp2qd in Line 7 of Algorithm 4.27 is already given as a standard
basis. In many cases in practice, the test in Line 8 whether Gp2qd contains an element
only depending on s, can be performed with the naked eye by the help of the following
lemma, which was formulated for Gröbner bases in G-algebras in [ABL 10].
Lemma 4.37 ([ABL 10, Lemma 5.7]).
Let G be a standard basis of an ideal J  Orss. If there exists no g P G such that lmpgq
divides sk for some k P N0, then J XKrss  t0u.
Proof. If J X Krss  t0u, then there is an element g P G with lmpgq | sk for some
k P N0. l
Applied to Algorithm 4.27 this means that xGp2qd y X Krss  t0u if lmpG
p2q
d q X Krss 
tlmpgq | g P G
p2q
d u XKrss  ∅.
Summarizing, we obtain the following enhanced version of Algorithm 4.27.
Algorithm 4.38.
Input: f P Krx1, . . . , xnszK
Output: pbf ,Pf q, where bf P Krss is the Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f and Pf P
Drss a Bernstein operator
1: d : mintd P N | fd1 P Oxfdy   Oxf pαq | α P Nn0 , 1 ¤ |α| ¤ dyu
2: Ld1 :
#
tpfd
2  Bα  f s 1q  1
fs
| α P Nn0 , |α|   du if d ¡ 1,
t1u if d  1
3:   : a position over term ordering such that e1 ¡ ei for all i ¡ 2
4: d : d
5: loop
6: Ld : tf  l | l P Ld1u Y tpfd1  Bα  f s 1q 
1
fs
| α P Nn0 , |α|  du
7: λd : |Ld|
8: tl1, . . . , lλdu : Ld such that
1
f
l1, . . . ,
1
f
lλd1 P Ld1
9: Md :
#
xf 1 Gd1y   xlλd1 1e1   eλd1 2, . . . , lλde1   eλd 2y if d ¡ d,
xfd1e1   e2, l1e1   e3, . . . , lλde1   eλd 2y if d  d
10: Gd : a standard basis of Md with respect to  
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11: Gp2qd : th P Orss | there exists g P Gd such that g P he2  
Àλd 2
i3 Orsseiu
12: if there exists g P Gp2qd such that lmpgq  s
k for some k P N then
13: if xGp2qd y XKrss  xby for some b  0 then
14: v : 1
lcpbq
p0, b, p1, . . . , pλdq
tr PMd such that b P Krsszt0u
15: P : pp1 
°λd
i2 piB
αq with pi, αq such that li  pfd1  Bα  f s 1q  1fs
16: return pb, P q
17: else
18: d : d  1
Proof. Correctness follows from the correctness of Algorithm 4.27 and from Remark 4.35,
Lemma 4.34, Lemma 4.36 and Lemma 4.37. Termination follows from the termination
of Algorithm 4.27. l
Recall from Remark 4.3 that one can also obtain the Bernstein-Sato polynomial by
first computing AnnDnrsspf sq. The algorithm by Briançon and Maisonobe [BM02] for the
latter uses a Gröbner basis computation in Dn bK S1, where S1  Kxs, σ | σs  sσ  σy
denotes the first shift algebra.
Another approach uses so-called Gröbner bases with respect to a weight (cf. Defini-
tion 5.3) in the pn   1q-th Weyl algebra, see e.g. [SST00, Algorithm 1.2.6] or [Nor02,
Definition 6 & Section 2.1]. This approach requires the computation of a Gröbner basis
in the pn 1q-th (weighted) homogenized Weyl algebra (cf. loc. cit), which is a G-algebra
in 2n  3 variables.
It is known that the theoretic worst case complexity of a Gröbner basis computation
is doubly exponential in the number of variables. This result holds not only for the
commutative case [MM82, Giu84], but also for the Weyl algebra [GC09] and even for
general G-algebras [AL09].
Since our algorithm works in a commutative polynomial ring in n 1 variables, we have
reduced the theoretic complexity of the computation of the Bernstein-Sato polynomial
by a huge amount compared to existing methods.
Note that the computation of a standard basis of a submodule of the free module of
finite rank r with respect to a term over position ordering satisfying e1 ¡ e2 ¡ . . . ¡ er
can be interpreted as r successive standard basis computations of ideals.
Moreover, we would like to explicitly point out, that our algorithm is certified in the
following sense. We are not only computing the Bernstein-Sato polynomial but also a
Bernstein operator as a byproduct. This operator can be seen as a certificate. One
can apply the operator to f s 1 in order to very that the Bernstein-Sato polynomial was
indeed computed correctly.
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4.3.2. The tower of annihilators
Definition 4.39. Define for d P N0
Ann
pdq
Drsspf
sq : xp P AnnDrsspf sq | ordppq ¤ dy  Drss,
the annihilator of f s up to order d. In particular, Annp1qDrsspf
sq is called the logarithmic
annihilator of f s.
One has a tower of annihilators
t0u  Ann
p0q
Drsspf
sq  Ann
p1q
Drsspf
sq  . . .  Ann
pk0q
Drsspf
sq  AnnDrsspf sq
for some k0 P N. It is an open problem to determine the minimal value of k0 such that
Ann
pk0q
Drsspf
sq  AnnDrsspf sq without actually computing AnnDrsspf sq.
Even for s  1, the determination of k0 is an open problem. This question is
closely related to the so-called Local Comparison Theorem, cf. [Tor04, Conjecture 1.11].
Torrelli gave in cit. loc. characterizations of the case k0  1 under strong assumptions
on f , for both s  1 and s arbitrary. More results and special cases towards the
Local Comparison Theorem can be found in e.g. [CU01, CU04, CU05, CU06] and the
references given there.
For instance, for s  1 and a polynomial f P Krx, yszK in two variables, k0  1 if and
only if f is quasi-homogeneous (and reduced in the local case), see [CU01, Theorem 4.1].
Here, f P Krx1, . . . , xns is called quasi-homogeneous if there exist weights w1, . . . , wn P
Q¡0 such that fpxw11 , . . . , xwnn q is homogeneous. Moreover, f is called reduced if f  gh
with g, h P Krx1, . . . , xns and g is a unit in O implies g P K.
The tower of annihilators above has been investigated among others by Narváez
[Nar08]. The logarithmic annihilator can be computed with Singular using the proce-
dure Sannfslog from dmod.lib [LM12].
Example 4.40.
(a) Let f  x  y P Krx, ys. Then
Ann
p1q
D2rss
pf sq  AnnD2rsspf
sq  xBx  By, xBy   yBy  sy.
(b) Consider the Reiffen curve f : xp xyq1 yq P Krx, ys with parameters p, q P N.
Such polynomials were first studied by Hans-Jörg Reiffen [Rei67]. Computing for
pp, qq  p4, 5q shows that
Ann
p1q
D2rss
pf sq x 4xy3Bx   5y
4Bx  y
4By  4x
3By,
4x2Bx   5xyBx   3xyBy   4y
2By  16xs 20ys,
12xy2Bx   3y
3Bx   9y
3By  5x
2Bx  100xyBx  3x
2By  80y
2By
 48y2s  20xs  400ysy,
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while
AnnD2rsspf
sq Ann
p2q
D2rss
pf sq  Ann
p1q
D2rss
pf sq 
x 48xy2B2x   48y
3B2x  5x
2B2x  100xyB
2
x  6x
2BxBy  60xyBxBy
 80y2BxBy   27x
2B2y  48y
2B2y  576xyBxs 324xyBx  192y
2Bxs
 33y2Bx  432y
2Bys 243y
2By   4520xBxs  2405xBx   400yBxs
 100yBx  168xBys 105xBy   3840yBys  1884yBy   2304ys
2
  1296ys 18000s2  9640sy,
where the additional generator of Annp2qD2rsspf
sq is not contained in Annp1qD2rsspf
sq.
It turns out that we can modify Algorithm 4.27 to obtain the following algorithm. See
also [CL12, Section 2.1] for a similar approach in the case that s is a negative integer.
Algorithm 4.41.
Input: pf, dq such that f P Krx1, . . . , xnszK, d P N
Output: AnnpdqDrsspf
sq, the annihilator of f s up to order d
1: λd :
°d
i0
 
n i1
i

2: `d : pl1, . . . , lλdq
tr :

pfd  pBα  f sqq  1
fs
	
αPNn0 ,|α|¤d
P Orssλd
3: Md : xl1e1   e2, l2e1   e3, . . . , lλde1   eλd 1y  Orssλd 1
4: Gd : a standard basis ofMd with respect to a position over term ordering such that
e1 ¡ ei for 2 ¤ i ¤ λd   1
5: G1d : Gd X
Àλd 1
i2 Orssei
6: for all g  pg1, . . . , gλdq
tr P G1d do
7: Pg :
°λd
i1 giB
α P Drss with pi, αq such that li  pfd  pBα  f sqq  1fs
8: return tPg | g P G1du
Before we give a proof of the algorithm, consider the following remark.
Remark 4.42. Let R be a commutative ring, M  xm1, . . . ,mky a torsion-free R-
module and f P Rzt0u a non-zero-divisor. Then syzpMq  syzpf Mq.
To see this, let pa1, . . . , akq P syzpMq  syzpm1, . . . ,mkq. Then
0  f  0  f 
k¸
i1
aimi 
k¸
i1
aipf miq.
On the other hand,
0 
k¸
i1
bipf miq  f 
k¸
i1
bimi
for bi P R implies that
°k
i1 bimi is a torsion element and hence zero.
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Proof of Algorithm 4.41. Correctness : The cardinality of the set tα P Nn0 | |α| ¤ du
equals λd 
°d
i0
 
n i1
i

by Remark 4.28.
As in the proof of Algorithm 4.27, pfd  pBα f sqq  1
fs
P Orss for all α P Nn0 with |α| ¤ d
using Lemma 4.19 or (a shifted version of) Corollary 4.21, respectively.
Consider the Orss-module Nd : xpfd  pBα  f sqq  1fs | α P Nn0 , |α| ¤ dy  Orss. By
Lemma 2.28, the set G1d from Line 5 generates the module of syzygies syzpNdq  Orssλd ,
which, according to Remark 4.42, is the same as the module of syzygies of the Orss-
module xpBα  f sq  1
fs
| α P Nn0 , |α| ¤ dy  Ors, 1f s.
Let `1 : pl11, . . . , l1λdq
tr :

pBα  f sq  1
fs
	
αPNn0 ,|α|¤d
P Ors, 1
f
sλd and consider the homo-
morphism of Orss-modules
φ : syzpl11, . . . , l
1
λd
q Ñ xp P AnnDrsspf sq | ordppq ¤ dy,
pp1, . . . , pλdq
tr ÞÑ
λd¸
i1
piB
α
such that i and α satisfy the relation l1i  pBα  f sq 
1
fs
. Then φ is indeed a well-
defined isomorphism of Orss-modules. In particular, φpG1dq is a generating set for tp P
AnnDrsspf sq | ordppq ¤ du, which in turn is a generating set of the left Drss-module
Ann
pdq
Drsspf
sq.
Termination: Termination follows from the termination of the standard basis algo-
rithm. l
Note that the key idea behind Algorithm 4.41 is basically the same as for the compu-
tation of the logarithmic annihilator of f s, i.e. the case d  1, which can be found for
example in [Cas10, Section 3].
Remark 4.43. We would like to point out one particular difference between the ideas
behind Algorithm 4.27 and Algorithm 4.41. In Algorithm 4.41, we have considered the
vector
`d 

pfd  pBα  f sqq 
1
f s


αPNn0 ,|α|¤d
,
while in step d of Algorithm 4.27, we were only interested in the set
Ld  tf  l | l P Ld1u Y tpf
d1  pBα  f s 1qq 
1
f s
| α P Nn0 , |α|  du
 tpfd1  pBα  f s 1qq 
1
f s
| α P Nn0 , |α| ¤ du.
The reason why we really need to consider all α P Nn0 with |α| ¤ d in Algorithm 4.41,
rather than only the actions of all Bα on f s, is because otherwise, we would lose out on
finding the elements in AnnpdqDrsspf
sq X KrB1, . . . , Bns, that is, the submodule of elements
only depending on B1, . . . , Bn.
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For instance, we would fail to find Bx  By P Ann
p1q
D2rss
ppx   yqsq (cf. the first part of
Example 4.40).
If one wishes to compute AnnpiqDrsspf
sq for all i up to a specified bound d P N, it is
possible to make use of previous computations instead of d times calling Algorithm 4.41.
Algorithm 4.44.
Input: pf, dq such that f P Krx1, . . . , xnszK, d P N
Output: Annp1qDrsspf
sq  . . .  Ann
pdq
Drsspf
sq, the tower of annihilators of f s up to order d
1: λ0 : 1, `0 : p1q, G0 : t1u
2: for i  1 to d do
3: λi : λi1  
 
n i1
i

4: Orssλi1 ιi,1ÝÝÑ Orssλi1 `Orssλiλi1 ιi,2ÐÝÝ Orssλiλi1 the natural embeddings
5: `i : pl1, . . . , lλiq
tr : ιi,1pf `i1q  ιi,2

pf i  pBα  f sqq  1
fs
	
αPNn0 ,|α|i


P Orssλi
6: Mi : f Gi1   xlλi1 1e1   eλi1 2, . . . , lλie1   eλi 1y  Orssλi 1
7: Gi : a standard basis of Mi with respect to a position over term ordering such
that e1 ¡ ej for 2 ¤ j ¤ λi   1
8: G1i : Gi X
Àλi 1
j2 Orssej
9: for all g  pg1, . . . , gλiqtr P G1i do
10: Pg :
°λi
j1 gjB
α P Drss with pj, αq such that lj  pf i  pBα  f sqq  1fs
11: Ai : tPg | g P G1iu
12: return pA1, . . . , Adq
Proof. Termination and correctness follow from termination and correctness of Algo-
rithm 4.41 and the fact that f Gi1 is a standard basis of Mi1 by Lemma 4.34. l
Note that in order to pursue the fraction-free strategy, it is also possible to multiply
with the greatest required power of f right from the start, i.e. instead of Lines 1, 5, 6
and 10 above one can use the following modifications.
1’: λ0 : 1, `0 : pfdq, G0 : tfdu
5’: `i : pl1, . . . , lλiq
tr : ιi,1p`i1q   ιi,2

pfd  pBα  f sqq  1
fs
	
αPNn0 ,|α|i


P Orssλi
6’: Mi : Gi1   xlλi1 1e1   eλi1 2, . . . , lλie1   eλi 1y  Orssλi 1
10’: Pg :
°λi
j1 gjB
α P Drss with pj, αq such that lj  pfd  pBα  f sqq  1fs
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4.4. Bernstein-Sato ideals
In this section and in the next one, we will discuss two generalizations of Bernstein’s
functional equation (Theorem 4.1), which have not been mentioned above. Both of them
deal with the situation of having finitely many polynomials f1, . . . , fr as starting data.
Let r P N and f1, . . . , fr P O. Let s1, . . . , sr be new independent variables and consider
the free module of rank one over O bK Krs1, . . . , sr,
±r
i1
1
fi
s generated by the formal
symbol
±r
i1 f
si
i . Just as in the case r  1 from the beginning of this chapter, this module
also has the natural structure of a left module over Drs1, . . . , srs : D bK Krs1, . . . , srs
induced by
sj 

g 
r¹
i1
f sii

 sj  g 
r¹
i1
f sii , 1 ¤ j ¤ r,
xj 

g 
r¹
i1
f sii

 xj  g 
r¹
i1
f sii , 1 ¤ j ¤ n,
Bj 

g 
r¹
i1
f sii



Bg
Bxj
  g 
r¸
k1
sk 
Bfk
Bxj

1
fk


r¹
i1
f sii , 1 ¤ j ¤ n,
for g P Ors1, . . . , sr,
±r
i1
1
fi
s : O bK Krs1, . . . , sr,
±r
i1
1
fi
s.
There is a result by Sabbah analogous to Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 4.45 (Sabbah [Sab87a, Sab87b]).
For any f1, . . . , fr P Ozt0u there exists an operator P P Drs1, . . . , srs and a nonzero
polynomial b P Krs1, . . . , srs such that
P 
r¹
i1
f si 1i  b 
r¹
i1
f sii . (4.4)
The proof of the theorem in the algebraic case is analogous to Bernstein’s original proof
[Ber72] of Theorem 4.1. The analytic local case, however, is due to Sabbah [Sab87a,
Sab87b] and was completed by Bahloul [Bah05].
Definition 4.46. Let f1, . . . , fr P Ozt0u. The set Bf1,...,fr of all b P Krs1, . . . , srs, for
which there exists an operator P such that Equation (4.4) holds, constitutes an ideal in
Krs1, . . . , srs, the Bernstein-Sato ideal of f1, . . . , fr.
A first algorithm to compute Bernstein-Sato ideals was given by Oaku and Takayama
[OT99, Steps 1 & 2 of Procedure 2.2]. Other closely related notions of Bernstein-Sato
ideals as well as ways to compute them are discussed by Bahloul [Bah01] and by Ucha-
Enríquez and Castro-Jiménez [UC04].
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Note that for r  1, all these notions of Bernstein-Sato ideals coincide with Bf1 and
in addition, Bf1  xbf1y is the ideal generated by the Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f1.
It is an open problem to give a characterization of the cases for r ¥ 2 such that Bf1,...,fr
is a principal ideal. For instance, consider pf1, f2q  pz, x4   y4   2x2y2zq. In the local
case the Bernstein-Sato ideal of f1, f2 is not principal [BM99, Proposition 4.4], but in
the global case it is [BO10, Example 3]. See also Examples 4, 5 and 6 of the latter
reference.
It is known that in the case r  n  2, Bf1,f2 is principal if f1, f2 are both quasi-
homogeneous with an isolated singularity at the origin [May97, Théorème 1.4]. See also
[BM99, Proposition 4.1] for a result for arbitrary r and n but under strong conditions
on f1, . . . , fr.
Another open problem concerns the precise relation between Bf1,...,fr and b±ri1 fi . A
first step towards a solution to this problem would be to investigate the annihilators of
the generators of the respective modules. Let us formulate a conjecture proposed by
Ucha-Enríquez.
Conjecture 4.47 (Ucha-Enríquez (unpublished)).
Let f1, . . . , fr P Ozt0u and consider the substitution homomorphism
φ : Drs1, . . . , sr,
r¹
i1
1
fi
s Ñ Drs,
r¹
i1
1
fi
s
defined by si ÞÑ s for 1 ¤ i ¤ r such that φ is the identity on Dr
±r
i1
1
fi
s. Then
φpAnnDrs1,...,srsp
r¹
i1
f sii qq  AnnDrssp
r¹
i1
f si q.
Remark 4.48 (Idea for a proof of Conjecture 4.47).
Let us abbreviate
Ar : AnnDrs1,...,srsp
r¹
i1
f sii q, A : AnnDrssp
r¹
i1
f si q and f :
r¹
i1
fi.
If P ps1, . . . , srq 
±r
i1 f
si
i  0, then also P ps, . . . , sq  f s  P ps, . . . , sq 
±r
i1 f
s
i  0
and the inclusion φpArq  A always holds.
Conversely, let P psq P A. Then
P ps1q 
r¹
i1
f sii P Ors1, . . . , sr,
1
f
s 
r¹
i1
f sii ,
i.e. there exist hps1, . . . , srq P Ors1, . . . , srs and k P N0 such that
P ps1q 
r¹
i1
f sii 
hps1, . . . , srq
fk

r¹
i1
f sii .
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Applying φ yields
0  P psq  f s 
hps, . . . , sq
fk
 f s P Ors, 1
f
s  f s,
which implies that hps, . . . , sq  0 and hence hps1, . . . , srq P kerpφq  xsis | 1 ¤ i ¤ ry.
Define
Qps1, . . . , srq : f
k  P ps1q  hps1, . . . , srq P Drs1, . . . , srs.
Then
and
Qps1, . . . , srq 
r¹
i1
f sii  f
khps1, . . . , srq
fk

r¹
i1
f sii  hpx, s1, . . . , srq
r¹
i1
f sii  0
Qps, . . . , sq  f s 
 
fk  P psq  hps, . . . , sq

 f s  0,
showing that Qps1, . . . , srq P Ar and φpQps1, . . . , srqq  fk  P psq P A.
In order to turn this approach into a legitimate proof, it remains to show that k  0,
or equivalently, that fk divides hps1, . . . , srq, for in this case, starting with an element
P P A, one had constructed an operator Q P Ar such that φpQq  P .
Let us inspect this approach for the special case of logarithmic annihilators.
4.4.1. Ucha-Enríquez’s conjecture for logarithmic annihilators
In this subsection, we give an elementary proof of Conjecture 4.47 for the special case
of the submodules
Ann
p1q
Drs1,...,srsp
r¹
i1
f sii q  AnnDrs1,...,srsp
r¹
i1
f sii q and
Ann
p1q
Drssp
r¹
i1
f si q  AnnDrssp
r¹
i1
f si q,
respectively, which are generated by operators of order one. The formal definition of
Ann
p1q
Drs1,...,srsp
±r
i1 f
si
i q is analogous to Definition 4.39.
Notations 4.49. For a polynomial f P O, denote
f piq : f peiq 
Bf
Bxi
for 1 ¤ i ¤ n.
Moreover, for a fixed p : pp1, . . . , pnqtr P On, define
∇p : O Ñ O, f ÞÑ
n¸
i1
pi  f
piq.
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Lemma 4.50. For any f, g P O and p P On, the identity
∇ppf  gq  f ∇ppgq  ∇ppfq  g
holds. In particular, ∇ppfkq  k  fk1 ∇ppfq for all k P N0.
Proof. We have
∇ppfgq 
n¸
i1
pipfgq
piq 
n¸
i1
pipf
piqg   fgpiqq  fp
n¸
i1
pig
piqq   gp
n¸
i1
pif
piqq
 f∇ppgq  ∇ppfqg.
Proceeding by induction, there is nothing to be shown for k P t0, 1u. The first part of
the proof yields in particular that ∇ppfk 1q  f∇ppfkq   fk∇ppfq. Using the induction
hypothesis, the latter expression equals kfk∇ppfq   fk∇ppfq  pk   1qfk∇ppfq. l
A K-linear map δ : O Ñ O with the property δpfgq  fδpgq   δpfqg for all f, g P O
is called a derivation.
Lemma 4.51. Let f, g P Ozt0u and p P On. For q P O put Spqq : syzpq, qp1q, . . . , qpnqq
and vq : pq, pq P O1 n. If there are qf , qg such that vqf P Spfq and vqg P Spgq, then
vqf qg P Spf  gq. Conversely, if there are qf , qfg such that vqf P Spfq and vqfg P Spf  gq,
then vqfgqf P Spbq.
Proof. The claim follows from the equation
pqf   qgqfg  ∇ppfgq  pqf   qgqfg   f∇ppgq   g∇ppfq
 pqff  ∇ppfqqg   pqgg  ∇ppgqqf. l
Lemma 4.52. Let f P Ozt0u. If pq, p1, . . . , pnq P syzpf, f p1q, . . . , f pnqq, then f di-
vides ∇ppfq.
Proof. Since ∇ppfq 
°n
i1 pif
piq  qf , the assertion is clear. l
A derivation δ such that δpfq P xfy is called logarithmic with respect to f . The set of
all derivations, which are logarithmic for f , is denoted by Derp log fq. One can show
that Derp log fq carries the structure of a Lie algebra, cf. e.g. [Cas10, Exercise 3.2].
In light of Lemma 4.52, we have the following slightly weaker version of Lemma 4.51.
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Corollary 4.53. Let f, g P Ozt0u and p P On. If two of the following statements are
true, then so is the third one.
(a) f  g divides ∇ppf  gq.
(b) f divides ∇ppfq.
(c) g divides ∇ppgq.
Our goal is to prove that the first statement alone already implies the other two. In
order to do so, we recall some basic facts about divisibility.
Lemma 4.54. Let f, g, h P Ozt0u.
(a) If fg | h, then f | h and g | h.
(b) Euclid’s lemma: If f | gh and f and g are coprime, then f | h.
(c) If f | pg   hq and f | g, then f | h.
(d) If fg | gh, then f | h.
Note that the lemma above holds not only for O  Krx1, . . . , xns, but also for
O  Krx1, . . . , xnsm0 , because rings associated to monomial orderings are factorial by
Lemma 1.22.
Lemma 4.55. Let f P Ozt0u and p P On such that f divides ∇ppfq. Then every factor
g P O of f divides ∇ppgq.
Proof. If g P K or if g  f , there is nothing to be shown. So assume g is a non-trivial
factor of f and let f  g  h.
Moreover, assume first that g is irreducible. Then h takes the form h  gk  H for
some k P N0 and H P O such that g and H are coprime. We have that f  gh  gk 1H
divides
∇ppgk 1Hq  H∇ppgk 1q   gk 1∇ppHq  pk   1qgk∇ppgqH   gk 1∇ppHq,
which implies that gk 1 | pk  1qgk∇ppgqH and hence g | ∇ppgqH and since g and H are
coprime, g | ∇ppgq.
Now assume that g is reducible. Then g 
±m
i1 g
ai
i for some irreducible gi P O and
ai P N, 1 ¤ i ¤ m. Since the gi are also irreducible factors of f , the first part of the
proof guarantees that gi | ∇ppgiq. By iteratively using Corollary 4.53, we conclude that
then g | ∇ppgq. l
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In the language of logarithmic derivations, Corollary 4.53 and Lemma 4.55 say that
Derp log fgq  Derp log fq X Derp log gq for all f, g P O, which is a well-known
statement, cf. for instance [Cas10, Exercise 3.1]. Let us come back to our actual problem.
Lemma 4.56. Let f1, . . . , fr P O be non-constant polynomials and put f :
±r
j1 fj.
Let P psq P AnnDrsspf sq be of order 1. Then
P ps1q 
r¹
j1
f
sj
j P Ors1, . . . , srs 
r¹
j1
f
sj
j .
Proof. Let P psq  p0  
°n
i1 piBi P Ann
p1q
Dnrss
pf sq with pi P Orss. Then
0  P psq  f s 

p0  
n¸
i1
pi
s
f
f piq

f s.
In particular,
s
f
n¸
i1
pif
piq  p0 P Orss
and since s and f are coprime, f divides
°n
i1 pif
piq.
On the other hand,
P ps1q 
r¹
j1
f
sj
j 

p0  
n¸
i1
piBi


r¹
j1
f
sj
j 

p0  
n¸
i1
pi
r¸
j1
f
piq
j
sj
fj

r¹
j1
f
sj
j


p0  
r¸
j1
sj
fj
n¸
i1
pif
piq
j

r¹
j1
f
sj
j .
By Lemma 4.55, fj divides
°n
i1 pif
piq
j for all 1 ¤ j ¤ r, which concludes the proof. l
Thus, we obtain the following.
Proposition 4.57. Let f1, . . . , fr P O be non-constant polynomials and consider the
substitution homomorphism
φ : Drs1, . . . , sr,
r¹
i1
1
fi
s Ñ Drs,
r¹
i1
1
fi
s
defined by si ÞÑ s for 1 ¤ i ¤ r such that φ is the identity on Dr
±r
i1
1
fi
s. Then
φpAnn
p1q
Drs1,...,srsp
r¹
i1
f sii qq  Ann
p1q
Drssp
r¹
i1
f si q.
Proof. Follows from Remark 4.48 and the missing link provided in Lemma 4.56. l
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4.4.2. Towards a proof of Ucha-Enríquez’s conjecture
When trying to mimic the approach we took in the last subsection to prove Conjec-
ture 4.47 to annihilators up to an arbitrary order d, one needs a formula for the action
of an operator P of order d on
±r
i1 f
si
i . Luckily, we already have the necessary tool and
we can prove the following generalization of Lemma 4.19.
Lemma 4.58. With notations as in 4.15 let α P Nn0zt0u and let f  pf1, . . . , frq P Or.
Then
Bα 
r¹
i1
f sii  α!
¸
µPNr0:
1¤|µ|¤|α|

r¹
i1
psiqµif
siµi
i

|α|¸
k1
¸
pτ,σqP
Pkpα,µq
k¹
j1

f
pσjq
1 , . . . , f
pσjq
r
	τj
τj!  σj!|τj |
.
Proof. Let g be defined by gpx1, . . . , xrq :
±r
i1 x
si
i and let µ P Nr0zt0u. By induction
on |µ|,
gpµqpx1, . . . , xrq 
r¹
i1
psiqµix
siµi
i .
Since Bα 
±r
i1 f
si
i  pg  fq
pαq, the claim follows from Proposition 4.18. l
In particular, we obtain a general formula for the action of an arbitrary operator on±r
i1 f
si
i .
Corollary 4.59. With notations as in 4.15 let f1, . . . , fr P O and consider an operator
P :
°
αPNn0
pαB
α P Drs1, . . . , srs with pα P Ors1, . . . , srs. Then
P 
r¹
i1
f sii 
¸
αPNn0
pαα!
¸
µPNr0:
1¤|µ|¤|α|

r¹
i1
psiqµif
siµi
i

|α|¸
k1
¸
pτ,σqP
Pkpα,µq
k¹
j1

f
pσjq
1 , . . . , f
pσjq
r
	τj
τj!  σj!|τj |
.
Lemma 4.60. Let f P OzK.
(a) Let p1, . . . , pm P O such that g :
°m
k1
pk
fk
P O. Then pmj  
°j1
k0 pmkf
kj P O
and it is divisible by f for every 1 ¤ j   m.
(b) Let P 
°
αPNn0
pαB
α P AnnDrsspf sq with pα P Orss be an operator of order o :
ordpP q. Then
psqoj
¸
αPNn0
|α|¥oj
pαα!
¸
σPPojpαq
1
`pσq!
oj¹
i1
1
σi!
f pσiq
 
j1¸
k0
psqokf
kj
¸
αPNn0
|α|¥ok
pαα!
¸
σPPokpαq
1
`pσq!
ok¹
i1
1
σi!
f pσiq
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is an element of Orss and it is divisible by f for every 1 ¤ j   o.
Proof.
(a) We have g fm 
m°
k1
pk f
mk 
m1°
k0
pmkf
k. Since for every 1 ¤ j ¤ m, f j divides
m1°
kj
pmkf
k, it follows that f j also divides
j1°
k0
pmkf
k. In particular for j   m,
f j 1 |
j°
k0
pmkf
k  pmjf
j  
j1°
k0
pmkf
k, where the latter sum is divisible by f j.
But then f divides pmj   1fj
j1°
k0
pmkf
k.
(b) We have
0 P  f s  p0f
s  
¸
αPNn0 zt0u
pαα!
|α|¸
k1
psqk
¸
σPPkpαq
1
`pσq!

k¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq

f sk
and thus,
p0 
¸
αPNn0 zt0u
pαα!
|α|¸
k1
psqk
¸
σPPkpαq
1
`pσq!

k¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq

1
fk
P Krx1, . . . , xn, ss.
Since Pkpαq  ∅ for k ¡ |α|, we may write
p0 
¸
αPNn0 zt0u
pαα!
ordpP q¸
k1
psqk
¸
σPPkpαq
1
`pσq!

k¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq

1
fk

ordpP q¸
k1
psqk
fk
¸
αPNn0 zt0u
pαα!
¸
σPPkpαq
1
`pσq!
k¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq

ordpP q¸
k1
psqk
fk
¸
αPNn0
|α|¥k
pαα!
¸
σPPkpαq
1
`pσq!
k¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq
and the claim then follows from (a). l
We note that because f and psqk are coprime for all k P N, it is also possible to cancel
the Pochhammer symbol in part (b). As this would cluster notations even more, we
refrain from doing so.
Let us explore the situation of part (b) of the previous lemma a bit more explicitely.
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Remark 4.61. In the situation of Lemma 4.60(b) we have
p0 
ordpP q¸
k1
psqk
fk
¸
αPNn0
|α|¥k
pαα!
¸
σPPkpαq
1
`pσq!
k¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq

psqordpP q
f ordpP q
¸
αPNn0
|α|ordpP q
pαα!
¸
σPPordpP qpαq
1
`pσq!
ordpP q¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq
 
ordpP q1¸
k1
psqk
fk
¸
αPNn0
|α|¥k
pαα!
¸
σPPkpαq
1
`pσq!
k¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq

psqordpP q
f ordpP q
¸
αPNn0
|α|ordpP q
pα
n¹
j1
pf pejqqαj  
ordpP q1¸
k1
psqk
fk
¸
αPNn0
|α|¥k
pαα!
¸
σPPkpαq
1
`pσq!
k¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq,
which implies that f divides
°
αPNn0
|α|ordpP q
pα
n±
j1
pf pejqqαj .
Further,
p0 
psqordpP q
f ordpP q
¸
αPNn0
|α|ordpP q
pα
n¹
j1
pf pejqqαj  
ordpP q1¸
k1
psqk
fk
¸
αPNn0
|α|¥k
pαα!
¸
σPPkpαq
1
`pσq!
k¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq

psqordpP q
f ordpP q
¸
αPNn0
|α|ordpP q
pα
n¹
j1
pf pejqqαj  
ordpP q2¸
k1
psqk
fk
¸
αPNn0
|α|¥k
pαα!
¸
σPPkpαq
1
`pσq!
k¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq
 
psqordpP q1
f ordpP q1
¸
αPNn0
|α|¥ordpP q1
pαα!
¸
σPPordpP q1pαq
1
`pσq!
ordpP q1¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq

psqordpP q1
f ordpP q1
 ¸
αPNn0
|α|ordpP q
ps ordpP q   1qpα
f
n¹
j1
pf pejqqαj
 
¸
αPNn0
|α|¥ordpP q1
pαα!
¸
σPPordpP q1pαq
1
`pσq!
ordpP q1¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq

 
ordpP q2¸
k1
psqk
fk
¸
αPNn0
|α|¥k
pαα!
¸
σPPkpαq
1
`pσq!
k¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq
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
psqordpP q1
f ordpP q1
 ¸
αPNn0
|α|ordpP q
ps ordpP q   1qpα
f
n¹
j1
pf pejqqαj
 
¸
αPNn0
|α|ordpP q
pαα!
¸
σPP|α|1pαq
1
`pσq!
|α|1¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq
 
¸
αPNn0
|α|ordpP q1
pαα!
¸
σPP|α|pαq
1
`pσq!
|α|¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq

 
ordpP q2¸
k1
psqk
fk
¸
αPNn0
|α|¥k
pαα!
¸
σPPkpαq
1
`pσq!
k¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq.
By Example 4.16, this expression equals
psqordpP q1
f ordpP q1
 ¸
αPNn0
|α|ordpP q
ps ordpP q   1qpα
f
n¹
j1
pf pejqqαj
 
¸
αPNn0
|α|ordpP q
pα
 n¸
i1
αipαi  1q
2
f p2eiqpf peiqqαi2
n¹
j1
ji
pf pejqqαj
 
¸
1¤i j¤n
αiαjf
pei ejqpf peiqqαi1pf pejqqαj1
n¹
k1
ki,j
pf pekqqαk

 
¸
αPNn0
|α|ordpP q1
pα
n¹
j1
pf pejqqαj
  ordpP q2¸
k1
psqk
fk
¸
αPNn0
|α|¥k
pαα!
¸
σPPkpαq
1
`pσq!
k¹
j1
1
σj!
f pσjq.
Of course, one can continue this process further.
Let us view an example.
Example 4.62. As in Example 4.40, consider the Reiffen curve f : xp   xyq1   yq P
Krx, ys with parameters pp, qq  p4, 5q. Computing AnnD2rsspf sq with Singular and
dmod.lib [LM12], one obtains an element
P : pp2,0qB
2
x   pp1,1qBxBy   pp0,1qB
2
y   pp1,0qBx   pp0,1qBy   pp0,0q P AnnD2rsspf
sq,
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where
pp2,0q : 48xy
2   48y3  5x2  100xy,
pp1,1q : 6x
2  60xy  80y2,
pp0,2q : 27x
2  48y2,
pp1,0q : 576xys 324xy  192y
2s 33y2   4520xs  2405x  400ys 100y,
pp0,1q : 432y
2s 243y2  168xs 105x  3840ys  1884y and
pp0,0q : 2304ys
2   1296ys 18000s2  9640s.
Indeed,
¸
αPNn0
|α|2
pα
2¹
j1
pf pejqqαj  pp2,0qpf
p1,0qq2   pp1,1qf
p1,0qf p0,1q   pp0,2qpf
p0,1qq2
 48xy10   48y11   816x4y6   1440x3y7  368x2y8  2640xy9  1600y10   768x7y2
  672x6y3  1120x5y4  3280x4y5  1600x3y6  80x8  1600x7y
 16  f  p3y6   48x3y2   42x2y3  65xy4  100y5  5x4  100x3yq
and ¸
αPN20
|α|2
ps 1qpα
f
2¹
j1
pf pejqqαj  
¸
αPNn0
|α|2
pα
 2¸
i1
αipαi  1q
2
f p2eiqpf peiqqαi2
2¹
j1
ji
pf pejqqαj
 
¸
1¤i j¤2
αiαjf
pei ejqpf peiqqαi1pf pejqqαj1
2¹
k1
ki,j
pf pekqqαk
   ¸
αPNn0
|α|1
pα
2¹
j1
pf pejqqαj
 16ps 1qp3y6   48x3y2   42x2y3  65xy4  100y5  5x4  100x3yq
  pp2,0qf
p2,0q   pp1,1qf
p1,1q   pp0,2qf
p0,2q   pp1,0qf
p1,0q   pp0,1qf
p0,1q
  2304xy5s 2304y6s 1296xy5  1296y6  2304x4ys  18000xy4s  18000y5s
 1296x4y   9640xy4   9640y5   18000x4s  9640x4
 8  f  p288ys  162y  2250s 1205q.
Summarizing, we have taken a first step towards an algebraic solution to Conjec-
ture 4.47 in the general situation by establishing a formula for the action of an arbitrary
element of Drs1, . . . , srs on
±r
i1 f
si
i in Corollary 4.59.
Additionally, in Lemma 4.60 we have identified a lower sum of P f s, which is divisible
by f . This result is similar to, but somewhat more general than Lemma 4.55. However,
we have not found a full generalization of the latter.
It also remains an open problem to apply this knowledge for the purpose of carrying
over Lemma 4.56 from the order one case to operators of arbitrary order.
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4.5. A reduced model for Bernstein data of affine
algebraic varieties
Due to Budur, Mustaţă and Saito [BMS06] there is a theory of Bernstein-Sato polyno-
mials of arbitrary algebraic varieties.
In what follows, we refer to e.g. Hartshorne’s book [Har77] for definitions.
Let Z be any complex algebraic variety defined by nonzero polynomials f1, . . . , fr for
some r P N. Assume that Z is embedded into a smooth affine variety X. Let OX be
the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X and let DX be the sheaf of linear differential
operators on X. Then DX acts naturally on OXrs1, . . . , sr,
±r
j1
1
fj
s, where s1, . . . , sr
are new independent variables.
Theorem 4.63 (Budur, Mustaţă, Saito [BMS06]).
There exist a suitable algebra A containing DX bC Crs1, . . . , srs, a nonzero polynomial
b P Cr
°r
k1 sks and P1, . . . , Pr P A such that
r¸
k1
Pkfk


r¹
j1
f
sj
j  bp
r¸
k1
skq 
r¹
j1
f
sj
j . (4.5)
Note that in this multivariate generalization of Bernstein’s functional equation, one
is interested in the ring Cr
°r
k1 sks, which is again a principal ideal domain, in contrast
to Krs1, . . . , srs from the generalization in Section 4.4.
Definition 4.64. With notations as above, the set of all polynomials b P Cr
°r
k1 sks,
for which there exist operators P1, . . . , Pr such that Equation (4.5) holds, constitutes
an ideal in Cr
°r
k1 sks. Its monic generator bpf1,...,frq is called the Bernstein-Sato poly-
nomial or the b-function of pf1, . . . , frq. Further, we call a corresponding r-tuple of
operators Ppf1,...,frq : pP1, . . . , Prq a Bernstein operator for pf1, . . . , frq and a pair
pbpf1,...,frq, Ppf1,...,frqq Bernstein data of pf1, . . . , frq.
Moreover, one defines
bxf1,...,fryp
r¸
k1
skq : bpf1,...,frqp
r¸
k1
sk  codimXpZqq
to be the Bernstein-Sato polynomial of xf1, . . . , fry.
It is known (cf. [BMS06, Theorem 2.5]) that bxf1,...,fry only depends on the ideal
xf1, . . . , fry and neither on its generators f1, . . . , fr nor on r.
An explicit construction for the algebra A appearing in Theorem 4.63 was given
[ALM09] in case that Z  Cn is affine.
Let us recall this case. Note that since the two Bernstein-Sato polynomials from
Definition 4.64 share many important properties, such as the rationality of their roots,
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with the global and local ones defined at the beginning of this chapter, we may consider
again an arbitrary field of characteristic zero instead of the complex numbers.
Let Z be an affine algebraic variety defined by r nonzero polynomials f1, . . . , fr P
Krx1, . . . , xnszt0u, i.e. Z  Vpxf1, . . . , fryq with the notation of Definition 4.7.
In analogy to the hypersurface case as introduced at the beginning of this chapter,
consider the free module of rank one over Krx1, . . . , xn, s1, . . . , sr,
±r
m1
1
fm
s generated by
the formal symbol
±r
m1 f
sm
m . Then this module has also the structure of a left module
over
Dn bK Krs1, . . . , srs bK Upglrq 
Dn bK Krs1, . . . , srs bK Kxpsijq1¤i,j¤r | sijskl  sklsij   δjksil  δilskj, 1 ¤ i, j, k, l ¤ ry,
induced by
xk 

g 
r¹
m1
f smm

 xk  g 
r¹
m1
f smm ,
Bk 

g 
r¹
m1
f smm



Bg
Bxk
  g 
r¸
m1
sm
fm

Bfm
Bxk


r¹
m1
f smm ,
sk 

g 
r¹
m1
f smm

 sk  g 
r¹
m1
f smm and
skl 

g 
r¹
m1
f smm

 sk  g|sksk1,slsl 1
fl
fk

r¹
m1
f smm
for g P Krx1, . . . , xn, s1, . . . , sr,
±r
m1
1
fm
s and 1 ¤ k, l ¤ n.
We arrive at the following version of Theorem 4.63.
Proposition 4.65. For every r-tuple pf1, . . . , frqtr P Krx1, . . . , xnsrzt0u there exists a
nonzero polynomial b P Kr
°r
i1 sis and operators P1, . . . , Pr P Dn bK Krs1, . . . , srs bK
Upglrq such that 
r¸
j1
Pj  fj


r¹
m1
f smm  b 
r¹
m1
f smm .
It is easy to observe that the left module structure and the proposition above and the
left module structure defined at the beginning of this chapter and Theorem 4.1 coincide
in the case r  1.
By Corollary 1.8 and Corollary 1.48, the algebra Dn bK Krs1, . . . , srs bK Upglrq is a
G-algebra of Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension 2n   r   r2. The goal of this section is to
apply the results of Chapter 3 in order to find another algebra of less Gel’fand-Kirillov
dimension such that Proposition 4.65 still holds.
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Recall from Remark 3.9 that the polynomial
°r
i1 sii appearing in Proposition 4.65 is
contained in the center of Upglrq and thus, also in the center of Dn bK Krs1, . . . , srs bK
Upglrq. For simplicity, we identify
°r
i1 sii with 1bK 1bK
°r
i1 sii.
Remark 4.66. It was already noted in [ALM09] that
sii 

g 
r¹
m1
f smm

 si  g|sisi1 1
fi
fi

r¹
m1
f smm  si  g 
r¹
m1
f smm  si 

g 
r¹
m1
f smm

for all g P Krx1, . . . , xn, s1, . . . , sr,
±r
m1
1
fm
s and 1 ¤ i ¤ r. This means that indepen-
dently of f1, . . . , fr, the action of si coincides with the one of sii. Hence, one may identify
si and sii.
Thus, the first reduction step is to work with
Dn bK Krs1, . . . , srs bK Upglrq{xsii  si | 1 ¤ i ¤ ry  Dn bK Upglrq,
which is again a G-algebra of Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension 2n  r2, instead of
Dn bK Krs1, . . . , srs bK Upglrq.
Lemma 4.67. Let φ : Upglrq Ñ Dr, sij ÞÑ xiBj for 1 ¤ i, j ¤ r. Then for any
pf1, . . . , frq
tr P Krx1, . . . , xnsrzt0u,
kerpφq  AnnDnbKUpglrq

r¹
m1
f smm

.
Proof. By Theorem 3.15,
kerpφq  xsijskl  silskj  δjksil   δklsij | 1 ¤ i   k ¤ r, 1 ¤ j   l ¤ ry
and we have
psijsklq 
r¹
m1
f smm  sij  psk 
fl
fk

r¹
m1
f smm q  si  psk   δkj  δkiq 
fl
fk

fj
fi
,
psilskjq 
r¹
m1
f smm  si  psk   δkl  δkiq 
fj
fk

fl
fi

r¹
m1
f smm
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and hence
psijskl  silskj  δjksil   δklsijq 
r¹
m1
f smm


si  psk   δkj  δkiq 
fl
fk

fj
fi
 si  psk   δkl  δkiq 
fj
fk

fl
fi
δjksi 
fl
fi
  δklsi 
fj
fi



r¹
m1
f smm
si 

psk   δkj  δkiq 
flfj
fkfi
 psk   δkl  δkiq 
fjfl
fkfi
  δkl
fj
fi
 δjk
fl
fi



r¹
m1
f smm
si 

δkj 
flfj
fkfi
 δkl 
fjfl
fkfi
  δkl
fj
fi
 δjk
fl
fi



r¹
m1
f smm
si 

δkj 
fl
fi
 δkl 
fj
fi
  δkl
fj
fi
 δjk
fl
fi



r¹
m1
f smm
0. l
Since kernels of ring homomorphisms are two-sided ideals, the previous lemma shows
that it suffices to compute in
Dn bK Upglrq{xsijskl  silskj  δjksil   δklsijy  Dn bK V
0
w ,
where w  p1, . . . , 1qtr P Nr and V 0w is as in Definition 3.2.
We have yet another version of Theorem 4.63.
Proposition 4.68. For every r-tuple pf1, . . . , frqtr P Krx1, . . . , xnsrzt0u there exists a
nonzero polynomial b P Kr
°r
i1 siis and operators P1, . . . , Pr P Dn bK V
0
w such that
r¸
j1
Pj  fj


r¹
m1
f smm  b 
r¹
m1
f smm .
Proof. Follows from Proposition 4.65 together with Remark 4.66 and Lemma 4.67 since
the statements of the latter two references are independent of f1, . . . , fr. l
Recall from Remark 3.7 that V 0w is not a G-algebra, but a factor algebra of a G-
algebra, which is sometimes called a GR-algebra. It is evident that then Dn bK V 0w is
also a GR-algebra (cf. [Lev05, Lemma 2.3.9]). In particular, computations of Gröbner
bases are still possible in GR-algebras, see [Lev05, Section 2.3.2].
By Theorem 3.21, Dn bK V 0w is of Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension
GKdimpDn bK V
0
wq  2n  2r  1  2pn  rq  1,
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which is linear in r in contrast to
GKdimpDn bK Krs1, . . . , srs bK Upglrqq  2n  r   r2
or
GKdimpDn bK Upglrqq  2n  r
2.
This result is also reflected by experimental computations: it seems to be more effective
to compute in Dn bK V 0w than in Dn bK Krs1, . . . , srs bK Upglrq or Dn bK Upglrq. One
possible explanation lies in Lemma 4.67. If one computes AnnDnbKUpglrq p
±r
m1 f
sm
m q,
then one automatically computes sijskl  silskj  δjksil   δklsij. Hence, already starting
the computation with these elements avoids having to find them first. Moreover, due to
their shape, these elements are well suited reductors during Gröbner basis computations.
However, more experimental data is required. If confirmed by further tests, the
Singular library dmodvar.lib [ALM12] will be modified accordingly.
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5. Some applications of the
Weyl closure
A wise man will make more
opportunities than he finds.
(Sir Francis Bacon:::)
Recall the n-th rational Weyl algebra Qn from Example 1.16,
Qn  Kpx1, . . . , xnqxB1, . . . , Bn | Bi  f  f  Bi  
Bf
Bxi
for f P Kpx1, . . . , xnq, 1 ¤ i ¤ ny.
Note that for any p P Kn
Dn  pDnqp  Qn.
Definition 5.1. Let I  Dn be a left ideal in the polynomial Weyl algebra and let
ι : Dn Ñ Qn denote the natural embedding. The left ideal
WCpIq : pQn  ιpIqq XDn  Dn
is called the Weyl closure of I.
Clearly, an ideal is always contained is its Weyl closure.
For the reader’s convenience we recall Tsai’s algorithm for computing the Weyl clo-
sure [Tsa00]. In order to do so, we also have to recall the localization algorithm for
holonomic modules over the Weyl algebra by Oaku, Takayama and Walther [OTW00].
Note that in Definition 1.42, we have stated that for a nonzero left ideal I  Dn the left
module Dn{I is holonomic if it is of minimal possible Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension, i.e. if
GKdimpDn{Iq  n according to Proposition 1.41. We will give an alternate description
in Proposition 5.8 below.
:::Sir Francis Bacon. Of Ceremonies and Respect. In Essays, 1625.
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Definition 5.2. Let u, v P Rn such that u  v ¥cw 0 and let p 
°
α,β cα,βx
αBβ P Dn for
cα,β P K be a nonzero polynomial. Then
inpu,vqppq :
¸
pα,βqPN ppq:
degpu,vqpx
αBβqdegpu,vqppq
cα,βx
αBβ
is called the initial form of p with respect to pu, vq. For a left ideal I  Dn, the K-vector
space
inpu,vqpIq : spanKtinpu,vqppq | p P Iu
is called the initial ideal of I with respect to pu, vq.
The initial ideal is a (left) ideal in the associated graded ring grpu,vqpDnq of Dn with
respect to the weight filtration defined by the weight pu, vq, where xi is assigned the
weight ui and Bi the weight vi. In particular,
grpu,vqpDnq 
#
Dn if u  v  0,
Krx1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bns if u  v ¡cw 0.
The details can be found in [SST00, Section 1.1].
Definition 5.3. Let u, v P Rn such that u   v ¥cw 0 and let I  Dn be a left ideal. A
finite generating system G  Dn of I is called a Gröbner basis with respect to the weight
pu, vq if inpu,vqpGq : tinpu,vqpgq | g P Gu  grpu,vqpDnq generates inpu,vqpIq as a (left) ideal.
Now we have two notions of Gröbner bases for the Weyl algebra, one with respect to
a weight pu, vq and one with respect to a global ordering from Definition 1.28.
Let   be a global ordering on Dn and let u, v P Rn. It is easy to see that the induced
ordering  pu,vq as in Proposition 1.11 is also a global ordering onDn if and only if u ¥cw 0
and v ¥cw 0. In this case, a Gröbner basis of a left ideal I  Dn with respect to  pu,vq
is also a Gröbner basis with respect to the weight pu, vq and vice versa, see e.g. [SST00,
Theorems 1.1.6 & 1.2.5].
Definition 5.4. Let w P Rnzt0u and let I  Dn be a left ideal. The monic generator
of the principal ideal
inpw,wqpIq XKr
n¸
i1
wixiBis
is called the global b-function of I with respect to w and denoted by bI,w.
It is known that bI,w  0 for any weight w provided Dn{I is holonomic, see e.g.
[SST00, Theorem 5.1.2] and the works referenced there. Algorithms for computing
the b-function of an ideal as well as Gröbner bases with respect to weights can be
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found in [SST00, Algorithms 5.1.6 and 1.2.6] and [Nor02, Sections 2.1 and 2.2]. An
implementation in Singular is available with the procedures bfctIdeal from bfun.lib
[AL12] and GBWeight from dmodapp.lib [LA12].
Now we are ready to formulate the localization algorithm. Our implementation is
available within dmodloc.lib [And12a]. See also Appendix A.1.1.
Algorithm 5.5 (Dlocalization, Oaku, Takayama, Walther [OTW00, Alg. 3]).
Input: pf, Iq such that f P Krx1, . . . , xns and I  Dn a left ideal such that D{I is
holonomic on KnzVpfq
Output: pJ, kq such that J  Dn a left ideal with D{J  S1pD{Iq for S  tf i | i P
N0u and k P N such that the natural map D{I Ñ D{J is given by 1 ÞÑ fk
1: Φ : Dn Ñ Dvn : DnbKKxv, Bv | Bvv  vBv 1y defined by xi ÞÑ xi, Bi ÞÑ Biv2
Bf
Bxi
Bv
2: I 1 : x1 f  v,ΦpIqy  Dvn
3: w : p1, 0, . . . , 0q P Rn 1 such that the weight of Bv is 1
4: bpsq : bI 1,wps 1q P Krss
5: if b has no non-negative integer roots then
6: return J : Dn and k : 0
7: else
8: k : maxta P N0 | bpaq  0u
9: G : tg1, . . . , gmu a Gröbner basis of I 1 with respect to the weight pw,wq
10: Gk : trightNFpvigj, Bv Dvnq | 1 ¤ j ¤ m, 0 ¤ i ¤ k  degpw,wqpgjqu
11: M : Dn  Gk the left submodule of the free module of rank k   1 with basis
v0, . . . , vk
12: J :M X pDn  vkq
13: k : k  2
14: return J and k
Note that in Line 10 of the above algorithm, one considers the right normal form with
respect to the principal right ideal of Dvn generated by Bv. The right normal is defined
analogously to its left counterpart from Definition 1.29. In particular, it is not necessary
to apply the usual reduction algorithm in the special situation of the algorithm.
Remark 5.6. By changing the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis of Dvn via
T : spanKtx
α  va  Bβ  Bbv | α, β P Nn0 , a, b P N0u
Ñ spanKtx
α  Bbv  B
β  va | α, β P Nn0 , a, b P N0u,
the right normal form of a polynomial p P Dvn with respect to Bv Dvn equals
rightNFpp, Bv D
v
nq  T ppq|Bv0
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due to the K-linearity of normal forms with respect to global orderings (cf. e.g. [And10,
Lemma 1.19]).
We refrain from giving an example to Algorithm 5.5 at this point and refer to the
following sections instead.
Definition 5.7. Let I  Dn be a left ideal and let e  p1, . . . , 1qtr P Rn. The affine
variety described by the initial ideal inp0,eqpIq  Krx1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bns of I,
chpIq : Vpinp0,eqpIqq,
is called the characteristic variety of I.
In the literature, one can often find the definition “Dn{I is holonomic if the character-
istic variety chpIq is n-dimensional”. Although it seems to be folklore that our notion of
holonomicity coincides with this one, we were unable to find a proof of it and, therefore,
include it here for the sake of completeness.
Proposition 5.8. Let I  Dn be a left ideal and let e  p1, . . . , 1qtr P Rn. Then
GKdimpDn{Iq  KrdimpKrx1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bns{ inp0,eqpIqq.
Proof. Let Rn : Krx1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bns and let us fix the degree lexicographical order-
ing  Dp on Dn and the lexicographical ordering  lp on Rn. Further, let ψ : Dn Ñ Rn be
the natural isomorphism of vector spaces and let G be a Gröbner basis of I with respect
to  Dp. Assume without loss of generality that I  t0u and 0 R G.
First note that lmpinpe,eqpfqq  ψplmpfqq for all f P Izt0u. Here the leading monomial
on the left hand side is taken in Rn with respect to  lp while the one on the right
hand side is taken in Dn with respect to  Dp. According to [SST00, Theorem 1.1.6],
inpe,eqpGq  Rn is a Gröbner basis of inpe,eqpIq with respect to  lp (cf. Example 1.20 (b)).
Then we have the equality of the ideals
xψpLpIqqy  xψplmpgqq | g P Gy  xlmpinpe,eqpgqq | g P Gy
in Krx1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bns by Lemma 1.49 and the observation above. By definition,
this ideal is precisely the leading ideal Lpinpe,eqpGqq  Lpinpe,eqpIqq, where the latter
equation holds because inpe,eqpGq is a Gröbner basis. Thus, applying Proposition 1.47
and Corollary 1.50 yields
GKdimpDn{Iq  KrdimpRn{xψpLpIqqyq  KrdimpRn{Lpinpe,eqpIqqq
 KrdimpRn{ inpe,eqpIqq.
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Finally, the claim follows by using the fact that
KrdimpRn{ inpu,vqpIqq  KrdimpRn{ inpu1,v1qpIqq
for all u, v, u1, v1 P Rn¥0 such that 0 ¤cw u   v and 0 ¤cw u1   v1. The details of this
statement are part of [SST00, Proof of Theorem 1.4.12, p.65]. l
Definition 5.9. The singular locus of a left ideal I  Dn is the Zariski closure of
pipchpIqztp P K2n | pn 1  . . .  p2n  0uq,
SingpIq : VpIppipchpIqztp P K2n | pn 1  . . .  p2n  0uqqq  Kn,
where pi denotes the projection of a vector onto the first n components and IpV q  tf P
Krx1, . . . , xns | fpvq  0 for all v P V u is the vanishing ideal for a subset V  Kn.
The singular locus can be computed as follows. See also Appendix A.1.5.
Algorithm 5.10 (DsingularLocus [SST00, Formula (1.32), p.36]).
Input: I  Dn an ideal
Output: I 1  Krx1, . . . , xns such that SingpIq  VpI 1q
1: u : p0, . . . , 0q P Rn, v : p1, . . . , 1q P Rn
2: J : inpu,vqpIq  Krx1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bns
3: J 1 : J : xB1, . . . , Bny8
4: return J 1 XKrx1, . . . , xns
Note that the ideal J in the algorithm above describing the characteristic variety of
I is an ideal in the commutative ring Krx1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bns and thus, the computa-
tion of the saturation (e.g. [GP08, Section 1.8.9]) and elimination can be performed by
commutative means.
Here, the saturation of I with respect to J for two ideals I and J in a commutative
ring R is defined to be
I : J8 : tf P R | there exists k P N such that fJk  Iu.
Definition 5.11. Let I  Dn be a left ideal. The holonomic rank of the left module
Dn{I is defined as the vector space dimension
dimKpx1,...,xnqpKpx1, . . . , xnqrB1, . . . , Bns{Kpx1, . . . , xnqrB1, . . . , Bns  inp0,eqpIqq,
where e  p1, . . . , 1q P Rn.
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The key ideas to the algorithms to compute the characteristic variety as well as the
singular locus and the holonomic rank are due to Oaku [Oak94, Propositions 1, 2 & 3].
The relation between the Weyl closure and modules of finite holonomic rank was
established by Takayama. A proof is also given in [Tsa00, Proposition 2.1.7].
Proposition 5.12 (Takayama [Tak92, Theorem 2.4]).
Let I  Dn be a left ideal. The left module Dn{I is of finite holonomic rank if and only
if Dn{WCpIq is holonomic.
Now we can finally state Tsai’s algorithm for the Weyl closure, see also Appendix A.1.2.
Algorithm 5.13 (WeylClosure, Tsai [Tsa00, Algorithm 2.2.4]).
Input: I  Dn an ideal such that Dn{I is of finite holonomic rank
Output: WCpIq the Weyl closure of I
1: f  Krx1, . . . , xns such that f vanishes on SingpIq Ñ Algorithm 5.10
2: pJ, kq : DlocalizationpI, fq Ñ Algorithm 5.5
3: K : kerpDn{I Ñ Dn{J , 1 ÞÑ fkq Ñ Lemma 2.26
4: return I  K
Example 5.14. Consider the polynomial f : y5  x4 P Qrx, ys and let us use our
implementation of Algorithm 5.13 in the Singular library dmodloc.lib [And12a] to
compute the Weyl closure of the left ideal
xf 2Bx  
Bf
Bx
, f 2By  
Bf
By
y
xy10Bx  2x
4y5Bx   x
8Bx  4x
3, y10By  2x
4y5By   x
8By   5y
4y  D2
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
==> [...]
ring r = 0,(x,y,Dx,Dy),dp; // define Qrx, y, Bx, Bys
def W = Weyl(); setring W; W; // define D2
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 4
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names x y Dx Dy
==> // block 2 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // Dxx=x*Dx+1
==> // Dyy=y*Dy+1
poly f = y^5-x^4;
ideal I = f^2*Dx+diff(f,x), f^2*Dy+diff(f,y);
I;
==> I[1]=y^10*Dx-2*x^4*y^5*Dx+x^8*Dx-4*x^3
==> I[2]=y^10*Dy-2*x^4*y^5*Dy+x^8*Dy+5*y^4
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holonomicRank(I); // check that W/I is of finite holonomic rank
==> 1
printlevel = 2; // show some progress messages
WeylClosure(I);
==> // Computing characteristic variety...
==> // ...done.
==> // Starting GB computation...
==> // ...done.
==> // Starting to compute singular locus...
==> // Computing characteristic variety...
==> // ...done
==> // Computing saturation...
==> // ...done
==> // Computing elimination...
==> // ...done
==> // Computing radical...
==> // ...done
==> // ...done.
==> // y^5-x^4
==> // Found poly vanishing on singular locus: y^5-x^4
==> // Starting to compute localization...
==> // found GB wrt weight -1,0,0
==> // found b-function
==> // maximal integral root is 0
==> // found right normalforms
==> // found GB of free module of rank 1
==> // ...done.
==> [...]
==> // Starting to compute kernel of localization map...
==> // ...done.
==> _[1]=5*y^4*Dx+4*x^3*Dy
==> _[2]=25*x^5*Dx^2+40*x^4*y*Dx*Dy+16*x^3*y^2*Dy^2+125*x^4*Dx+96*x^3*y*Dy-100*Dx
==> _[3]=4*y^6*Dy-5*x^5*Dx-8*x^4*y*Dy+20
The last three lines of the code above contain the generators of WCpIq.
We will see in Section 5.2 that we have actually computed AnnDnpexpp 1f qq  WCpIq.
Moreover, we will also see that it is no coincidence that the holonomic rank of D2{I
equals 1 and that f vanishes on the singular locus of I.
5.1. Computing s-parametric annihilators
Consider a polynomial f P Krx1, . . . , xnszt0u and the left module Krx1, . . . , xn, s, 1f s  f
s
over Dnrss  Dn bK Krss as introduced in the beginning of Chapter 4.
The goal of this section is to give an algorithm to compute AnnDnrsspf sq by applying
Algorithm 5.13 for the computation of the Weyl closure.
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There are other approaches to compute AnnDnrsspf sq, namely by Oaku [Oak97c], Bri-
ançon and Maisonobe [BM02] and Levandovskyy [LM08]. A comparison between these
three distinct algorithms can also be found in the latter reference.
In order to apply Algorithm 5.13, the first step is to find an input ideal. We have a
result analogous to the case of certain rational functions as in e.g. [CL12, Remark 1.1].
Proposition 5.15. For a nonzero polynomial f P Krx1, . . . , xnszt0u, the annihilator
AnnQnrsspf
sq of f s over the rational s-parametric Weyl algebra Qnrss : Qn bK Krss
equals the left ideal
I : QnrssxfBi  s
Bf
Bxi
| 1 ¤ i ¤ ny.
Proof. One has 
fBi  s
Bf
Bxi


 f s  fs
Bf
Bxi
f s1  s
Bf
Bxi
f s  0.
Conversely, assume that AnnQnrsspf sqzI is non-empty. Then there exists an element
p P AnnQnrsspf
sqzI of minimal order;;;. Let p 
°
α pαB
α with pα P Kpx1, . . . , xnqrss.
In particular, p R Kpx1, . . . , xnqrss because AnnQnrsspf sq X Kpx1, . . . , xnqrss  t0u  I.
Since
f1pfBi  s
Bf
Bxi
q  Bi  sf
1 Bf
Bxi
P I  AnnQnrsspf
sq,
it follows that
p
¸
αPN ppq
pα
n¹
i1

Bi  sf
1 Bf
Bxi

αi
P AnnQnrsspf
sqzI
is an operator of order less than ordppq, a contradiction. l
A small problem is that Algorithm 5.13 works over Dn and not over Dnrss. In order
to avoid any modifications on the algorithm, we simply adjust the ground field. Let us
abbreviate Dnpsq : Dn bK Kpsq.
Corollary 5.16. Let f P Krx1, . . . , xnszt0u.
(a) AnnDnpsqpf sq  WCpAnnQnpsqpf sqq  WCpQnpsqxfBi  s
Bf
Bxi
| 1 ¤ i ¤ nyq.
(b) AnnDnrsspf sq  AnnDnpsqpf sq XDnrss.
Proof. Follows from Definition 5.1, Proposition 5.15 and the fact, that AnnQnpsqpf sq X
Kpx1, . . . , xn, sq  AnnDnrsspf sq XKrx1, . . . , xn, ss  t0u. l
;;;We understand the order of an element of Qnrss in the sense of Definition 4.12.
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The only thing left is to verify the assumption of the Weyl closure algorithm about
the finite holonomic rank of the input ideal.
Lemma 5.17. For a polynomial f P Krx1, . . . , xnszt0u consider the left ideal
I : xfBi  s
Bf
Bxi
| 1 ¤ i ¤ ny  Dnpsq.
Then Dnpsq{I is of holonomic rank one.
Proof. Define P : Kpsqrx1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bns, R : Kps, x1, . . . , xnqrB1, . . . , Bns and put
e : p1, . . . , 1q P Rn. Then
inp0,eqpfBi  s
Bf
Bxi
q  fBi P inp0,eqpIq  R
for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n. Denote by ι : P Ñ R the natural embedding. We have
RxfBi | 1 ¤ i ¤ ny  RxBi | 1 ¤ i ¤ ny  ιpinp0,eqpIqq,
where ιpinp0,eqpIqq is a proper ideal. Otherwise, 1 P inp0,eqpIq would imply that Dnpsq{I
was of Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension zero according to Proposition 5.8. But then Bern-
stein’s inequality (Proposition 1.41) stated that Dnpsq{I  0, hence 1 P I. On the other
hand, I  AnnDnpsqpf sq by Proposition 5.15, and 1 R AnnDnpsqpf sq, a contradiction.
Since RxBi | 1 ¤ i ¤ ny is a maximal ideal over R, it follows that RxBi | 1 ¤ i ¤ ny 
ιpinp0,eqpIqq. In particular, R{xιpinp0,eqpIqqy  Kps, x1, . . . , xnq and thus,
1  dimKps,x1,...,xnqpR{Rxιpinp0,eqpIqqyq. l
Now that the Weyl closure algorithm can be applied, we show that its first step, the
computation of a polynomial vanishing on the singular locus of the input ideal, can be
avoided.
Lemma 5.18. For a polynomial f P Krx1, . . . , xns put I : xfBi  s BfBxi | 1 ¤ i ¤ ny 
Dnpsq. Then f vanishes on SingpIq.
Proof. We apply Algorithm 5.10. As in the proof of Lemma 5.17,
fBi P inp0,eqpIq  Kps, x1, . . . , xnqrB1, . . . , Bns.
Hence,
f P pinp0,eqpIq : xBy
8q XKpsqrx1, . . . , xns,
which is the ideal describing SingpIq. l
Summarizing, we have the following algorithm to compute AnnDnrsspf sq.
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Algorithm 5.19 (SannfsWC).
Input: f P Krx1, . . . , xns a polynomial
Output: AnnDnrsspf sq the s-parametric annihilator of f
1: I : xfBi  s
Bf
Bxi
| 1 ¤ i ¤ ny  Dnpsq  Dn bK Kpsq
2: pJ, kq : DlocalizationpI, fq Ñ Algorithm 5.5
3: K : kerpDnpsq{I Ñ Dnpsq{J , 1 ÞÑ fkq Ñ Lemma 2.26
4: return pI  Kq XDnrss
Example 5.20. Consider again f : y5  x4 P Qrx, ys. We compute the annihilator of
f s using Algorithm 5.19.
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
==> [...]
ring r = (0,s),(x,y,Dx,Dy),dp; // define Qpsqrx, y, Bx, Bys
def W = Weyl(); setring W; W; // define D2 over Qpsq
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // 1 parameter : s
==> // minpoly : 0
==> // number of vars : 4
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names x y Dx Dy
==> // block 2 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // Dxx=x*Dx+1
==> // Dyy=y*Dy+1
poly f = y^5 - x^4;
ideal I = f*Dx-s*diff(f,x), f*Dy-s*diff(f,y);
I;
==> I[1]=y^5*Dx-x^4*Dx+(4*s)*x^3
==> I[2]=y^5*Dy-x^4*Dy+(-5*s)*y^4
printlevel = 2; // show some progress messages
list L = Dlocalization(I,f,1); // apply Algorithm 5.5 and also return k
==> // starting Groebner basis computation with engine: 0
==> // finished Groebner basis computation
==> // found GB wrt weight -1,0,0
==> // v*y^5-v*x^4-1,y^5*Dx+4*v*x^3*Dv-x^4*Dx+(4*s-4)*x^3,5*v*y^4*Dv-y^5*Dy+x^4*Dy
==> +(5*s-5)*y^4,4*v^2*x^3*Dv+(4*s)*v*x^3+Dx,
==> [...]
==> // lower bound for the degree of the insection is 1
==> // Testing degree 1
==> // Testing degree 2
==> // Testing degree 3
==> // Testing degree 4
==> // Testing degree 5
==> // Testing degree 6
==> // Testing degree 7
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==> // Testing degree 8
==> // Testing degree 9
==> // Testing degree 10
==> // Testing degree 11
==> // Testing degree 12
==> // Testing degree 13
==> // Testing degree 14
==> // degree of the generator of the intersection is: 14
==> // found roots
==> // no irreducible factors found
==> // found b-function
==> // roots: 0,(s-1),(s-23/20),(s-9/20),(s-7/10),(s-31/20),(s-9/10),(s-17/20),
==> (s-13/10),(s-13/20),(s-27/20),(s-11/10),(s-19/20),(s-21/20)
==> // multiplicities: 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1
==> // maximal integral root is 0
==> // found right normalforms
==> // found GB of free module of rank 1
==> // [5*x*Dx+4*y*Dy+(-20*s+40)],[5*y^4*Dx+4*x^3*Dy],[y^5*Dy-x^4*Dy+(-5*s+10)*y^4]
L;
==> [1]:
==> _[1]=5*x*Dx+4*y*Dy+(-20*s+40)
==> _[2]=5*y^4*Dx+4*x^3*Dy
==> _[3]=y^5*Dy-x^4*Dy+(-5*s+10)*y^4
==> [2]:
==> 2
ideal K = moduloSlim(f^L[2],L[1]); // compute the kernel of the localization map
K = slimgb(K); K;
==> K[1]=5*x*Dx+4*y*Dy+(-20*s)
==> K[2]=5*y^4*Dx+4*x^3*Dy
==> K[3]=y^5*Dy-x^4*Dy+(-5*s)*y^4
// we do not have to add I here as it is already
NF(I,K); // contained in K
==> _[1]=0
==> _[2]=0
Since the computed generators already contain no denominators in s, we have
AnnD2rsspf
sq  x5xBx   4yBy  20s, 5y
4Bx   4x
3By, y
5By  x
4By  5sy
4y.
Let us continue our session and confirm our result with the algorithm by Briançon and
Maisonobe [BM02].
ring rr = 0,(x,y),dp; // define Qrx, ys
poly f = imap(W,f); // map f from W to rr
printlevel = 0; // turn off progress messages
def A = SannfsBM(f); // define D2rss containing LD = AnnD2rsspf
sq
setring W; // switch back to W
ideal LD = imap(A,LD); // map LD from A to W
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NF(LD,K);
==> _[1]=0
==> _[2]=0
Hence, we have indeed computed AnnD2rsspf sq correctly.
5.2. Computing annihilators of exponential functions
Here, we give another algorithm based on the Weyl closure, this time to compute the
annihilator of expp 1
f
q for a nonzero polynomial f .
Algorithm 5.21 (AnnExpWC).
Input: f P Krx1, . . . , xnszt0u a polynomial
Output: AnnDnpexpp
1
f
qq the annihilator of expp 1
f
q
1: I : xf 2Bi  
Bf
Bxi
| 1 ¤ i ¤ ny  Dn
2: pJ, kq : DlocalizationpI, fq Ñ Algorithm 5.5
3: K : kerpDn{I Ñ Dn{J , 1 ÞÑ fkq Ñ Lemma 2.26
4: return I  K
Proof. One has
f 2  Bi  
Bf
Bxi


 exp

1
f


 f 2 
Bf
Bxi

1
f 2
exp

1
f


 
Bf
Bxi
exp

1
f


 0.
Further, Qn  I is a maximal left ideal and thus equals AnnQnpexpp 1f qq, which can be
seen analogously to the proof of Proposition 5.15. Hence,
WCpQn  Iq  AnnDn

exp

1
f



.
By the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 5.17, the holonomic rank of Dn I is one
and as in Lemma 5.18, f 2 vanishes on SingpDn Iq, which yields that so does f . Correct-
ness and termination then follow from correctness and termination of Algorithm 5.13. l
It is known that if f P Krx, ys is quasi-homogeneous with an isolated singularity at
the origin, then
AnnD2pexpp
1
f
qq  x
Bf
By
Bx 
Bf
Bx
By,
Bf
Bx
By 
Bf
By
Bx, f  paxBx   ayByq   1y
for any ax, ay P Krx, ys such that paxBx   ayByq  f  f . This result is due to Briançon
and Maisonobe [BM94]. The existence of such ax, ay is a consequence of f being quasi-
homogeneous.
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In particular, for arbitrary n and f  0,
Bf
Bxi
Bj 
Bf
Bxj
Bi


 expp
1
f
q  
Bf
Bxi

Bf
Bxj

1
f 2
expp
1
f
q  
Bf
Bxj

Bf
Bxi

1
f 2
expp
1
f
q  0,
which means that we can add these generators to the starting ideal in Algorithm 5.21
and thus, replace Line 1 with
1’: I : xf 2Bi  
Bf
Bxi
, Bf
Bxi
Bj 
Bf
Bxj
Bi | 1 ¤ i, j ¤ n, i  jy  Dn.
Hence, we are able to already start the computation with a partial answer. Moreover,
the new generators are of less degree than the original ones.
Example 5.22 ([CG04, Example 2]).
Let us revisit Example 5.14. We consider again f : y5  x4 P Qrx, ys. This time, we
compute the annihilator of expp 1
f
q using Algorithm 5.21.
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
==> [...]
ring r = 0,(x,y,Dx,Dy),dp; // define Qrx, y, Bx, Bys
def W = Weyl(); setring W; W; // define D2
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 4
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names x y Dx Dy
==> // block 2 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // Dxx=x*Dx+1
==> // Dyy=y*Dy+1
poly f = y^5-x^4;
ideal I = f^2*Dx+diff(f,x), f^2*Dy+diff(f,y);
I;
==> I[1]=y^10*Dx-2*x^4*y^5*Dx+x^8*Dx-4*x^3
==> I[2]=y^10*Dy-2*x^4*y^5*Dy+x^8*Dy+5*y^4
printlevel = 2; // show some progress messages
list L = Dlocalization(I,f,1); // apply Algorithm 5.5 and also return k
==> // starting Groebner basis computation with engine: 0
==> // finished Groebner basis computation
==> // found GB wrt weight -1,0,0
==> // v*y^5-v*x^4-1,y^10*Dx-2*x^4*y^5*Dx+x^8*Dx-8*x^3*y^5+8*x^7+4*x^3*Dv-4*x^3,
==> [...]
==> // lower bound for the degree of the insection is 1
==> // Testing degree 1
==> // degree of the generator of the intersection is: 1
==> // found no roots
==> // no irreducible factors found
==> // found b-function
==> // roots: 0
==> // multiplicities: 1
==> // maximal integral root is 0
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==> // found right normalforms
==> // found GB of free module of rank 1
==> // [5*y^4*Dx+4*x^3*Dy],[4*y^6*Dy-5*x^5*Dx-8*x^4*y*Dy+40*y^5-40*x^4+20],
==> [25*x^5*Dx^2+40*x^4*y*Dx*Dy+16*x^3*y^2*Dy^2+325*x^4*Dx+256*x^3*y*Dy
==> +800*x^3-100*Dx]
L;
==> [1]:
==> _[1]=5*y^4*Dx+4*x^3*Dy
==> _[2]=4*y^6*Dy-5*x^5*Dx-8*x^4*y*Dy+40*y^5-40*x^4+20
==> _[3]=25*x^5*Dx^2+40*x^4*y*Dx*Dy+16*x^3*y^2*Dy^2+325*x^4*Dx+256*x^3*y*Dy
==> +800*x^3-100*Dx
==> [2]:
==> 2
ideal K = moduloSlim(f^L[2],L[1]); // compute the kernel of the localization map
K = slimgb(K); K;
==> K[1]=5*y^4*Dx+4*x^3*Dy
==> K[2]=4*y^6*Dy-5*x^5*Dx-8*x^4*y*Dy+20
==> K[3]=25*x^5*Dx^2+40*x^4*y*Dx*Dy+16*x^3*y^2*Dy^2+125*x^4*Dx+96*x^3*y*Dy-100*Dx
// we do not have to add I here as it is already
NF(I,K); // contained in K
==> _[1]=0
==> _[2]=0
Hence,
AnnDnpexpp
1
f
qq  x5y4Bx   4x
3By, 4y
6By  5x
5Bx  8x
4yBy   20,
25x5B2x   40x
4yBxBy   16x
3y2B2y   125x
4Bx   96x
3yBy  100Bxy.
One can observe that this is the same result as in Example 5.14.
Moreover, a small computation shows that our answer corresponds to the one Castro-
Jiménez and Granger [CG04, Example 2] found by utilizing the fact that f is quasi-
homogeneous with an isolated singularity at the origin.
Conclusion and open problems
The door was the way
to. . . to. . .
The Door was The Way.
Good. Capital letters were
always the best way of dealing
with things you didn’t have a
good answer to.
(Douglas Adams§§§)
We have presented an algorithm (Algorithm 2.9) for the elimination of variables from
arbitrary G-algebras via Gröbner bases if the Elimination Lemma (Lemma 2.3) is appli-
cable. With this algorithm, we have automated the process of checking for admissibility
of a subalgebra, finding an elimination ordering, performing the Gröbner basis compu-
tation and intersecting the result with the subalgebra.
It would be nice to have a different approach for the problem of intersecting an ideal
with a given subalgebra which does not rely on the Elimination Lemma.
For the special case that the subalgebra in question is principal and that the intersec-
tion is a priori known to be nontrivial, we have generalized an idea by Noro [Nor02] to
solve this problem for Ore localizations of G-algebras (Algorithm 2.14).
It is an open problem to develop a criterion to determine whether the assumption on
the nontriviality of the intersection holds. Such a criterion should also be easy to check
computationally.
Also, the development of a concept of, as well as algorithms for, standard bases for
a broader class of G-algebras would be useful both in theory and practice (and thus,
generalizing Castro-Jiménez’s work [Cas84]). This might be reasonable if a G-algebra A
has Krx1, . . . , xns as a subalgebra where the xi’s are variables of A.
Nevertheless, we have applied Algorithm 2.9 to the computation of preimages of (left)
ideals under homomorphisms of G-algebras to obtain Algorithm 2.19 and thus, we have
enhanced Levandovskyy’s approach [Lev06].
§§§Douglas Adams. Dirk Gently’s Holistic Detective Agency, 1987.
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Next we have studied the zeroth graded component V w0 of the V -filtration on the
n-th Weyl algebra and found in Theorem 3.8, that under the condition that the weight
vector w has identical entries, V w0 is isomorphic as a K-algebra to a quotient of the
universal enveloping algebra of the general linear Lie algebra gln. Moreover, we have
explicitly determined generators of this quotient in Theorem 3.15. Then we have used
these generators to compute the Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension of V w0 in a purely computer
algebraic way (Theorem 3.21). In addition, in Section 3.2.1, we have confirmed our result
that GKdimpV w0 q  2n 1 by a more intrinsic method based on an idea proposed to us
by V. Bavula.
It would be an interesting source of information about V 0w to compute other dimensions
as well, for instance the global dimension (cf. e.g. [MR01, Chapter 7]) or the projective
dimension (cf. e.g. loc. cit.). We have tried to compute the projective dimension pdim
of the left Upglnq-module
Mn : Upglnq{xeijekl  eilekj  δjkeil   δkleij | 1 ¤ i   k ¤ n, 1 ¤ j   l ¤ ny
for small values of n with Singular using the library purityfiltration.lib [SL12].
However, we were only able to determine that pdimpM2q  1 and pdimpM3q  4.
Another open question concerns the center of V 0w . We strongly conjecture that it is
generated by
°n
i1 xiBi, but we have not given a proof yet.
In light of Remark 3.4, it also remains to examine V w0 for the case that the entries of
w are linearly dependent over the integers but are neither zero nor identical. It is easy
to see that one will then obtain a nontrivial subalgebra of KxxiBj | 1 ¤ i, j ¤ ny  Dn
containing Krx1B1, . . . , xnBns, whose Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension is thus bounded from
above by 2n 1 and from below by n due to Remark 1.36.
Further, we have discussed operators satisfying Bernstein’s functional equation (The-
orem 4.1) and have derived a necessary criterion for the existence of a Bernstein operator
of a given order in Theorem 4.26, which, in addition, is purely commutative.
At the moment, no sufficient criterion is known to us.
We have presented with Algorithm 4.27 and its enhanced version Algorithm 4.38 a new
method to compute Bernstein data. Except for Schulze’s approach [Sch04] to compute
local Bernstein-Sato polynomials at isolated singularities, the existing methods rely on
Gröbner basis computations in noncommutative G-algebras with 2n   2 and 2n   3
variables, respectively. In contrast, our algorithm works over a commutative polynomial
ring in n  1 variables.
Since the theoretic worst case complexity of a Gröbner basis computation is doubly
exponential in the number of variables for the respective algebras (cf. [MM82, Giu84,
GC09, AL09]), we have seriously reduced the general theoretic complexity of the com-
putation of the Bernstein-Sato polynomial.
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Moreover, we are able to treat the global and local situations almost identically with
the exception of the required intersection with Krss, for which the knowledge of a degree
bound for the local Bernstein-Sato seems unavoidable at the moment.
We have modified our approach to compute Bernstein data to obtain with Algo-
rithm 4.41 a method to compute AnnpdqDrsspf
sq, the annihilator of f s up to a specified
order d and can compute with Algorithm 4.44 the whole tower of annihilators up to
order d. These two algorithms also work over the commutative polynomial ring in n  1
variables.
In any case, our methods would greatly benefit from any enhancement of the compu-
tation of syzygies in commutative rings.
In Remark 4.48, we have given a general idea for a proof of Ucha-Enríquez’s conjecture
4.47 and pointed out the missing link, which we have provided by elementary means in
Proposition 4.57 for a special case. We have also taken a step towards a general solution
in Corollary 4.59 by formulating (and proving) a general formula for the action of a
linear differential operator with polynomial coefficients on
±r
i1 f
si
i .
We are convinced that any algebraic proof of Ucha-Enríquez’s conjecture will make
use of this formula as well as of Lemma 4.60.
Further, we have applied our results concerning the zeroth graded component of the
V -filtration on the Weyl algebra to obtain an enhanced model for the D-module setting
for affine algebraic varieties, which again reduces the theoretical complexity of the known
approaches by a huge amount.
Finally, we have utilized Tsai’s algorithm to compute the Weyl closure [Tsa00] to
construct a new algorithm to compute AnnDnrsspf sq (Algorithm 5.19) as well as one to
compute AnnDnpexpp 1f qq (Algorithm 5.21). It seems that up to now, the latter approach
is the only known general method to solve this task.
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Appendix A.
Implementation
Software is hard. It’s harder than
anything else I’ve ever had to do.
(Donald Ervin Knuth}}})
Here, the documentation of the two Singular libraries dmodloc.lib [And12a] and
ncpreim.lib [And12b], which have been written in the course of this work, is listed.
Since these libraries are freely available online### as part of the Singular distribution
since the release of Singular 3-1-6 in December 2012, a reproduction of the almost
3500 lines of the complete code is waived here. Instead, we only give the pseudocode of
the main procedures as far as it has not been given elsewhere in this work.
}}}Donald Ervin Knuth. All questions answered. Notices of the American Mathematical Society,
49(3):318–324, March 2002. Available from: http://www.ams.org/notices/200203/.
###http://www.singular.uni-kl.de
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A.1. dmodloc.lib
Library: dmodloc.lib
Purpose: Localization of algebraic D-modules and applications
Author: Daniel Andres, daniel.andres@math.rwth-aachen.de
Support: DFG Graduiertenkolleg 1632 ‘Experimentelle und konstruktive
Algebra’
Overview: Let I be a left ideal in the n-th polynomial Weyl algebra D  Krxsxdy
and let f be a polynomial in Krxs.
If D{I is a holonomic module over D, it is known that the localization
of D{I at f is also holonomic. The procedure Dlocalization computes
an ideal J in D such that this localization is isomorphic to D{J as D-
modules.
If one regards I as an ideal in the rational Weyl algebra, Kpxqxdy  I, and
intersects withKrxsxdy, the result is called the Weyl closure of I. The pro-
cedures WeylClosure (if I has finite holonomic rank) and WeylClosure1
(if I is in the first Weyl algebra) can be used for computations.
As an application of the Weyl closure, the procedure annRatSyz computes
a holonomic part of the annihilator of a rational function by computing
certain syzygies. The full annihilator can be obtained by taking the Weyl
closure of the result.
If one regards the left ideal I as system of linear PDEs, one can find its
polynomial solutions with polSol (if I is holonomic) or
polSolFiniteRank (if I is of finite holonomic rank). Rational solutions
can be obtained with ratSol.
The procedure bfctBound computes a possible multiple of the b-function
for f su at a generic root of f . Here, u stands for r1s in D{I.
This library also offers the procedures holonomicRank and
DsingularLocus to compute the holonomic rank and the singular locus
of the D-module D{I.
References:
[OT01] Toshinori Oaku and Nobuki Takayama. Algorithms for D-modules —
restriction, tensor product, localization, and local cohomology groups.
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra, 156(2–3):267–308, 2001. doi:
10.1016/S0022-4049(00)00004-9.
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[OTT01] Toshinori Oaku, Nobuki Takayama, and Harrison Tsai. Polynomial and
rational solutions of holonomic systems. Journal of Pure and Applied
Algebra, 164(1–2):199–220, 2001. Special Issue on Effective Methods in
Algebraic Geometry. doi:10.1016/S0022-4049(00)00153-5.
[OTW00] Toshinori Oaku, Nobuki Takayama, and Uli Walther. A localization al-
gorithm for D-modules. Journal of Symbolic Computation, 29(4–5):721–
728, 2000. Special Issue on Symbolic Computation in Algebra, Analysis,
and Geometry. doi:10.1006/jsco.1999.0398.
[Tsa00] Harrison Tsai. Algorithms for algebraic analysis. PhD thesis, University
of California at Berkeley, 2000.
Procedures:
Dlocalization computes the localization of a D-module
WeylClosure computes the Weyl closure of an ideal in the Weyl algebra
WeylClosure1 computes the Weyl closure of operator in first Weyl algebra
holonomicRank computes the holonomic rank of I
DsingularLocus computes the singular locus of a D-module
polSol computes basis of polynomial solutions to the given system
polSolFiniteRank computes basis of polynomial solutions to given system
ratSol computes basis of rational solutions to the given system
bfctBound computes multiple of b-function for f su
annRatSyz computes part of annihilator of rational function g{f
dmodGeneralAssumptionCheck check general assumptions
safeVarName finds a free name to use for a new variable
extendWeyl extends basering (Weyl algebra) by given vars
polyVars checks whether f contains only variables indexed by v
monomialInIdeal computes all monomials appearing in generators of ideal
vars2pars converts variables specified by v into parameters
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minIntRoot2 finds minimal integer root in a list of roots
maxIntRoot finds maximal integer root in a list of roots
dmodAction computes the natural action of a D-module on Krxs
dmodActionRat computes the natural action of a D-module on Kpxq
simplifyRat simplifies rational function
addRat adds rational functions
multRat multiplies rational functions
diffRat derives rational function
commRing deletes noncommutative relations from ring
rightNFWeyl computes right NF wrt right ideal xvar(k)y in Weyl algebra
Keywords: D-module; holonomic rank; singular locus of D-module; D-localization;
localization of D-module; characteristic variety; Weyl closure; polynomial
solutions; rational solutions; annihilator of rational function;
See also: bfun.lib, dmod.lib, dmodapp.lib, dmodvar.lib, gmssing.lib
A.1.1. Dlocalization
Usage: Dlocalization(I,f[,k,e]); I ideal, f poly, k,e optional ints
Assume: The basering is the n-th Weyl algebra over a field of characteristic 0 and
for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n the identity var(i+n)*var(i)=var(i)*var(i+1)+1 holds,
i.e. the sequence of variables is given by x(1),...,x(n),D(1),...,D(n),
where D(i) is the differential operator belonging to x(i).
Further, assume that f does not contain any D(i) and that I is holonomic
on KnzV pfq.
Return: ideal or list, computes an ideal J such that D/J is isomorphic to D/I localized
at f as D-modules.
If k<>0, a list consisting of J and an integer m is returned, such that f^m
represents the natural map from D/I to D/J. Otherwise (and by default),
only the ideal J is returned.
Remarks: It is known that a localization at f of a holonomic D-module is again a
holonomic D-module.
Reference: [OTW00]
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Note: If e<>0, std is used for Gröbner basis computations, otherwise (and by
default) slimgb is used.
If printlevel=1, progress debug messages will be printed,
if printlevel>=2, all the debug messages will be printed.
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
// [OTW00, Example 8]
ring r = 0,(x,y,z,Dx,Dy,Dz),dp;
def W = Weyl();
setring W;
poly f = x^3-y^2*z^2;
ideal I = f^2*Dx+3*x^2, f^2*Dy-2*y*z^2, f^2*Dz-2*y^2*z;
// I annihilates exp(1/f)
ideal J = Dlocalization(I,f);
J;
==> J[1]=y*Dy-z*Dz
==> J[2]=2*y*z^2*Dx+3*x^2*Dy
==> J[3]=2*y^2*z*Dx+3*x^2*Dz
==> J[4]=2*z^3*Dx*Dz+3*x^2*Dy^2+2*z^2*Dx
==> J[5]=3*y^2*z^3*Dz-2*x^4*Dx-6*x^3*z*Dz+12*y^2*z^2-12*x^3-6
==> J[6]=4*x^4*Dx^2+12*x^3*z*Dx*Dz+9*x^2*z^2*Dz^2+40*x^3*Dx+63*x^2*z*Dz
+72*x^2+12*Dx
==> J[7]=3*y*z^4*Dz^2-2*x^4*Dx*Dy-6*x^3*z*Dy*Dz+21*y*z^3*Dz-12*x^3*Dy
+24*y*z^2-6*Dy
==> J[8]=3*z^5*Dz^3-2*x^4*Dx*Dy^2-6*x^3*z*Dy^2*Dz+30*z^4*Dz^2-12*x^3*Dy^2
+66*z^3*Dz+24*z^2-6*Dy^2
Dlocalization(I,f,1); // The natural map D/I -> D/J is given by 1/f^2
==> [1]:
==> _[1]=y*Dy-z*Dz
==> _[2]=2*y*z^2*Dx+3*x^2*Dy
==> _[3]=2*y^2*z*Dx+3*x^2*Dz
==> _[4]=2*z^3*Dx*Dz+3*x^2*Dy^2+2*z^2*Dx
==> _[5]=3*y^2*z^3*Dz-2*x^4*Dx-6*x^3*z*Dz+12*y^2*z^2-12*x^3-6
==> _[6]=4*x^4*Dx^2+12*x^3*z*Dx*Dz+9*x^2*z^2*Dz^2+40*x^3*Dx+63*x^2*z*Dz
+72*x^2+12*Dx
==> _[7]=3*y*z^4*Dz^2-2*x^4*Dx*Dy-6*x^3*z*Dy*Dz+21*y*z^3*Dz-12*x^3*Dy
+24*y*z^2-6*Dy
==> _[8]=3*z^5*Dz^3-2*x^4*Dx*Dy^2-6*x^3*z*Dy^2*Dz+30*z^4*Dz^2-12*x^3*Dy^2
+66*z^3*Dz+24*z^2-6*Dy^2
==> [2]:
==> 2
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A.1.2. WeylClosure
Usage: WeylClosure(I); I an ideal
Assume: The basering is the n-th Weyl algebra W over a field of characteristic 0 and
for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n the identity var(i+n)*var(i)=var(i)*var(i+1)+1 holds,
i.e. the sequence of variables is given by x(1),...,x(n),D(1),...,D(n),
where D(i) is the differential operator belonging to x(i).
Moreover, assume that the holonomic rank of W/I is finite.
Return: ideal, the Weyl closure of I
Remarks: The Weyl closure of a left ideal I in the Weyl algebra W is defined to be
the intersection of I regarded as left ideal in the rational Weyl algebra
K(x(1..n))<D(1..n)> with the polynomial Weyl algebra W.
Reference: [Tsa00, Algorithm 2.2.4]
Note: If printlevel=1, progress debug messages will be printed,
if printlevel>=2, all the debug messages will be printed.
See also: WeylClosure1
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
// [OTW00, Example 8]
ring r = 0,(x,y,z,Dx,Dy,Dz),dp;
def D3 = Weyl();
setring D3;
poly f = x^3-y^2*z^2;
ideal I = f^2*Dx + 3*x^2, f^2*Dy-2*y*z^2, f^2*Dz-2*y^2*z;
// I annihilates exp(1/f)
WeylClosure(I);
==> _[1]=y*Dy-z*Dz
==> _[2]=2*y*z^2*Dx+3*x^2*Dy
==> _[3]=2*y^2*z*Dx+3*x^2*Dz
==> _[4]=2*z^3*Dx*Dz+3*x^2*Dy^2+2*z^2*Dx
==> _[5]=4*x^4*Dx^2+12*x^3*z*Dx*Dz+9*x^2*z^2*Dz^2+16*x^3*Dx+27*x^2*z*Dz
+12*Dx
==> _[6]=3*y*z^4*Dz^2-2*x^4*Dx*Dy-6*x^3*z*Dy*Dz+9*y*z^3*Dz-6*Dy
==> _[7]=3*y^2*z^3*Dz-2*x^4*Dx-6*x^3*z*Dz-6
==> _[8]=3*z^5*Dz^3-2*x^4*Dx*Dy^2-6*x^3*z*Dy^2*Dz+18*z^4*Dz^2+18*z^3*Dz
-6*Dy^2
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A.1.3. WeylClosure1
Algorithm A.1.3.1 (WeylClosure1 [Tsa00, Algorithm 1.2.4]).
Input: P P D1
Output: WCpxP yq, the Weyl closure of the left ideal generated by P
1: P 
°d
k0 piB
i, where pi P Krxs
2: g : gcdppn,
Bpn
Bx
q
3: if g  1 then
4: p : pn
5: else
6: p : g
7: tf1, . . . , ftu the irreducible factors of p over Q
8: θα : px αq  B, where α is a parameter
9: L1 : L|xx α
10: L1 
°s
ir ζiqi, where qi P Krθαs and ζi 
#
Bi , i ¤ 0
xi , i ¡ 0
11: for k P t1, . . . , tu do
12: φk : Qpαqrθαs Ñ Qrαs{xfkpαqy rθαs
13: rk : mintr ¤ i ¤ s | φkpqiq  0u
14: mk : maxt0, a P N | qrkpaq  0u
15: m : maxtmk   rk | 1 ¤ k ¤ tu
16: W : txiBj | 0 ¤ i ¤ degppq   1, 0 ¤ j ¤ mu
17: K : t
°
wPW aww |
°
wPW aw  rightNFpw  L, xpyD1q  0, aw P Ku
18: return xL, p1  k  L | k P Ky
Note that since the first rational Weyl algebra Q1 is a principal ideal domain, it suffices
to a consider a single element as the generator of an ideal, which also may be assumed
to be polynomial. Also note that the set K in line 17 is the kernel of the K-linear map
spanpW q Ñ D1{p D1, w ÞÑ rw  Ls.
Usage: WeylClosure1(L); L a poly
Assume: The basering is the first Weyl algebra D=K<x,d|dx=xd+1> over a field K of
characteristic 0.
Return: ideal, the Weyl closure of the principal left ideal generated by L
Remarks: The Weyl closure of a left ideal I in the Weyl algebra D is defined to be the
intersection of I regarded as left ideal in the rational Weyl algebra K(x)<d>
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with the polynomial Weyl algebra D.
Reference: [Tsa00, Algorithm 1.2.4]
Note: If printlevel=1, progress debug messages will be printed,
if printlevel>=2, all the debug messages will be printed.
See also: WeylClosure
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = 0,(x,Dx),dp;
def W = Weyl();
setring W;
poly L = (x^3+2)*Dx-3*x^2;
WeylClosure1(L);
==> _[1]=x^3*Dx-3*x^2+2*Dx
==> _[2]=x^2*Dx^2-2*x*Dx
==> _[3]=x^2*Dx+Dx^2-3*x
==> _[4]=-1/2*x*Dx^2+Dx
L = (x^4-4*x^3+3*x^2)*Dx^2+(-6*x^3+20*x^2-12*x)*Dx+(12*x^2-32*x+12);
WeylClosure1(L);
==> _[1]=x^4*Dx^2-4*x^3*Dx^2-6*x^3*Dx+3*x^2*Dx^2+20*x^2*Dx+12*x^2-12*x*Dx
-32*x+12
==> _[2]=2/3*x^3*Dx^3-5/3*x^3*Dx^2+x^2*Dx^3-4/3*x^2*Dx^2+10*x^2*Dx-2*x*Dx^2
+8/3*x*Dx-20*x-32/3
==> _[3]=x^3*Dx^3-2*x^3*Dx^2-x^2*Dx^2+12*x^2*Dx-4*x*Dx-24*x+4
==> _[4]=43/24*x^3*Dx^3-19/6*x^3*Dx^2-43/12*x^2*Dx^2+3/8*x*Dx^3+19*x^2*Dx
+x*Dx^2+23/12*x*Dx-3/4*Dx^2-38*x-3*Dx-23/3
==> _[5]=x^3*Dx^4-6*x^3*Dx^3-4*x^2*Dx^4+9*x^3*Dx^2+2*x^2*Dx^3+3*x*Dx^4
+12*x^2*Dx^2+4*x*Dx^3-54*x^2*Dx-12*x*Dx^2-3*Dx^3+108*x+18*Dx
==> _[6]=x^3*Dx^6+8/3*x^3*Dx^5-4*x^2*Dx^6-2/3*x^2*Dx^5+3*x*Dx^6+35*x^3*Dx^3
+16*x^2*Dx^4-20*x*Dx^5-56*x^3*Dx^2-92/3*x*Dx^4+12*Dx^5-70*x^2*Dx^2
-39*x*Dx^3+336*x^2*Dx+92/3*Dx^3+14*x*Dx+46*Dx^2-672*x-56
A.1.4. holonomicRank
Algorithm A.1.4.1 (holonomicRank [SST00, Definition 1.4.8]).
Input: I  Dn a nonzero ideal
Output: k P NY t8u the holonomic rank of I
1: u : p0, . . . , 0q P Kn, v : p1, . . . , 1q P Kn
2: J : inpu,vqpIq  Krx1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bns
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3: J 1 : ιpJq, where ι : Krx1, . . . , xn, B1, . . . , Bns Ñ Kpx1, . . . , xnqrB1, . . . , Bns is the
natural embedding
4: return dimKpxqpKpxqrBs{xJ 1yq
Usage: holonomicRank(I[,e]); I ideal, e optional int
Assume: The basering is the n-th Weyl algebra over a field of characteristic 0 and
for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n the identity var(i+n)*var(i)=var(i)*var(i+1)+1 holds,
i.e. the sequence of variables is given by x(1),...,x(n),D(1),...,D(n),
where D(i) is the differential operator belonging to x(i).
Return: int, the holonomic rank of I
Remarks: The holonomic rank of I is defined to be the K(x(1..n))-dimension of the
module W/WI, where W is the rational Weyl algebra K(x(1..n))<D(1..n)>.
If this dimension is infinite, -1 is returned.
Note: If e<>0, std is used for Gröbner basis computations, otherwise (and by
default) slimgb is used.
If printlevel=1, progress debug messages will be printed,
if printlevel>=2, all the debug messages will be printed.
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
// [OTW00, Example 8]
ring r3 = 0,(x,y,z,Dx,Dy,Dz),dp;
def D3 = Weyl();
setring D3;
poly f = x^3-y^2*z^2;
ideal I = f^2*Dx+3*x^2, f^2*Dy-2*y*z^2, f^2*Dz-2*y^2*z;
// I annihilates exp(1/f)
holonomicRank(I);
==> 1
A.1.5. DsingularLocus
Usage: DsingularLocus(I); I ideal
Assume: The basering is the n-th Weyl algebra over a field of characteristic 0 and
for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n the identity var(i+n)*var(i)=var(i)*var(i+1)+1 holds,
i.e. the sequence of variables is given by x(1),...,x(n),D(1),...,D(n),
where D(i) is the differential operator belonging to x(i).
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Return: ideal, describing the singular locus of the D-module D/I
Note: If printlevel>=1, progress debug messages will be printed,
if printlevel>=2, all the debug messages will be printed
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
// [OTW00, Example 8]
ring @@D3 = 0,(x,y,z,Dx,Dy,Dz),dp;
def D3 = Weyl();
setring D3;
poly f = x^3-y^2*z^2;
ideal I = f^2*Dx + 3*x^2, f^2*Dy-2*y*z^2, f^2*Dz-2*y^2*z;
// I annihilates exp(1/f)
DsingularLocus(I);
==> _[1]=y^2*z^2-x^3
A.1.6. polSol
Algorithm A.1.6.1 (polSol [OTT01, Algorithm 2.4]).
Input: pI, wq, where I  Dn is a holonomic ideal and w P Rn¡0
Output: F  Krxs a K-basis of the polynomial solutions of I
1: bpw,wq,Ipsq P Krss the b-function of I with respect to pw,wq
2: λ : minta P Z | bpw,wq,Ipaq  0u
3: if λ ¡ 0 then
4: return t0u
5: else
6: fc :
°
αPNn0 ,αw¤λ
cαx
α with parameters cα P K
7: Jc : tp  fc | p P Iu
8: C : tcα | Jc  t0uu by equating the coefficients to zero and solving the
corresponding linear system
9: return tfc | c P Cu
Usage: polSol(I[,w,m]); I ideal, w optional intvec, m optional int
Assume: The basering is the n-th Weyl algebra W over a field of characteristic 0 and
for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n the identity var(i+n)*var(i)=var(i)*var(i+1)+1 holds,
i.e. the sequence of variables is given by x(1),...,x(n),D(1),...,D(n),
where D(i) is the differential operator belonging to x(i).
Moreover, assume that I is holonomic.
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Return: ideal, a basis of the polynomial solutions to the given system of linear PDEs
with polynomial coefficients, encoded via I
Remarks: If w is given, w should consist of n negative entries. Otherwise and by default,
w is set to -1:n.
In this case, w is used as weight vector for the computation of a b-function.
If m is given, m is assumed to be the minimal integer root of the b-function
of I w.r.t. w. Note that this assumption is not checked.
Reference: [OTT01, Algorithm 2.4]
Note: If printlevel=1, progress debug messages will be printed,
if printlevel>=2, all the debug messages will be printed.
See also: polSolFiniteRank, ratSol
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = 0,(x,y,Dx,Dy),dp;
def W = Weyl();
setring W;
poly tx,ty = x*Dx, y*Dy;
ideal I = // Appel F1 with parameters (2,-3,-2,5)
tx*(tx+ty+4)-x*(tx+ty+2)*(tx-3),
ty*(tx+ty+4)-y*(tx+ty+2)*(ty-2),
(x-y)*Dx*Dy+2*Dx-3*Dy;
intvec w = -1,-1;
polSol(I,w);
==> _[1]=10*x^3*y^2-30*x^3*y-45*x^2*y^2+24*x^3+144*x^2*y+72*x*y^2-126*x^2
-252*x*y-42*y^2+252*x+168*y-210
A.1.7. polSolFiniteRank
Usage: polSolFiniteRank(I[,w]); I ideal, w optional intvec
Assume: The basering is the n-th Weyl algebra W over a field of characteristic 0 and
for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n the identity var(i+n)*var(i)=var(i)*var(i+1)+1 holds,
i.e. the sequence of variables is given by x(1),...,x(n),D(1),...,D(n),
where D(i) is the differential operator belonging to x(i).
Moreover, assume that I is of finite holonomic rank.
Return: ideal, a basis of the polynomial solutions to the given system of linear PDEs
with polynomial coefficients, encoded via I
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Remarks: If w is given, w should consist of n negative entries. Otherwise and by default,
w is set to -1:n.
In this case, w is used as weight vector for the computation of a b-function.
Reference: [OTT01, Algorithm 2.6]
Note: If printlevel=1, progress debug messages will be printed,
if printlevel>=2, all the debug messages will be printed.
See also: polSol, ratSol
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = 0,(x,y,Dx,Dy),dp;
def W = Weyl();
setring W;
poly tx,ty = x*Dx, y*Dy;
ideal I = // Appel F1 with parameters (2,-3,-2,5)
tx*(tx+ty+4)-x*(tx+ty+2)*(tx-3),
ty*(tx+ty+4)-y*(tx+ty+2)*(ty-2),
(x-y)*Dx*Dy+2*Dx-3*Dy;
intvec w = -1,-1;
polSolFiniteRank(I,w);
==> _[1]=10*x^3*y^2-30*x^3*y-45*x^2*y^2+24*x^3+144*x^2*y+72*x*y^2-126*x^2
-252*x*y-42*y^2+252*x+168*y-210
A.1.8. ratSol
Usage: ratSol(I); I ideal
Assume: The basering is the n-th Weyl algebra W over a field of characteristic 0 and
for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n the identity var(i+n)*var(i)=var(i)*var(i+1)+1 holds,
i.e. the sequence of variables is given by x(1),...,x(n),D(1),...,D(n),
where D(i) is the differential operator belonging to x(i).
Moreover, assume that I is holonomic.
Return: module, a basis of the rational solutions to the given system of linear PDEs
with polynomial coefficients, encoded via I.
Note that each entry has two components, the first one standing for the
enumerator, the second one for the denominator.
Remarks: Reference: [OTT01, Algorithm 3.10]
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Note: If printlevel=1, progress debug messages will be printed,
if printlevel>=2, all the debug messages will be printed.
See also: polSol, polSolFiniteRank
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Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = 0,(x,y,Dx,Dy),dp;
def W = Weyl();
setring W;
poly tx,ty = x*Dx, y*Dy;
ideal I = // Appel F1 with parameters (3,-1,1,1) is a solution
tx*(tx+ty)-x*(tx+ty+3)*(tx-1),
ty*(tx+ty)-y*(tx+ty+3)*(ty+1);
module M = ratSol(I);
// We obtain a basis of the rational solutions to I represented by a
// module / matrix with two rows.
// Each column of the matrix represents a rational function, where
// the first row correspond to the enumerator and the second row to
// the denominator.
print(M);
==> x-y, x,
==> y^4-3*y^3+3*y^2-y,y
A.1.9. bfctBound
Usage: bfctBound(I,f[,primdec]); I ideal, f poly, primdec optional string
Assume: The basering is the n-th Weyl algebra W over a field of characteristic 0 and
for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n the identity var(i+n)*var(i)=var(i)*var(i+1)+1 holds,
i.e. the sequence of variables is given by x(1),...,x(n),D(1),...,D(n),
where D(i) is the differential operator belonging to x(i).
Moreover, assume that I is holonomic.
Return: list of roots (of type ideal) and multiplicities (of type intvec) of a multiple
of the b-function for fsu at a generic root of f. Here, u stands for r1s in D/I.
Remarks: Reference: [OTT01, Algorithm 3.4]
Note: This procedure requires to compute a primary decomposition in a commuta-
tive ring. The optional string primdec can be used to specify the algorithm
to do so. It may either be ‘GTZ’ (Gianni, Trager, Zacharias) or ‘SY’ (Shi-
moyama, Yokoyama). By default, ‘GTZ’ is used.
If printlevel=1, progress debug messages will be printed,
if printlevel>=2, all the debug messages will be printed.
See also: bernstein, bfct, bfctAnn
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Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = 0,(x,y,Dx,Dy),dp;
def W = Weyl();
setring W;
poly tx,ty = x*Dx, y*Dy;
ideal I = // Appel F1 with parameters (2,-3,-2,5)
tx*(tx+ty+4)-x*(tx+ty+2)*(tx-3),
ty*(tx+ty+4)-y*(tx+ty+2)*(ty-2),
(x-y)*Dx*Dy+2*Dx-3*Dy;
kill tx,ty;
poly f = x-1;
bfctBound(I,f);
==> [1]:
==> _[1]=-1
==> _[2]=-7
==> [2]:
==> 1,1
A.1.10. annRatSyz
Usage: annRatSyz(f,g[,db,eng]); f, g polynomials, db,eng optional integers
Assume: The basering is commutative and over a field of characteristic 0.
Return: ring (a Weyl algebra) containing an ideal ‘LD’, which is (part of) the anni-
hilator of the rational function g/f in the corresponding Weyl algebra
Remarks: This procedure uses the computation of certain syzygies. One can obtain
the full annihilator by computing the Weyl closure of the ideal LD.
Note: Activate the output ring with the setring command. In the output ring,
the ideal ‘LD’ (in Gröbner basis) is (part of) the annihilator of g/f.
If db>0 is given, operators of order up to db are considered, otherwise, and
by default, a minimal holonomic solution is computed.
If eng<>0, std is used for Gröbner basis computations, otherwise, and by
default, slimgb is used.
If printlevel=1, progress debug messages will be printed,
if printlevel>=2, all the debug messages will be printed.
See also: annRat, annPoly
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Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
// printlevel = 3;
ring r = 0,(x,y),dp;
poly f = 2*x*y; poly g = x^2 - y^3;
def A = annRatSyz(f,g); // compute a holonomic solution
setring A; A;
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 4
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names x y Dx Dy
==> // block 2 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // Dxx=x*Dx+1
==> // Dyy=y*Dy+1
LD;
==> LD[1]=3*x*Dx+2*y*Dy+1
==> LD[2]=y^4*Dy-x^2*y*Dy+2*y^3+x^2
setring r;
def B = annRatSyz(f,g,5); // compute a solution up to degree 5
setring B;
LD; // this is the full annihilator as we will check below
==> LD[1]=29223*y^2*Dx^2*Dy+2286*x*Dx*Dy^2-11464*y*Dy^3+87669*y*Dx^2
+10304*Dy^2
==> LD[2]=111*y^3*Dx^2+2760*x^2*Dx^2+1470*x*y*Dx*Dy-296*y^2*Dy^2+4050*x*Dx
==> LD[3]=3*x*Dx+2*y*Dy+1
==> LD[4]=y^3*Dy^2-x^2*Dy^2+6*y^2*Dy+6*y
==> LD[5]=y^4*Dy-x^2*y*Dy+2*y^3+x^2
setring r;
def C = annRat(f,g); setring C;
LD; // the full annihilator
==> LD[1]=3*y^2*Dx^2*Dy+2*x*Dx*Dy^2+9*y*Dx^2+4*Dy^2
==> LD[2]=3*y^3*Dx^2-10*x*y*Dx*Dy-8*y^2*Dy^2+10*x*Dx
==> LD[3]=y^3*Dy^2-x^2*Dy^2-6*x*y*Dx+2*y^2*Dy+4*y
==> LD[4]=3*x*Dx+2*y*Dy+1
==> LD[5]=y^4*Dy-x^2*y*Dy+2*y^3+x^2
ideal BLD = imap(B,LD);
NF(LD,std(BLD));
==> _[1]=0
==> _[2]=0
==> _[3]=0
==> _[4]=0
==> _[5]=0
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A.1.11. dmodGeneralAssumptionCheck
Usage: dmodGeneralAssumptionCheck();
Return: nothing, but checks general assumptions on the basering
Note: This procedure checks the following conditions on the basering R and prints
an error message if any of them is violated:
- R is the n-th Weyl algebra over a field of characteristic 0,
- R is not a qring,
- for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n the identity var(i+n)*var(i)=var(i)*var(i+1)+1
holds, i.e. the sequence of variables is given by
x(1),...,x(n),D(1),...,D(n), where D(i) is the differential operator be-
longing to x(i).
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = 0,(x,D),dp;
dmodGeneralAssumptionCheck(); // prints error message
==> ? Basering is not a Weyl algebra
==> ? leaving dmodloc.lib::dmodGeneralAssumptionCheck
def W = Weyl();
setring W;
dmodGeneralAssumptionCheck(); // returns nothing
A.1.12. safeVarName
Usage: safeVarName(s); s string
Return: string, returns s if s is not the name of a par/var of basering and ‘@@’ + s
otherwise
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = (0,a),(w,@@w,x,y),dp;
safeVarName("a");
==> @@a
safeVarName("x");
==> @@x
safeVarName("z");
==> z
safeVarName("w");
==> @@@@w
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A.1.13. extendWeyl
Usage: extendWeyl(S); S string or list of strings
Assume: The basering is the n-th Weyl algebra over a field of characteristic 0 and
for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n the identity var(i+n)*var(i)=var(i)*var(i+1)+1 holds,
i.e. the sequence of variables is given by x(1),...,x(n),D(1),...,D(n),
where D(i) is the differential operator belonging to x(i).
Return: ring, Weyl algebra extended by vars given by S
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring @@D2 = 0,(x,y,Dx,Dy),dp;
def D2 = Weyl();
setring D2;
def D3 = extendWeyl("t");
setring D3; D3;
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 6
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names t x y Dt Dx Dy
==> // block 2 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // Dtt=t*Dt+1
==> // Dxx=x*Dx+1
==> // Dyy=y*Dy+1
list L = "u","v";
def D5 = extendWeyl(L);
setring D5;
D5;
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 10
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names u v t x y Du Dv Dt Dx Dy
==> // block 2 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // Duu=u*Du+1
==> // Dvv=v*Dv+1
==> // Dtt=t*Dt+1
==> // Dxx=x*Dx+1
==> // Dyy=y*Dy+1
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A.1.14. polyVars
Usage: polyVars(f,v); f poly, v intvec
Return: int, 1 if f contains only variables indexed by v, 0 otherwise
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = 0,(x,y,z),dp;
poly f = y^2+zy;
intvec v = 1,2;
polyVars(f,v); // does f depend only on x,y?
==> 0
v = 2,3;
polyVars(f,v); // does f depend only on y,z?
==> 1
A.1.15. monomialInIdeal
Usage: monomialInIdeal(I); I ideal
Return: ideal consisting of all monomials appearing in generators of ideal
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = 0,(x,y),dp;
ideal I = x2+5x3y7, x-x2-6xy;
monomialInIdeal(I);
==> _[1]=x3y7
==> _[2]=x2
==> _[3]=xy
==> _[4]=x
A.1.16. vars2pars
Usage: vars2pars(v); v intvec
Assume: The basering is commutative.
Return: ring with variables specified by v converted into parameters
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Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = 0,(x,y,z,a,b,c),dp;
intvec v = 4,5,6;
def R = vars2pars(v);
setring R;
R;
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // 3 parameter : a b c
==> // minpoly : 0
==> // number of vars : 3
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names x y z
==> // block 2 : ordering C
v = 1,2;
def RR = vars2pars(v);
setring RR;
RR;
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // 5 parameter : a b c x y
==> // minpoly : 0
==> // number of vars : 1
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names z
==> // block 2 : ordering C
A.1.17. minIntRoot2
Usage: minIntRoot2(L); L list
Assume: L is the output of bFactor.
Return: int, the minimal integer root in a list of roots
See also: minIntRoot, maxIntRoot, bFactor
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = 0,x,dp;
poly f = x*(x+1)*(x-2)*(x-5/2)*(x+5/2);
list L = bFactor(f);
minIntRoot2(L);
==> -1
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A.1.18. maxIntRoot
Usage: maxIntRoot(L); L list
Assume: L is the output of bFactor.
Return: int, the maximal integer root in a list of roots
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = 0,x,dp;
poly f = x*(x+1)*(x-2)*(x-5/2)*(x+5/2);
list L = bFactor(f);
maxIntRoot(L);
==> 2
A.1.19. dmodAction
Usage: dmodAction(id,f[,v]); id ideal or poly, f poly, v optional intvec
Assume: If v is not given, the basering is the n-th Weyl algebra W over a field of
characteristic 0 and for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n the identity
var(i+n)*var(i)=var(i)*var(i+1)+1 holds, i.e. the sequence of variables
is given by x(1),...,x(n),D(1),...,D(n), where D(i) is the differential
operator belonging to x(i).
Otherwise, v is assumed to specify positions of variables, which form a Weyl
algebra as a subalgebra of the basering:
If size(v) equals 2*n, then bracket(var(v[i]),var(v[j])) must equal 1
if and only if j equals i+n, and 0 otherwise, for all 1 ¤ i,j ¤ n.
Further, assume that f does not contain any D(i).
Return: same type as id, the result of the natural D-module action of id on f
Note: The assumptions made are not checked.
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = 0,(x,y,z),dp;
poly f = x^2*z - y^3;
def A = annPoly(f);
setring A;
poly f = imap(r,f);
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dmodAction(LD,f);
==> _[1]=0
==> _[2]=0
==> _[3]=0
==> _[4]=0
==> _[5]=0
==> _[6]=0
==> _[7]=0
==> _[8]=0
==> _[9]=0
==> _[10]=0
==> _[11]=0
==> _[12]=0
==> _[13]=0
poly P = y*Dy+3*z*Dz-3;
dmodAction(P,f);
==> 0
dmodAction(P[1],f);
==> -3*y^3
A.1.20. dmodActionRat
Usage: dmodActionRat(id,w); id ideal or poly, f vector
Assume: The basering is the n-th Weyl algebra W over a field of characteristic 0 and
for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n the identity var(i+n)*var(i)=var(i)*var(i+1)+1 holds,
i.e. the sequence of variables is given by x(1),...,x(n),D(1),...,D(n),
where D(i) is the differential operator belonging to x(i).
Further, assume that w has exactly two components, second one not 0, and
that w does not contain any D(i).
Return: same type as id, the result of the natural D-module action of id on the
rational function w[1]/w[2]
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = 0,(x,y),dp;
poly f = 2*x; poly g = y;
def A = annRat(f,g); setring A;
poly f = imap(r,f); poly g = imap(r,g);
vector v = [f,g]; // represents f/g
// x and y act by multiplication
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dmodActionRat(x,v);
==> _[1]=2*x^2*gen(1)+y*gen(2)
dmodActionRat(y,v);
==> _[1]=2*x*gen(1)+gen(2)
// Dx and Dy act by partial derivation
dmodActionRat(Dx,v);
==> _[1]=y*gen(2)+2*gen(1)
dmodActionRat(Dy,v);
==> _[1]=y^2*gen(2)-2*x*gen(1)
dmodActionRat(x*Dx+y*Dy,v);
==> _[1]=gen(2)
setring r;
f = 2*x*y; g = x^2 - y^3;
def B = annRat(f,g); setring B;
poly f = imap(r,f); poly g = imap(r,g);
vector v = [f,g];
dmodActionRat(LD,v); // hence LD is indeed the annihilator of f/g
==> _[1]=gen(2)
==> _[2]=gen(2)
==> _[3]=gen(2)
==> _[4]=gen(2)
==> _[5]=gen(2)
A.1.21. simplifyRat
Usage: simplifyRat(v); v vector
Assume: Assume that v has exactly two components, second one not 0.
Return: vector, representing simplified rational function v[1]/v[2]
Note: Possibly present noncommutative relations of the basering are ignored.
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = 0,(x,y),dp;
vector v = [x2-1,x+1];
simplifyRat(v);
==> x*gen(1)+gen(2)-gen(1)
simplifyRat(v) - [x-1,1];
==> 0
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A.1.22. addRat
Usage: addRat(v,w); v,w vectors
Assume: Assume that v,w have exactly two components, second ones not 0.
Return: vector, representing rational function (v[1]/v[2])+(w[1]/w[2])
Note: Possibly present noncommutative relations of the basering are ignored.
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = 0,(x,y),dp;
vector v = [x,y];
vector w = [y,x];
addRat(v,w);
==> x2*gen(1)+xy*gen(2)+y2*gen(1)
addRat(v,w) - [x2+y2,xy];
==> 0
A.1.23. multRat
Usage: multRat(v,w); v,w vectors
Assume: Assume that v,w have exactly two components, second ones not 0.
Return: vector, representing rational function (v[1]/v[2])*(w[1]/w[2])
Note: Possibly present noncommutative relations of the basering are ignored.
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = 0,(x,y),dp;
vector v = [x,y];
vector w = [y,x];
multRat(v,w);
==> gen(2)+gen(1)
multRat(v,w) - [1,1];
==> 0
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A.1.24. diffRat
Usage: diffRat(v,j); v vector, j int
Assume: Assume that v has exactly two components, second one not 0.
Return: vector, representing rational function derivative of rational function
(v[1]/v[2]) w.r.t. var(j)
Note: Possibly present noncommutative relations of the basering are ignored.
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = 0,(x,y),dp;
vector v = [x,y];
diffRat(v,1);
==> y*gen(2)+gen(1)
diffRat(v,1) - [1,y];
==> 0
diffRat(v,2);
==> y2*gen(2)-x*gen(1)
diffRat(v,2) - [-x,y2];
==> 0
A.1.25. commRing
Usage: commRing();
Return: ring, basering without noncommutative relations
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
def W = makeWeyl(3);
setring W; W;
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 6
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names x(1) x(2) x(3) D(1) D(2) D(3)
==> // block 2 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // D(1)x(1)=x(1)*D(1)+1
==> // D(2)x(2)=x(2)*D(2)+1
==> // D(3)x(3)=x(3)*D(3)+1
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def W2 = commRing();
setring W2; W2;
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 6
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names x(1) x(2) x(3) D(1) D(2) D(3)
==> // block 2 : ordering C
ring r = 0,(x,y),dp;
def r2 = commRing(); // same as r
setring r2; r2;
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 2
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names x y
==> // block 2 : ordering C
A.1.26. rightNFWeyl
Usage: rightNFWeyl(id,k); id ideal or poly, k int
Assume: The basering is the n-th Weyl algebra over a field of characteristic 0 and
for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n the identity var(i+n)*var(i)=var(i)*var(i+1)+1 holds,
i.e. the sequence of variables is given by x(1),...,x(n),D(1),...,D(n),
where D(i) is the differential operator belonging to x(i).
Return: same type as id, the right normal form of id with respect to the principal
right ideal generated by the k-th variable
Note: No Gröbner basis computation is used.
Example:
LIB "dmodloc.lib";
ring r = 0,(x,y,Dx,Dy),dp;
def W = Weyl();
setring W;
ideal I = x^3*Dx^3, y^2*Dy^2, x*Dy, y*Dx;
rightNFWeyl(I,1); // right NF wrt principal right ideal x*W
==> _[1]=0
==> _[2]=y^2*Dy^2
==> _[3]=0
==> _[4]=y*Dx
rightNFWeyl(I,3); // right NF wrt principal right ideal Dx*W
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==> _[1]=-6
==> _[2]=y^2*Dy^2
==> _[3]=x*Dy
==> _[4]=0
rightNFWeyl(I,2); // right NF wrt principal right ideal y*W
==> _[1]=x^3*Dx^3
==> _[2]=0
==> _[3]=x*Dy
==> _[4]=0
rightNFWeyl(I,4); // right NF wrt principal right ideal Dy*W
==> _[1]=x^3*Dx^3
==> _[2]=2
==> _[3]=0
==> _[4]=y*Dx
poly p = x*Dx+1;
rightNFWeyl(p,1); // right NF wrt principal right ideal x*W
==> 1
A.2. ncpreim.lib
Library: ncpreim.lib
Purpose: Non-commutative elimination and preimage computations
Author: Daniel Andres, daniel.andres@math.rwth-aachen.de
Support: DFG Graduiertenkolleg 1632 ‘Experimentelle und konstruktive
Algebra’
Overview: In G-algebras, elimination of variables is more involved than in the com-
mutative case.
One, not every subset of variables generates an algebra, which is again a
G-algebra.
Two, even if the subset of variables in question generates an admissi-
ble subalgebra, there might be no admissible elimination ordering, i.e.
an elimination ordering which also satisfies the ordering condition for
G-algebras.
The difference between the procedure eliminateNC provided in this li-
brary and the procedure eliminate (plural) from the kernel is that
eliminateNC will always find an admissible elimination ordering if such
one exists. Moreover, the use of slimgb for performing Gröbner basis
computations is possible.
As an application of the theory of elimination, the procedure preimageNC
is provided, which computes the preimage of an ideal under a homomor-
phism f : AÑ B between G-algebras A and B. In contrast to the kernel
procedure preimage (plural), the assumption that A is commutative is
not required.
References:
[BGL01b] José L. Bueso, José Gómez-Torrecillas, and Francisco Javier Lobillo. Re-
filtering and exactness of the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension. Bulletin des
Sciences Mathématiques, 125(8):689–715, 2001. doi:10.1016/S0007-44
97(01)01090-9.
[GGL09] Juan Ignacio García García, Jesús García Miranda, and Francisco Javier
Lobillo. Elimination orderings and localization in PBW algebras. Linear
Algebra and its Applications, 430(8–9):2133–2148, 2009. doi:10.1016/
j.laa.2008.11.024.
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[Lev06] Viktor Levandovskyy. Intersection of ideals with non-commutative subal-
gebras. In Jean-Guillaume Dumas, editor, Proceedings of the 2006 Inter-
national Symposium on Symbolic and Algebraic Computation, ISSAC ’06,
pages 212–219. ACM, 2006. doi:10.1145/1145768.1145805.
Procedures:
eliminateNC elimination in G-algebras
preimageNC preimage of ideals under homomorphisms of G-algebras
admissibleSub checks whether subalgebra is admissible
isUpperTriangular checks whether matrix is (strictly) upper triangular
appendWeight2Ord appends weight to ordering
elimWeight computes elimination weight
extendedTensor tensor product of rings with additional relations
Keywords: preimage; elimination
See also: elim.lib, preimage (plural)
A.2.1. eliminateNC
Usage: eliminateNC(I,v,eng); I ideal, v intvec, eng optional int
Return: ideal, I intersected with the subring defined by the variables not indexed by
the entries of v
Assume: The entries of v are in the range 1..nvars(basering) and the corresponding
variables generate an admissible subalgebra.
Remarks: In order to determine the required elimination ordering, a linear program-
ming problem is solved with the simplex algorithm.
Reference: [GGL09]
Unlike eliminate, this procedure will always find an elimination ordering,
if such exists.
Note: If eng<>0, std is used for Gröbner basis computations, otherwise (and by
default) slimgb is used.
If printlevel=1, progress debug messages will be printed,
if printlevel>=2, all the debug messages will be printed.
See also: eliminate (plural)
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Example:
LIB "ncpreim.lib";
// [Lev06, Example 2]
ring r = 0,(a,b,x,d),Dp;
matrix D[4][4];
D[1,2] = 3*a; D[1,4] = 3*x^2;
D[2,3] = -x; D[2,4] = d; D[3,4] = 1;
def A = nc_algebra(1,D);
setring A; A;
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 4
==> // block 1 : ordering Dp
==> // : names a b x d
==> // block 2 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // ba=ab+3a
==> // da=ad+3x2
==> // xb=bx-x
==> // db=bd+d
==> // dx=xd+1
ideal I = a,x;
// Since d*a-a*d = 3*x^2, any admissible ordering has to satisfy
// x^2 < a*d, while any elimination ordering for @{x,d@} additionally
// has to fulfil a << x and a << d.
// Hence, the weight (0,0,1,1) is not an elimination weight for
// (x,d) and the call eliminate(I,x*d); will produce an error.
eliminateNC(I,3..4);
==> _[1]=a
// This call uses the elimination weight (0,0,1,2), which works.
A.2.2. preimageNC
Usage: preimageNC(A,f,J[,P,eng]); A ring, f map or ideal, J ideal, P optional
string, eng optional int
Assume: f defines a map from A to the basering.
Return: nothing, instead exports an object ‘preim’ of type ideal to ring A, being the
preimage of J under f.
Note: If P is given and not equal to the empty string, the preimage is exported to
A under the name specified by P.
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Otherwise (and by default), P is set to ‘preim’.
If eng<>0, std is used for Gröbner basis computations, otherwise (and by
default) slimgb is used.
If printlevel=1, progress debug messages will be printed,
if printlevel>=2, all the debug messages will be printed.
Remarks: Reference: [Lev06]
See also: preimage (plural)
Example:
LIB "ncpreim.lib";
def A = makeUgl(3); setring A; A; // universal enveloping algebra of gl_3
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 9
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names e_1_1 e_1_2 e_1_3 e_2_1 e_2_2 e_2_3
e_3_1 e_3_2 e_3_3
==> // block 2 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // e_1_2e_1_1=e_1_1*e_1_2-e_1_2
==> // e_1_3e_1_1=e_1_1*e_1_3-e_1_3
==> // e_2_1e_1_1=e_1_1*e_2_1+e_2_1
==> // e_3_1e_1_1=e_1_1*e_3_1+e_3_1
==> // e_2_1e_1_2=e_1_2*e_2_1-e_1_1+e_2_2
==> // e_2_2e_1_2=e_1_2*e_2_2-e_1_2
==> // e_2_3e_1_2=e_1_2*e_2_3-e_1_3
==> // e_3_1e_1_2=e_1_2*e_3_1+e_3_2
==> // e_2_1e_1_3=e_1_3*e_2_1+e_2_3
==> // e_3_1e_1_3=e_1_3*e_3_1-e_1_1+e_3_3
==> // e_3_2e_1_3=e_1_3*e_3_2-e_1_2
==> // e_3_3e_1_3=e_1_3*e_3_3-e_1_3
==> // e_2_2e_2_1=e_2_1*e_2_2+e_2_1
==> // e_3_2e_2_1=e_2_1*e_3_2+e_3_1
==> // e_2_3e_2_2=e_2_2*e_2_3-e_2_3
==> // e_3_2e_2_2=e_2_2*e_3_2+e_3_2
==> // e_3_1e_2_3=e_2_3*e_3_1-e_2_1
==> // e_3_2e_2_3=e_2_3*e_3_2-e_2_2+e_3_3
==> // e_3_3e_2_3=e_2_3*e_3_3-e_2_3
==> // e_3_3e_3_1=e_3_1*e_3_3+e_3_1
==> // e_3_3e_3_2=e_3_2*e_3_3+e_3_2
ring r3 = 0,(x,y,z,Dx,Dy,Dz),dp;
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def B = Weyl(); setring B; B; // third Weyl algebra
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 6
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names x y z Dx Dy Dz
==> // block 2 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // Dxx=x*Dx+1
==> // Dyy=y*Dy+1
==> // Dzz=z*Dz+1
ideal ff = x*Dx,x*Dy,x*Dz,y*Dx,y*Dy,y*Dz,z*Dx,z*Dy,z*Dz;
map f = A,ff; // f: A -> B, e(i,j) |-> x(i)D(j)
ideal J = 0;
preimageNC(A,f,J,"K"); // compute K := ker(f)
setring A;
K;
==> K[1]=e_2_3*e_3_2-e_2_2*e_3_3-e_2_2
==> K[2]=e_1_3*e_3_2-e_1_2*e_3_3-e_1_2
==> K[3]=e_2_3*e_3_1-e_2_1*e_3_3-e_2_1
==> K[4]=e_2_2*e_3_1-e_2_1*e_3_2
==> K[5]=e_1_3*e_3_1-e_1_1*e_3_3-e_1_1
==> K[6]=e_1_2*e_3_1-e_1_1*e_3_2
==> K[7]=e_1_3*e_2_2-e_1_2*e_2_3+e_1_3
==> K[8]=e_1_3*e_2_1-e_1_1*e_2_3
==> K[9]=e_1_2*e_2_1-e_1_1*e_2_2-e_1_1
A.2.3. admissibleSub
Usage: admissibleSub(v); v intvec
Assume: The entries of v are in the range 1..nvars(basering).
Return: int, 1 if the variables indexed by the entries of v form an admissible subal-
gebra, 0 otherwise
Example:
LIB "ncpreim.lib";
ring r = 0,(e,f,h),dp;
matrix d[3][3];
d[1,2] = -h; d[1,3] = 2*e; d[2,3] = -2*f;
def A = nc_algebra(1,d);
setring A; A; // A is U(sl_2)
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==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 3
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names e f h
==> // block 2 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // fe=ef-h
==> // he=eh+2e
==> // hf=fh-2f
// the subalgebra generated by e,f is not admissible since [e,f]=h
admissibleSub(1..2);
==> 0
// but the subalgebra generated by f,h is admissible since [f,h]=2f
admissibleSub(2..3);
==> 1
A.2.4. isUpperTriangular
Usage: isUpperTriangular(M[,k]); M a matrix, k an optional int
Return: int, 1 if the given matrix is upper triangular,
0 otherwise.
Note: If k<>0 is given, it is checked whether M is strictly upper triangular.
Example:
LIB "ncpreim.lib";
ring r = 0,x,dp;
matrix M[2][3] =
0,1,2,
0,0,3;
isUpperTriangular(M);
==> 1
isUpperTriangular(M,1);
==> 1
M[2,2] = 4;
isUpperTriangular(M);
==> 1
isUpperTriangular(M,1);
==> 0
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A.2.5. appendWeight2Ord
Usage: appendWeight2Ord(w); w an intvec
Return: ring, the basering equipped with the ordering (a(w),<), where < is the
ordering of the basering.
Example:
LIB "ncpreim.lib";
ring r = 0,(a,b,x,d),Dp;
intvec w = 1,2,3,4;
def r2 = appendWeight2Ord(w); // for a commutative ring
r2;
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 4
==> // block 1 : ordering a
==> // : names a b x d
==> // : weights 1 2 3 4
==> // block 2 : ordering Dp
==> // : names a b x d
==> // block 3 : ordering C
matrix D[4][4];
D[1,2] = 3*a; D[1,4] = 3*x^2; D[2,3] = -x;
D[2,4] = d; D[3,4] = 1;
def A = nc_algebra(1,D);
setring A; A;
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 4
==> // block 1 : ordering Dp
==> // : names a b x d
==> // block 2 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // ba=ab+3a
==> // da=ad+3x2
==> // xb=bx-x
==> // db=bd+d
==> // dx=xd+1
w = 2,1,1,1;
def B = appendWeight2Ord(w); // for a noncommutative ring
setring B; B;
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 4
==> // block 1 : ordering a
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==> // : names a b x d
==> // : weights 2 1 1 1
==> // block 2 : ordering Dp
==> // : names a b x d
==> // block 3 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // ba=ab+3a
==> // da=ad+3x2
==> // xb=bx-x
==> // db=bd+d
==> // dx=xd+1
A.2.6. elimWeight
Usage: elimWeight(v); v an intvec
Assume: The basering is a G-algebra.
The entries of v are in the range 1..nvars(basering) and the corresponding
variables generate an admissible subalgebra.
Return: intvec, say w, such that the ordering (a(w),<), where < is any admissible
global ordering, is an elimination ordering for the subalgebra generated by
the variables indexed by the entries of the given intvec.
Note: If no such ordering exists, the zero intvec is returned.
Remark: Reference: [BGL01b], [GGL09]
Example:
LIB "ncpreim.lib";
// [Lev06, Example 2]
ring r = 0,(a,b,x,d),Dp;
matrix D[4][4];
D[1,2] = 3*a; D[1,4] = 3*x^2; D[2,3] = -x;
D[2,4] = d; D[3,4] = 1;
def A = nc_algebra(1,D);
setring A; A;
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 4
==> // block 1 : ordering Dp
==> // : names a b x d
==> // block 2 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
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==> // ba=ab+3a
==> // da=ad+3x2
==> // xb=bx-x
==> // db=bd+d
==> // dx=xd+1
// Since d*a-a*d = 3*x^2, any admissible ordering has to satisfy
// x^2 < a*d, while any elimination ordering for @{x,d@} additionally
// has to fulfil a << x and a << d.
// Hence neither a block ordering with weights
// (1,1,1,1) nor a weighted ordering with weight (0,0,1,1) will do.
intvec v = 3,4;
elimWeight(v);
==> 0,0,1,2
A.2.7. extendedTensor
Usage: extendedTensor(A,I); A ring, I ideal
Return: ring, A+B (where B denotes the basering) extended with non- commutative
relations between the vars of A and B, which arise from the homomorphism
A Ñ B induced by I in the usual sense, i.e. if the vars of A are named x(i)
and the vars of B y(j), then putting
q(i)(j) = leadcoef(y(j)*I[i])/leadcoef(I[i]*y(j)) and
r(i)(j) = y(j)*I[i] - q(i)(j)*I[i]*y(j) yields the relation
y(j)*x(i) = q(i)(j)*x(i)*y(j)+r(i)(j).
Remarks: Reference: [Lev06]
Example:
LIB "ncpreim.lib";
def A = makeWeyl(2);
setring A; A;
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 4
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names x(1) x(2) D(1) D(2)
==> // block 2 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // D(1)x(1)=x(1)*D(1)+1
==> // D(2)x(2)=x(2)*D(2)+1
def B = makeUgl(2);
setring B; B;
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==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 4
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names e_1_1 e_1_2 e_2_1 e_2_2
==> // block 2 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // e_1_2e_1_1=e_1_1*e_1_2-e_1_2
==> // e_2_1e_1_1=e_1_1*e_2_1+e_2_1
==> // e_2_1e_1_2=e_1_2*e_2_1-e_1_1+e_2_2
==> // e_2_2e_1_2=e_1_2*e_2_2-e_1_2
==> // e_2_2e_2_1=e_2_1*e_2_2+e_2_1
ideal I = var(1)*var(3), var(1)*var(4), var(2)*var(3), var(2)*var(4);
I;
==> I[1]=e_1_1*e_2_1
==> I[2]=e_1_1*e_2_2
==> I[3]=e_1_2*e_2_1
==> I[4]=e_1_2*e_2_2
def C = extendedTensor(A,I);
setring C; C;
==> // characteristic : 0
==> // number of vars : 8
==> // block 1 : ordering dp
==> // : names x(1) x(2) D(1) D(2)
==> // block 2 : ordering dp
==> // : names e_1_1 e_1_2 e_2_1 e_2_2
==> // block 3 : ordering C
==> // noncommutative relations:
==> // D(1)x(1)=x(1)*D(1)+1
==> // e_1_1x(1)=x(1)*e_1_1-e_1_1*e_2_1
==> // e_1_2x(1)=x(1)*e_1_2+e_1_1^2-e_1_2*e_2_1-e_1_1*e_2_2
==> // e_2_1x(1)=x(1)*e_2_1+e_2_1^2
==> // e_2_2x(1)=x(1)*e_2_2+e_1_1*e_2_1
==> // D(2)x(2)=x(2)*D(2)+1
==> // e_1_2x(2)=x(2)*e_1_2+e_1_1*e_1_2-e_1_2*e_2_2
==> // e_2_1x(2)=x(2)*e_2_1-e_1_1*e_2_1+e_2_1*e_2_2
==> // e_1_2D(1)=D(1)*e_1_2+e_1_1*e_1_2-e_1_2*e_2_2-e_1_2
==> // e_2_1D(1)=D(1)*e_2_1-e_1_1*e_2_1+e_2_1*e_2_2+e_2_1
==> // e_1_1D(2)=D(2)*e_1_1+e_1_2*e_2_2
==> // e_1_2D(2)=D(2)*e_1_2+e_1_2^2
==> // e_2_1D(2)=D(2)*e_2_1-e_1_2*e_2_1-e_1_1*e_2_2+e_2_2^2
==> // e_2_2D(2)=D(2)*e_2_2-e_1_2*e_2_2
==> // e_1_2e_1_1=e_1_1*e_1_2-e_1_2
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==> // e_2_1e_1_1=e_1_1*e_2_1+e_2_1
==> // e_2_1e_1_2=e_1_2*e_2_1-e_1_1+e_2_2
==> // e_2_2e_1_2=e_1_2*e_2_2-e_1_2
==> // e_2_2e_2_1=e_2_1*e_2_2+e_2_1
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